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Matters.

The Parlor Musical Society of this city
a Mendelssohu entertainment at the
vestry of the I'mverbalist church Tuessday
evening. The program was as follows
Double Quartette
Departure,
Sketch >d Mendelssohn’s Life.
Miss Helen Bird
\ oral solo, '•() Wert Thou in the Cold Blast.”
Miss Marion Wells.
Piano solo. ‘‘Song Without Words.”

Scott, William Ellis, Montie Haskell, Philip
Haskell, Arthur Powers, Jason Gross.

D.

Mrs George A. Bailey
Vocal solo, ‘‘The Journey.”
Miss Isabel Ginn.
After the entertainment the regular

ing

held for

was

practice

on

meet-

chorus work.

Misses Dinsmore, Johnson and Littlefield
a recital in Odd Fellows
Hall, Wed-

j gave

nesday evening, March 8th, before a large
j and appreciative audience. The selections
i were all rendered with skill and in a man} ner
highly gratifying to the friends of the
! performers arid pleasing to the audi-

j

The singing of Miss Dinsmore showed not only that she has a voice of rare
sweetness, well trained, but that she ap-

ence.

preciates and enters fully into the spirit of
her pieces. This was show n by the vicaoity
j
with which she gave the Magnetic Waltz,

feeling displayed

and the
the

in her

singing

of

serious number given as an encore.
Johnson’s work at the piano showed

more

Miss

unusual

interpretive power in a young musician. combined with rare musical abilities
reinforced by conscientious study and practice.

Judging from the efforts

held

at

of

Miss Little-

recital she is in a fair way to attain more than a local reputation as an elocutionist.
She possesses in a marked dethis

gree the

tions.

ability

and

to
<

Building

and

Repairs.

Jordan W. Coombs and Frank Riggs are
building a sea wall in front of their cottage
at the Battery
H. J. Morrison is building a cottage for his
the shore just below Shore
use on
Acres, in Northport.

own

J. F. Wilson has

got out the lumber for

a

cottage he is to build on Northport Camp
Ground, adjoining the cottage of Miss

Lothrop.
El well, who lives iu Northport
Little Liver, is building a cottage on
the shore in rear of his house to be rented to

George

near

summer

visitors.
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l>r. Talmage to continue
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city. lie will devote
■

fine to literary pursuits,
by run Sunderland has been
!i,j

to succeed I)r. Talmage.
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'/‘is. and since his resignation,
1 en
Dr. Talmage took charge,
i ’St*
He will now
emeritus.
bill pastoral charge, and his
‘‘isisfc that he shall remain
"f iiis life.
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appointed Herbert Putman
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Transfers

In Real

Estate.

Atwood, Winterport, to George Peirce,
Frankfort; land in Frankfort. Thomas A.
Beckwith et als., Belfast, to Robert T.
Greenlaw, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Lola A. Peirce, Belfast, to Edmund
Stevens, do.; land in Belfast. E. L. Benner
etai., Liberty to T. H. Skinner, Boston ; laud
Fred

in Liberty. A. E. Tripp,FrankTripp, do.; land and buildings
Frankfort. Frank I. Dickey, North port,
Annie R. Hasson, do.; land and buildings

and

buildings

fort,

to E. A.

in
to

Paul Ames, Burnham, to
James H. Ames, Unity; land in Unity. (2
to Abdeeds.) Martha E. Keating, Belfast,
bie B. Cox, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Amelia J. Cottrell, Belfast, to Robert
BelE. Cottrell, do.; land in Northport and
fast.
in

Northport.

on

her

Of her

home in East

health, which was already enfebled.
seven children she leaves one son,
lives

Harry G.,
daughters,
who

on

Mrs.

and two

the old

homestead,
Mary E. Stephen-

Brackett
Belfast
of Clinton. Of her father’s family three remain, Samuel, Orrin and George, all of
China. Mrs. Beau was a faithful wife and
mother and a generous and obliging neighbor,ever ready to assist a friend or neighbor
in sickness <>r distress, and her death will be
deeply felt. The funeral was held Friday
afternoon, Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating.
son

and Mrs. Anna A.

of

The interment

in the

was

on the home farm.
Dearest mother, you have left us,
Here our loss we deeply feel,

But ’ns God who has bereft us
He can all our sorrows heal.
On the borderland we have left you
A uchored safe where storms are o’er,
Bi t again we hope to meet you
On that happy golden shore.
Mrs. Selina Louisa Andrews died at her
home in Rockport, March 4th, after a short
illuessof pneumonia, aged 74 years. Mrs. Andrews was horn in Union and was the widow
of the late Dea. Asa Andrews, and daughter
of the late Horatio Alden and Sally Pachelder of Camden. She was full of good works
ami her memory will be cherished in many
hearts. She. was for many years a devoted
member of the Baptist church.
She was
ready and willing when the summons came

quickly passed beyond
join the loved
ouea gone before.
Seven children, to whom
she had always been a devoted mother, survive her. One son, Capt. G. A. Andrews of
the bark Addie Morrill, is now on the voyage from Rosario to Boston. The other children, who were privileged to be with her during her illness and minister so lovingly to her
comfort, are Mrs. L. H. Lovejoy, Mrs. E. A.
Morrill, Mrs. E. E. Fales, Miss Winifred
Andrews of Rockport and Horatio A. Andrews of Boston.
She also leaves two
brothers, W. G. and Henry Alden, and a
sister, Mrs. B. C. Adams of Camden.
ami

to

H. Arnold is

having lumber hauled
to his lot on Northport avenue preparatory
to resuming building operations, which were
interrupted by winter weather.
Vvr.

John N. Stewart is moving the barn of s.
Norton from the bank of Little River in

G.

the Perkins
to

a more

neighborhood

convenient

across

the road

location.

Beckwith will begin as soon as the
of the ground to build the
foundation for a house 12x27 at the farm of
J. F. Sheldon on the Poor’s Mills road.
Alonzo

frost

Isaac

ready

out

is

Hills

build

of East

Northport

is

getting

house

neatly opposite the
house of his father, Oscar Hills. The cellar
was dug and foundation built last season.
to

a

the Cobe cottage at Northport
will begin as soon as the weather will perIt is to be ready for occupancy in July.
mit.
The foundations were completed last fall.
Work

Myrick died March 5th at
her home iu Unity at the age of 67 years, 5
months and 21 days.
She was the daughter
of Wendall D. and Ora Nye, formerly of
Fairfield, and was one of a family of fourteen children, seven of whom are living.
In 1<S55 she married Andrew R. Mynek, who
Mrs. Ann

on

Plans have been made for a two-tenement
house which may be built in this city the
coming season. The plans call for bath
rooms and all modern improvements aud
the location is a desirable one.
F. A. IJarriman visited his brother in
Bath over Sunday. His mother, Mrs. A. J.
Harriman, who has also been visiting there,
accompanied him home Monday. fWaterville Mail.

E

survives her
She also leaves to mourn
tlinir loss an only daughter, Mrs. Chas.
Bartlett, and an only sister, Mrs. M. ,J.
Chandler, both of Unity; and six brothers,
four of whom are living in the west and
two in Massachusetts. She was an affection-

wife, a true ami loving mother, a kind
neighbor ami friend, always ready to help
the sick and needy, and will be greatly missed, not only by her immed'a* friends but
by a large circle of neighbors and friends
for whom she always had a pleasant word
ate

and smile. The funeral was held at her
home Wednesday forenoon, Rev. J. C.
Lamb of Troy officiating. The floral offerings consisted of a large bouquet of sixty-

H. Hayden.
She leaves two daughters,
Mrs. Frank Waterhouse and Miss Kate Hayden, and one son, John C. Hayden, all residing in Tacoma. Mrs. Hayden was a Belfast
girl, the only daughter of Capt. John and
Lucy Dyer, and was well known to many of
our older residents.
Capt. Dyer built and
lived in the house corner of Congress and
Miller street, where Jere Sullivan now lives.

Blanchard was the last surfather’s family of ten children.
In 1846 Capt. Blanchard moved from Searsport to Chelsea, Mass., where he died in the
year 1866; his widow retained her residence
in Chelsea until the time of her death. Mrs.
Blanchard was the mother of nine children,
five of whom are still living.
Many of the
older residents of Searsport will ever cherish
kindly remembrances of the hospitality of
this open hearted

townswoman, “Aunt Marfondly called. Mrs.
Blanchard was distinctively domestic in her
life, and her amiable and hopeful nature
made her the centre of affection among a
wide circle of relatives and friends.
she

was

wife, formerly

ow,

of

Hope,

children,

two

one or

ami

sister,

a

highly respected citizen.
of age. An aged mother,

He

Mrs.

City

13th, passed

off

no

Following

contest.

is the vote:

FOR MAYOR.

Wards.
1
Clarence O. Poor... 112
Sewall B. Fletcher. 22

Scattering.

2

2

Total.130
FOR

3

4

78 75 24
11
12 7
11
IK)

88

31

5

Total

42
9

831
01
4

51

590

Ward 1. Charles P. Hazeltine..110
3. Scattering.
2. Lendal T. Shales
3.
4
5.

1
80
1

Scattering...
Richard T. Rankin.74
28
George F. May hew.
Dexter T.

Guptill.45

Ward 1.

William K lveene.....119
117
George O. Hatch.
William R. Ford.78
Marceilus R. Knowlton.77
Scattering. 2
James W. Burgess..
70
Charles H. Waterman..
70
William II. Skinner.28

2.

4.
■'

5.

Edward F.

Carrow.41

FOR SCHOOL

Ward 1.

Charles A. Pilshury.80
John R. Dun ton.55
Scattering. 1
William R. Howard
SO
Owen G. White... ..75
Walter G. Hatch. 28
Thomas L. Shute.45

2.
3.
4

..

5.

FOR

CONSTABLES.

Ward 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

William H. Sanborn.122
J. Watson Knowlton. 80
Alexander D Smalley. 70
Fred F. Carter. 28
Elroy P. Michaels. 45

Ward 1.
2.

Robert Waterman..120
William H. Wight,. 80
Melvin C. March. 70
Willis S. Hatch. 28
Albert C. Mosuian. 44

FOR WARDENS.

3.
4.
5.

FOR WARD CLERKS.

cihi

the

Clifford J. Pattee.123
James D. Tucker. 80
Benj. F. Wells, Jr. 70
Eli C. Merriam. 28
Herbert A. Black. 40
•.» 10

only

ruuiiiicii

uu

iic

uiuc

there

ward in which

liuuuu

were

no

ny

de-

fective ballots.
in the other

Many mistakes were made
wards by voters trying to vote

mixed tickets.
movement

The

spoiled

eader of

the Fletcher

by blunders,
a full ward ticket, with

his

vote

although he wrote in
the addition of a candidate for Road ComMost of the defective ballots
missioner.
were made so by neglect to mark the cross.
In ward 3 half a dozen or more different
persons were voted for for mayor, but the
ballots were not crossed. Ward 1 had N defective; ward 3, 11; and wards 2 and 4, 1

Arizona; George C. of Appleton;
and Eliza A. Edwards of Malden,Mass. The
funeral was held Sunday afternoon, Rev.
George S. Mills officiating. The burial was
iu the family lot iu Appleton.
each.
H., widow of Orrin Cuuuingliam,
died at her home, with her son, Edgar M.
Cunningham, March 9th, at the age of 81
She was born in Prosyears and 7 months.
pect and lived there until she was about
twenty years old, when she married Orrin
Cunningham of Belfast and came here to
live. Her maiden name was Heagan. Her
husband died about 17 years ago. Of her
family of eight children but four remain,
Ruth N. Carey of Portland; Orrin YV. Cunningham of Lowell; Edgar M. and JamesH.
Cunningham of Belfast. She leaves one
half-sister, Mrs. Lydia McKenzie of Arling-

The Belfast schools.

Lucinda

ton

Heights, Mass. She was a high-minded,
conscientious woman, who, during her long
life, made her influence felt for good whereever she was known.
The funeral was held
Sunday afternoon, Rev. A. A. Smith officiating. By her request Samuel Kingsbury,
Andrew E. Clark, John N. Stewart and Albert T. Stevens acted as bearers.
A

telegram has been received from Taco-

announcing the death of Mrs.
Mary Dyer Hayden, widow of the late John

ma,

Wash.,

The school committee will meet next Mon-

day

at 7

p.

m.

for

organization.

The Belfast schools will close to-morrow,
Friday, for a vacation of two weeks. The
schools at Citypoiut and Poor’s Mills will be
in session Saturday to make up for lost time.
The Northport avenue school team broke
down Tuesday morning
opposite J. F.
Wight’s, and the occupants walked the remaining distance to school.
An encouraging feature of the school conditions is reported by Superintendent Brick,
who has lately received a number of applications from other towns for teachers. This
shows that there is a growing demand for
trained teachers and that the old idea that
any body, even without experience, can
teach school, is dying out.

Secret

Societies.

Horace Lovering, Grand Senior Warden,
will visit Penobscot Encampment, I. O. O.

F.,

next

at

the

an-

r>oaruman, paper

o.

Total.£ 182.25
this to the other expenses and if that
does uot look like extravagance, what dues
it look like
The law says that members
shall receive nothing for their tun
or services, but shall receive two dollars per day
fur subsistence and six cents a mile for
travel. Sec. McKeen says that it has be! come a custom to pay the traveling and
! hotel expenses of members and ui addition
two dollars a day for servi. es when in their
Add

J

j

county attending institutes, and that
when they g<> outside the county they are
allowed pay as lecturers, all of which is
own

clearly illegal.
hearings before the committee on
agriculture a lawyer appeared to champion

said to be
At

such

the

measures

tax

as

on

the “pure food” hill, the
bran and middlings, and

other matters. The question arusc among
the members as t<- who vvos paying that

Tuesday evening.

look

over

the statute hook and

see

what has

secured by them in this way. In Secretary McKeen's account, reported by him
in House Document No
225, see the follow-

Mr. aud Mrs. E. L.

Warren of Bueksport
friends in Belfast last Thursday.

on

Miss Maude E. Ellis left Monday for Lu.^
York to buy spring millinery.

L. (.). Straw, expenses
on legislative committee.r 22 00
Feb. 17.
E. E Light, services and ex53 70
penses on legislative committee..
Feb. 22.
N. J. Bachelder, services
and expenses in attending committee hearings.
25 00
March 10.
T. E. Skolfield, expenses
0 0o
committee
attending
hearings.
March 10.
VV. 11. Moody, expenses
attending committee hearings. 17 00
March 10. VV. (4. Hunton, services
and expenses for committee hearings. 00 00
Nov. 1.
Chas. E. Wheeler, legisla5 50
tive work.
Dec. 4. A. M. Spear, legal services in
1897.
110 00

1897. £277 20
Look at the Acts and Resolves of 1897 aud
see what was done for the benefit of the
Board of Agriculture and be your own judge
as to whether or not it was good legislation.
At this legislature the same kind of work
Total for

has been done, as on Jan. 4, 1899, we find in
House Doc. No. 223 that John F. Talbot re.
ceived for legislative committee work £22 30
and John M. Winslow £17.00, and that is as
far as the account is made public. All this
is done in the name of the farmers of the
State of Maine.
We do not believe that the farmers want
the money of the State spent in such ways
as the above and in others equally objectionaide, as shown by House Document No. 223,
which is an account, rendered by Sec. MoKeen per order >f tiie legislature.
Just
who is most to blame for all this remains to be seen, but a radical change is called for

by

people.

The Department of Agriculture has cost the State
about §20,000 in two years. The Patrons of
Husbandry did not cost the State a single
cent

during

a

great many

tiie

same

time.

Which was of the most beneiitto the farmers of Maine?
The Agricultural Department should not
be abolished but it should be managed more

economically,

and we venture the assertion
that if it is not better managed in the twro
years to come than it has been in the past
that the next legislature will clear the whole
concern out of the State House.

Capt. and Mrs. L. P. Heald of schooner
Hattie C. Luce of Rockport, were privileged
to met the brave Cubau leader, Gen. Gomez,
Matanzas, Cuba, Feb. 22<i, and also to attend the reception and ball given in that
gentleman’s honor by Gen. Wilson on the
evening of the same day. Mrs. Heald’s
description of the occasion, of Gen. Gomez,
and of the doings in and about the city during the visit of the Cuban’s beloved leader,
is most interesting. [Camden Herald.
at

Frank Gates left Tuesday for Boston,
he has employment in x green-house

Fred

ly

Brockton, Mass.,

of

Whiting

Belfast

of

was

in town

former-

last week

busi-

on

ness.

L. H. Duncan came from Rockland .ast
week to visit friends m Belfast and North-

port.
Norman Jones of Lincoln vi le recently
closed a profitable term of writing school in

Hope.
of East Nortbport went
Rockland Monday to enter the Commer-

Miss Esther Hills
to

cial

College.

Mrs. Mary A. McIntyre went to Lisbon
Falls yesterday to attend an evangelistic
convention.

Joseph O. Whitcomb of Morrill has been
assigned a junior prize essay at the University of Maine.
Rev
R. T. Hack of Portland, who has
been quite ill, is improving, but is not yet
able to occupy his pulpit.

Hun. lsaav, II. Jackson » again able to
down town cm pleasant days, after a
long and serious illness.

come

Jones returned this week
she lias been tinguest of Miss Edith Pendleton,

from

Sarali C.

Searsport, where

J. L. Marriuer returned yesterday from
Butler Hospital, Providence, R. 1.. for a vacation with his parents in Belmont.

George A. Russell is able to be
pleasant days, after bring confined
house the greater part of the winter.
Ralph

out

on

the

Wight, left by Monday morning's
Green Bay, Wis.. after a visit of
several weeks to ins parents, Mr. ami Mrs.
H.

train for

Wight.

J. F.

Hilton and little daughter left
Cambridge, Mas.-.. Monday
morning after a visit to Mr. and Mrs. EdMrs. if. H.

for their home in
ward

Sibley.
F. E. Follett

Dr.

f

Roekbm 1

visiting
-tiring
but is

is

relatives in Belfast.

lie has bee:, pm
in Rockland for some y.

dentistry
about to

locate in Bo-ton.
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term
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orators for M*
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speak

in

umn..

cm

of

Camden

Day

Win F. Nutt of Fairliel.i
Thursday and Friday 111

am.

Cure

Be.fast

was

last

Fidelity Rupture

Gita

Randolph,
Joseph O.

White*>mb of Morrill at Freed.
Gov. Robie at Castine.

the

Mi

in June.

Rev. A

will

who

-■

1

w«-n

Geo. G. Howard of v[,mt.v li-

city Monday on l.is way ti
tend the spring term it the

v.

i>.vs

,■•.

aveuue, and in

>rt

party to which their li-ighb-

is Mr.

iu

b.rthdu;.

the evening Mr. and Mrs. H

as

Men

1

buy new goads and spi mg
Her milliner. Miss Jones, is v.-et
ton and New \ <>rk ir the s-iine o*:to

Among the

ing.
1807, Feb. 18.

a

Mrs. Robert 1’. Coombs arrived home Fria short visit in Massachusetts.

Miss

lor

been

COMMITTEE.

Mrs. Clarence H. Billings of Boston is
guest of her sister, Mrs. Abbie B. Cox.

where

the most

lawyer, and investigation brought out the
astonishing fact that not only lawyer, hue
witnesses,were being employed b\ the Board
of Agriculture at the expense of the State to
Leon O. Bucklin.28 i push upon the State such legislation as the
board desired. It is an interesting study to
Harvey H. Smalley .45

3

Rev. W. H. Woude returned to Castine
a visit in New York.

yesterday from

is

proposed

FOR COUNT ILM EN.

Andrew L. Knowlton went to Rockland
for a visit of a few days.

Tuesday

ton and New

annual meeting.£ 15 00
Jan. 21, Melville Smith, use of piano
at annual meeting...
7.50
Jan. 21, Lizzie M. Brown, singing.
18.7"*
•Jan. 22, Wm. E. Simonds, illustrated
lecture.. 1.35 50
Feb. J, Board of J. C. Hills, \V. E
Simonds and Lizzie M. Brown dur5.50
ing annual meeting.

|

ALDERMEN.

Warren S. Foss of Brighton, Me., visited
Chas. H. Sargent the past week.

property will sell for; and yet there are
dollars that pay no tax whatever.
The tax laws of this State need revision. It

in

ly

Welch have returned
visit to Malden, Mass.

a

millions of

i>au.

a

Mr. and Mrs. M. W.

from

called

nual

Monday, March
quietly, and resulted

very

Frank Lord was at home from Bangor
few days tlie past week.

age. about two per cent, taxes on a valuation
which is in very many instances more than

Board entertained themselves
meeting in 1898 as follows:

in

was

Augusta last

in

was

visit

a

Mrs. J. T. Conant returned yesterday from
visit in Camden.

day from

the

Election.

the election of Clarence O. Poor as Mayor
by a vote of 331 against 01 for Sewall P».
Fletcher, who was put up by nomination
papers. The vote, was larger than usual
for au election in which there was practical-

a

Patterson
business.

on

million dollars, and upon which he is paying only one-half of one per cent. tax. The
farmers of this State are paying on an aver-

things lively. According to Secretary MeKeen’s figures in House Document No. 223

was

The municipal election

a

of

day—thirty thousand
are worth nearly half

The peculiar and extravagant methods of
the State Board of Agriculture is a much
discussed subject at the State House just
now.
The law' says that the Board shall
hold an annual business meeting at the
State House for the election of officers and
for laying out the work for the year. The
origiual statute limited such meeting to two
days, but that limit has been removed and
the members now all charge for six days'
time, $12, and mileage, so that it now costs
the State over $450 for this business meeting. Not satisfied with this they proceed
iu hue musicians and entertainers to make

48 years
a wife, two daughters, Mabel A., a student at Bates college,
and Mrs. George Prescott of Camden; two
sisters, Mrs. S. R. Pendleton of Lincolnville
and Mrs. Sarah A. Annis of Charlestown,
and two brothers, Daniel H., of Hope, ami
James S. of Camden, survive him.

Belfast

Fitz
week

to

The bill to raise the tax on
railroads will probably go over to the next
legislature, as there is not time now to
properly consider so important a matter, and
other things need looking after as well as
the railroads.

George B. Ludwig died at his home on
Chestnut street, Camden, March 4th, from
the effects of an accident.
Mr. Ludwig was
a member of the Methodist church, and a

alter

He leaves three sons and three daughago.
ters, Mrs. Nancy A. Crie of Criehaven,
Robert F. Duntou of Belfast; Horatio Dunton, Jr., of Rico, Col. ; Mrs. Julia A Wardwell, John R. and Margaret A. Duntou of
Belfast; also four brothers and one sister—
Abram of Rockland: Iliram of Cherry field ;

are

It

important question before the
people to-day and very many members of
the legislature regret that it has not been

Hattie

Charles Connor, who lives at South Montville, and a wide circle of friends and acquaintances. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.

2.
3.
4.
5.

native

tax.

Capt. Jere Jones of Brooksville
Belfast Monday.

the

Word has been received in this city of the
death of Edward A. Brooks of Ross, State of
Washington. Mr. Brooks was born in Searsmont, Maine, and attended the public schools
at South Montville.
Early in life he married Abbie Prescott, daughter of Mrs. Charles
Albert Meservey, and immediatly following
his marriage, accompanied by his bride, he
went to California and subsequently moved
to Washington, then a territory, and settled
at Ross near Seattle, where he died.
He
was well ami favorably known as a young
man when living in Maine, and he was much
respected and made many friends in his new
home. He leaves to mourn his death a wid-

a few years spent at sea he settled on
farm in Searsmont, which was his home
until the fall of 1897, when he came to Belfast to live with his son John and his daughters Julia and Margaret. He married Julia
A. Hall of Appleton, who died ten years

a

they

as

said that
of
the State owns
which pay him one

little

Alice Hayes left Monday for
Lincoln.

Miss
in

a

done this year.

Ward 1.

was

which, enormously profitabl;
their owners, pay hut
a
prominent official
timber lands there
hundred dollars per
dollars a year; which

Thomas. The funeral
was held at his late home Sunday
forenoon,
Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating.

and

He

section
representative
which is receiving so much more from the
State by way of the mill tax than it is paying
instate taxes; a section, too, in which are
situated the great timber lands of the State

Otis Robbins died at his home in East Belfast, March 10th,of Bright’s disease, after an
illness of a few days. He was a fisherman
and has lived in the Robbins settlement on
the East Side all his life. He was a sober,
industrious and honest man, and had the respect of all who knew him. He leaves a

Horatio Dunton died at his home with his
younger children iu this city March 10th,
very suddenly, at the age of 80 years and 5
months.

of

a

Mrs.

as

grace from the

and Daniel Jones of Vassalboro.

vivor of her

garet,”

On March 9th
a
bill which
would strike a severe blow at Belfast.
It is
to repeal that portion of Sec. 41 of
Chaj
(> that obliges a return to towns of the excise
tax on railroads
in proportion
to
the
amount of railroad stock held in such towns.
Belfast gets from this source about $4,400
annually and the proposed change in the
law would mean a dead loss of that amount.
Such a proposition comes with a very poor

brothers,Frances
Gordon of Thorndike; Cynthia McKenney
of Clinton; Maria Pickard of Detroit; Emma
Robbins of Orono; Warren Jones of Unity

Mrs. Blanchard was born in
Blanchard.
Prospect, Me., nearly ninety years ago, and
was the youngest child of Joseph and Jane

Clewley.

Augusta, March 14, 1899.

leaves four sisters and two

of

Quickly following the death of her sisterin-law, Mrs. Sara)] (Blanchard) Pendleton of
Searsport, comes that of Mrs. Margaret C.
Blanchard, widow of the late Capt. Alfred

PERSONAL.

King of Caribou introduced

McCrillis died at her home in
Tracy, Iowa, March 4th, at the age o£ G4
She was a daughter of Isaac W. and
years.
Betsey Jones of Unity, and widow of John
T. McCrillis,
who died in Tracy last
When a young woman she
September.
married Mr. McCrillis, then of Belfast.
They lived here until 1857,when they moved
to Iowa and have since resided there. She

pinks from the ladies of
which she was a member,
and several pretty bouquets from friends
and relatives.
the W. R. C

Legislative Jottings.

Harriet

carnation

seven

NUMBER 11.

family burying

ground

Riley

..

The following transfers in real estate, were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deed,
for the- week eliding March 15, 1891): David
H. Smith, Winterport, to Fred Atwood, do.:
land in Frankfort.
Sylvester H. Fletcher,
Isleshoro, to Philena B Fletcher, do.; laud
and buildings in Islesboro.
Ulysses G.
Brown, Searsmont, to Isabelle C. Brown,
Appleton; land and buildings in Searsmont.
Hattie E. Murphy, Belfast,, to Geo. A. Matthews, do.; laud and buildings in Belfast.

her

Sarah W. Bean died
Belfast March (ith, after a long illness, at
the age l>5 years and 10 months. Her maiden
name was Haskell and she was born in the
She was the widow of
town of China.
Howard Beau of East Belfast. Her son
George was lost on schooner Marcellus in
the gale of February 1, 1808, and the shock
caused by his death has since been wearing
at

gave

mate; Willard
Charles Scott,

Haskell, quartermaster;
quartermaster; Itoscoe L Fifield, quartercan
Hollins Staples,
master;
quartermaster;
t lie
college.The John Marshall, charge of lazaret; seamen:
at Mm Francisco March
Samuel Bray, F. M. Conley, Charles Barter,
1 the finding of a gold
A istralia weighing 20 i John Billings, George Stinson, Ernest C.
Haskell, Herbert Bray, Charles Bray, NelThe massive
idupois.
a 200 ounces of
smaller son Thompson, Augustus Thompson, TheoJ list two miles north dore Thompson, Cyrus Thompson, Alvah
inline nugget,
weighing Conary, Wm. Conary Alfred Pettee, Alonzo
found by a man named
Gross, J. E. Gross, Everett Thompson,
am*.Maj. Sternberg, Daniel
Hall, Edwin T. Carman, John F.
man tee rs,
writes from
Nathan
Arthur Young,
Lowe,
Eaton,
•;
nt. of the volunteers
Charles Gray, Edward Greenlaw, Andrew
ir homes in the

mess, and as it
I'-ment of Mrs.

s

a

portray the various emoher hanges from humorous to
; pathetic showed her
versatility in this re; spect. The
program was as follows :
a. Consolation
Denne
b. In My Neighbor’s Garden
Nevin
Miss Johnson.
Magnetic Waltz
Arditi
Miss Dinsmore.
The New Defender’s Crew.
a. Johnny s Next Door
Harti
Neighbor,
b. An Idyl of the Period,
Black
Miss Littlefield.
Capt. F. P. Weed of Deer Isle has selected, Rondo
Capriccioso,
Mendelssohn
of 281
out
applications, the following
Miss Johnson.
officers and men to man the new cup de- a. Irish Folks’ Song,
Foote
b. Ould Plaid Shaw),
fender. The restriction that members of the
Haynes
Miss
Dinsmore.
crew should he. under 80 years of age has
Scene from Ingomar,
thrown out several of the crew ot 1895.
Miss Littlefield.
The Deer isle Messenger prints the list as
Norwegian Bridal Procession,
Grieg
Miss Johnson.
fol lows

college faculty

Philip-

still

Musical

commenced and prosecuted.

into this st 1 ueture
liably the biggest
i. Maine this
year is
Fort Kent, on
! ins concern has
i'K.) men and 100
quent legislatures.
.onu.iHtu feet of
The mileage right is ended and both par•pie residing in
■..w!is
east «>f that
ties rejoice over a victory. The. two cent
mileage bill was, March 9th, reported ir.expeiic lie question of
m>bscot river from dieut by the committee of railways and the
Webb of Portland,
report was accepted.
/.ie. to give them a
Gardner of Patten and other leaders of the
1 * n deer escaped
mileage party made speeches accepting the
caik in Waterville situation
and saying they did this because
ill t »r
lie woods. the railways have promised to make 1,000
ol
a
of
crew
mile
books good for man ami wife and to reI'.*
big
:
liter a chase of vise. present local passenger and freight
11■ t s have been
re- I rates.The anti-scalp:ng bill was reported fava
result of v.hieh j orably with a ciause added providing that
all unused books shall he redeemed after
'•
i,..n\ at Norridge- i one
year. This compromise, however, does
q-cii tbeii quarry, | not aff ect the agitation over increasing the
he set at work at railroad tax.
e.ce lias been held :
The legislature March 10th suspended all
..i alleged attemj*t
j
in
in Auburn.
The rules and passed to be engrossed two re
lit Aphrodite, con- j solves for temporary loans introduced by
the finance committee.
The first provides
Iron Works for
for a loan of $50,000 for 1899 to meet the
N e w Y o rk, was gi ve u | claims of
Maine cities and towns for money
M aivli ‘Pili, and she de- I
paid in war with Spain, and the second
knots an hour. The | provides f..r a loan of 8150.000 in 1900 to re•:y to sail foi New I new the first, loan and the war loan oi 8lfH),000 carried in the appropriation bill at the
month.
opening of the session. The bill allowing
Lewiston to take its water supply from any
gunboat Castiue has
pond in Androscoggin county was amended
southern extremity
by exempting Sabattus pond, the amendr way to j«.iu Admiral
ment being adopted So to 87 by a yea and
i.e Miantonomoh
has nay vote. The Senate, finally pass>ed the.
and and the Marcellus anti-usury bill. The Senate cut down from
for immonitors have been 812,000 to $7,500 the appropriation
at the Augusta insane asylum.
a;mission.The Utah provements
i

h

•f

is

The State tax rate will remain where it is
for the next two years.
Gov. Powers,
Treasurer Simpson and Ghairmau Manley of
the finance committee had a conference with
tlu* ways and means committee and it
was decided that no imrease m the tax rate
is necessary to meet the State’s expenses.
The hill relating t > the appropriations of
820,1km) annually for tlie University of Maine
was killed by the committee.
The finance
committee voted ought not pass on the bill
increasing the salaries of members of subse-

1< »-

lgiug to the Maine
any,that easy shipbe made.
Every
iiTB unprovemeut
>•<

cipal tacts. Treworgy is in the custody of
the County Sheriff, Hooper, at. the Robinson
House.
[He has been taken to the jail in
Ellsworth ]
Yesterday’s dailies reported that Fogg had
admitted his testimony was false. The case

The committee on sea and shore fisheries
lias reported an act in a new draft for the
better protection of fish weirs.
It provides
that no person except the owner or person
in charge of such weir shall set any net or
seine within 500 feet of the mouth of any
w eir umb-r a penalty of $50 for each offense.
The owner or person in charge of any weir
is permitted to use nets aud seines in such
weirs. Fines under this act may be recovered by complaint, indictment or action of
debt for the use id the county where the pro-

senior

llangor:

-i

Leg-

Among the public acts approved by Gov.
Powers are the following: An act to tix the
salary of the sheriff of the county of Waldo.
An act amendatory and additional to chapter 47, of the Revised Statutes, relating to
An act to fix the salaries of
savings banks.
the judge and register of probate, for the
An act for the better
county of Waldo.
protection of clams. An act for the better
of
protection
shipmasters and seamen. An
act to create a lieu upon hay, for the cutting
and pressing thereof.

THE WEEK.
\

in the

in

proprietor

several committee meetings
and hearings Wednesday afternoon, March
•Sfh.
Before the judiciary, County Commissioners Cushman and Brock of Waldo, appeared in opposition to the act that commissioners provide suitable room in the county
court house for a law library.
They said
that an addition would have to be built to
the court house in that county should the
bill pass. The bill had already been passed.

Cured.

vas

appeared

He has been enbusiness here for several years as
of a tin shop and
second-hand
goods store. He is about 40 years of age.
At the hearing this afternoon the
most important witness was Joseph Fogg, jr a laborer and sailor, aged 23.
He couldn’t read
or write, and knew
only what was told him
Oil Tuesday night, Sept. 20, about 0 30 went,
by 1 reworgy’s place of business, on Pine
street. Treworgy was there with a white
horse and a jigger.
Treworgy asked him if
:
he would help him to do a
job. He said lie
wanted to move a body; got on the
jigger
and Treworgy drove up the Miles
Lane, until about halt wav from the
aud
where
foot,
the hotly was afterwards found.
Treworgy
got otl and went over a stone wall, with a
piece of canvas. Rolled up a body anti
brought it hack to the team, didn't know
whether it was a human hotly or not.
Helped put one end on the
jigger. Treworgy
drove up the laiie some distance ami turned
to the right into the bushes and carried the
canvas hack.
Did not help him in the latter instance.
Treworgy drove up the lane to
turn and come hack. Not a word was
spoken
until Treworgy told him not to
say a word
about it, or lie would serve him the same
Didn’t ask any questions about the
way.
body never got. any pay, nor asked for any ;
was out with a
searching party, hut did not
go very near the spot or say anything about
it; saw the body after it was found. First
told the story about three weeks ago to one
Louis Tapley. Detective Tracey had been
to him (Fogg) and told him that he had a
warrant for his arrest in his pocket aud
would lock him up if he did not tell all he
knew
Had worked for Treworgy since,
and been in his place of business.
Public sentiment is about evenly divided.
Fogg is not regarded as reliable by many,
aud he was weak at points in his cross-examination, but was not shaken on the. pringaged

The following Lave passed to be enacted
An act to amend the charter of the
Waldo Street Railroad. An act to authorize
the t'astiue Water Company to engage in
the business of electric lighting and furnishing electric power. An act to extend the
charter of the Lewiston, Augusta & Camden Railroad Company.
An act to extend
the charter of the Bltiehill Trust and BankThere

s

!

measures

was

disappearance.
Treworgy is a widower.

March i)r,li, Farrell of Van Buren
introduced a bill to increase the salary of
the Senators and Representatives of subsequent Legislatures from $150 to $250 and of
the presiding officers of the two bodies from
The finance committee lias vot$ >0o to $400.

ing
\->rk Fashions. .Our
.sea
M.inures.. The
New ami Notes.
>•-< jt Water Vessels.

v

:

time came in March 10th with re“ought not to pass.” The new apothe-

new

Ware.

made at about 9 o'clock
on a warrant issued
by Judge E. E. Chase
of the Western Hancock
Municipal Court,
by Deputy Sheriff A. A. Genu and State
Detective Dennis Tracy of
g l
Bangor
Herwood, a citizen of this place, is the
complainant. It is claimed that Treworgv
has been under suspicion since
the murder
became known through the
discovery of the
woman’s body, about two weeks
after her

smile

ion. .The
Bellast I ture.
isiali\«.* Jottings.. I
A few
Mar. 13.
islature

Death of

"4»>t

The arrest

State

i*

With

OBITUARY.

March 10th. William T.
Treworgy, a prominent citizen of this place,
was arrested here this
forenoon, .-hareed
of Sarah Ware,jn the

port
hill doing away with fake druggists
Capital, i cary
has passed both branches.
Bill to abolish
Bueksport Murt
ami Repairs.. ; rading stamps was referred to next legisla-

1.

Treworgy Charged
Mrs.

Among the features of the session March
0th were a new lull making the governor
and council a State board of charities, and a
hill providing that no part of the excise tax
on railroad stock shall
be rebated to the
towns where the stock is owned as at present.

tor

T.

Bucksport Murder.

Bucksport, Me,

Several suggested amendments to the
ballot lyw which have been in committee

Day’s Journal.
t..h

W.

trust.

journal Pub. Co.

p’1-1

The

The legislative judiciary committee has
voted to report ought not to pass on bill to
incorporate the 1(50,000,000 Americau ice

by thk
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A-_BELFAST,

v

ter.
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o*

The

Company

Belfast branch of the company
prospering
under the direction of Dr. E. 1. Elevens
Miss Evelyn Wood celebrated her birthday
March 1st by a party at the in me <*f !.er pa
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fmem-e M, Wood, on

goodly

A
Grove street.
schoolmates were

evening

ant

ments

were

enjoyed by

was

<1

mui.be"

*••»*? am!

-u

a

lor

pleasRefresh-

very

ail

served.

are < tiled from the. personal
of the E. S. N. S. Echo of Castine:
Edgar Harding is a salesman m Belfast.
James Cilley, State Agent for the International.! Paper Co. of Philadelphia, has an of-

The

following

column

fice

on

Main

Belfast.... Flora

street,

M.

Haley,’97, .s Superintendent of Schools in
Prospect.... Addie B. Crockett is teaching
iu Sandypoint_The last that was seen of
DollitT he

David

Lights,

and

was

was

Chief

’•'hiMo-

Washer.

ney

City Election
Augusta.
was

trimming the Northern

Ralph Achorn

eiecteal

s

Samuel V.
iua\ or

of

votes,

while.

Lane, Republican,

Augusta

Leighton, Democrat.
1150

March 13th.

Mr.

Mr.

•■.tr

Lane

Leighton

.Moses* R
received
had

59'.'.

The Republicans aimed every ward.
I). A. Sargent,
Brewer.
Republican,
elected mayor for the second tune without opposition, the Democrats having made
no nomination. The Republicans also elected 10 aldermen, there being no opposing
candidates. The vote was very small.
was

Bangor.

Arthur

Chapin,

Republican,

elected mayor over John R. Mason,
Democrat, by 1024 plurality ami 1020 majority, bis vote standing 1939 to Mason’s 915,
and there being but four scattering votes*
The Republicans elected six of the seven
aldermen and 17 of the 21 members of the
common council.
was

Biddkford.
Mayor Levi W. Stone, the
Citizen nominee, was elected over Col. L.
H. Kendall, nominee of both Democratic and
Republican parties, by 362 majority. The
Citizen party also carried every ward in the
result was a surprise to the memthe victorious party, who did not expect to carry more than five wards.

city.

The

bers of

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

IN AN EASTERN HAREM.

[Deferred from last week.]
Seabsmont.
The ladies of the M. E.
church will give a “dime sociable” at H.
E. Holmes’ Thursday evening, March 16th.
Icecream and cake will be served-Rev.
W. \V. Ogier, presiding elder of the Rockland district, will preach at the M. E.
church Tuesday evening, March 14th. At
the close of the service the fourth quarterly
conference will he held.
North Seakspokt.
Grange Hal! Man'll 2d

dance

The

Until within a few years life in eastern harems was a veiled mystery; modern
science and education have disclosed some facts which are of the most vital value and
importance to womankind. The wonderful health and beauty possessed by the inmates

the

at

was a success

Some Wonderfully ValuableThings for Women to Know

and

always

been

Known ami

it is the reason for the maintenance
of such marvelous health and beauty which most interests the women of our land. The reason is simple.
D
The women of eastern harems never wo*’kf
»

and Mrs
C. O. Feruald
ended the Veterans’ meeting in Belfast.... School in District No. !»,
taught h\ Fred M Nickerson, closed a very
successful term March 4th.
.Mrs. Emma
Perkins «.f Frauklort is visiting Asa Carter
at

nci

11 u

humv.

rium

J

u 11 111

trained to lives of ease
and indolence, with naught to
do but eat, sleep and be merry.
The bath, the toilet, the dance,
and the su e \tmeats, make It,
^
up the life of the harem’s
houri.
What wonder
rW
that with such gare ot $
herself she can main■*—
tain her health and
beautv! On
the contrary,
the life of the
average American woman is
made up of
work, fret and
and
worry,

other relatives in this place.... Mrs.
Susan Creed of Bath has been visiting her
who will be 102

years

coming out very well, and if all outstanding
bills were in we could about square up our
accounts.
O B. Gray,our collector, has been

taking

in

taxes.

The

than

more

the usual amount

of

breaking bills all went for
taxes where the :ax was not paid before the
snowstorm.C. H. Partridge keeps over
one h indred he ns and ships a box of eggs
even wee.
to Boston.
.Mauzoui Lampher
snow

uicse

hiding another

house to increrse

hen

k <>! hens.

his Jb»<

Montvillk
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Freedom visited her sister, Mrs. W
B Morse, iast week....The drama entitled
Rebecca s Triumph, presented iu the Grange
Hail iast Friday evening, called out the
S

Tit

N'-R> of

’argest crowd
ment

in

present at

ever

entertain-

au

Tiie

play was well
given, and the sisters were highly complimented on the able manner in which they
played their parts. If pleasant., the play
will be repeated next Friday evening....
this

hail.

Abbie McDowell
f Belfast called
Raudall last week.

Miss

■

funeral of Mrs. Claude
Grover took place at iier late residence at 2
lu- March ■'>], Rev. G. S. Hills
!‘
otlieiatiug. j
There, was a large attendant' of
sympathiz-j
aim

11

.used

11 1

ucif;

ne

Belmont.

11

Wins’

t>'

-1110

!*:••■
!

'in

*'

ay

L

a

series of

R.

Elder

alter

a.

Miss

i-

meetings

this

Dora

Payson
R.

I

Jati ,y

to

e ire

re-

for

lather. Mr E. A. Payson.

si’K.ei

i

:

Fi-.ury.

Miss

/-unit*

tughter
Sunday, visiting

Fran*

Mrs. M 's

s.\u

;o

parents. Mr.
Hattie

-w Hampshire. where she. was employed in a shoe lact, r>
.Townsend's Oi cliestra 1mo---.- rails
to furnisli music for dances than
they can
Mr Ernest Townsem!. the leader
supply
of the
n lu stra, stands in the fr >nt rank as
a mnsi, cm
Mr. arid Mrs. Albert. Turner
of Moutvilie were m town Saturday an 1 j
L. Town- 1
Sunday, visiting Mr. an 1 Mrs.
send....The ‘‘Lend a Hand-' Circle, Order
of the Kiugh- Sons ami I> tug!.t**rs,have, post■

Gardiner Feb. 2(5th. j the frost, is coming out in many places.
’•er-Uiius were brought here for burial
Sandypoint. Mr. and Mrs. IV E. White
Feb _sth, a
apaiiied by her husband and arrived last week from Castine and will vis.G• urge Avery and his daughter it at F A.
uighter.
Maxtield’s during their vacation.
.!v, v.sited i: .ends in Hampden and Winter...Miss Abbie Perkins left Monday for
:“»r: last XI ursday and Friday_Several
Stonehaui, Mass She. has been here since
ft »m this place attended the dance at Saiuly- last
fali-Capt. Edwin Grant and Miss
last
week.
j.oint
Abbie Grant v.sited friends in Penobscot
Swam iLi.K
Miss Katharine Nickerson
last week.. .Melvin Grant, who is in the
iiuir home from Castiue last Friday.... Mr.
lobster business downriver, is at home for
P'-rey L Nickerson was at home from 1 a visit after being away nearly two years,
n•
ver Sunday, aud Monday Mr Albert
....The sociable met last Thursday evenNickerson drove him to Hampden, where ! ing with. Mr and Mrs Austin French.
A
he took tin- electric cars back to Orono.. .Dr.
large •mipuny was present. The evening
J 6. Cole and Mrs. H. P. White are improv- i was pusstVi with tuns
on the aeolian, singes slowly... Mrs. Mae Edgecomb is still
I •«* cream and cake
ing and recitations.
at-, s.ck..
Mr. Walter Nu kerson is in tiie were served, and a
goodly sum realized....
♦*nplo\ of Mr. Frank Fairbanks in M «n- The mask. -I hall at the hall Wednesday
•■'>e... Miss
Mamie Nickerson of Corinth
evrirng, March 1st, was largely attended.
has closed her school in Scars port and is j AG.at
fortr c-uples were in costume. We
nting her grandmother. Mrs. Abigail will not attempt to describe the makeN> k»o s- n.. ..Julia chase is visiting u<-r
funups, hut many of them were very
stfA Mrs. Frank Nickerson, in Everett,
c\
AI ss Jenuie Black was in Winterport
a -.
-Mii.- Jessie Cunn ngham :s visit u
g
several days of last week.... Mr. Ed Clark
Ait."-,
jii
s-curs port:
.When returning of
Winterport recently vis. ted here.... A litlit Thursday, James KuovvlBe i ;st
tle daughter arrive l at the home of Mr and
oi got
ajisisr-il nmir Mr A. ■/ Nickersoii's Mrs. Fred Blanchard March b i.
at

her

me

■

j

‘ml

h;s

orsr

ran

into the river.

Charles

wi," was with him. ran to
••!>.
icae, and g"mg into the water held
‘>rse
Lean -at tint.. assistance came.

>’«

'•

the

the

Th'.jkndiak. \

X. Higgins and .J. H. Stev
s
attended the Waldo county Veterans’
cti ug .ii Belfast March 2nd....Mrs. Bartct,t and son f Bangor have been visiting at
c.

L

Bartlett s....Mrs.

Elvira Stevens

was

Bangor last Saturday by the seriof her little grand
daughter,
:"sie E. Knowlton .Mrs. Clarence Gurney
ami children of Belfast are visiting at Mr. J.
F Heath's.
Mrs. Alice Higgins is passing
d few days with her mother in Freedom.
Joseph Higgins and wife and Bert Stevens ami wife attended the quarterly
meeting
in Jackson last Saturday.... Dr. Kilgore of
Ailed to
Ms

illness

made several calls iu town last Saturday.... Mrs. Charles Hogan and Mr J. R.
Gross, who have been sick for several
months, are both failing. Airs. Marcia Palmer is on the sick list... Mrs. Charity Walker, better known as “Aunt Charity,” is quite
Brooks

a

course

at

the

University

are

come

Miss

Bessie

Wey-

liom»*

students at

the Normal

Hillman has returned from Aroosti ok county, where, she
lias been caring for a sick relative.... lioy
Wright has gone to Boston, where he has
secured employment m a meat market....
Mrs. Emma Bagiev, win. has been very
relatives in

M

town-Nell

accompanied by bis friend Mrs.
They were, guests of Dr and Mrs.
T Dodge.. A tierce rain storm prevailed
tow during Sunday. There were, no ser-

vices at

the church... Mr. F. B

Boothbay spent Sunday
Harding.

in

Green of

town with Mr.

and Mrs. B. F

Strings.
Mr. and Mrs. EdHarrimau were surprised by a call last

Stockton
ward

j
j

Thursday evening from their Church street
friends, sixteen in number, who after extending congratulations and best wishes to
the new ly wedded pair, presented them
with

a

handsome china clock,

in

token of

Much laughter
high esteem.
elicited by the presentation speech of
their

was

Miss

Mary Hichborn.

Mr. and Mrs. Harriman
recipients of many beautiful
gifts, noticeable among them those from
I friends in Iowa, where the groom resided
j for many years.... We are glad to hear of a
| decided improvement in the condition of
| t apt. Everett Staples, and that his family
now have great hope of his
Dr.
recovery..
! .1 If. Gebring, a nerve specialist of Bethel,
have been the

Maine, formerly

Miss Mattie

who has taken

and

from Castine, where
school...
Miss
Katrina Harding is at home from
Farmington for two weeks.... Miss Luua
Ferguson is spending her vacation in LawMr.
rence, Mass., with iier brother Frank..
Laban Fernaid of Benton lias been visiting

in

Mathews of Sears*
port is spending a few weeks with her aunt,
Mrs. C. E. Durham.... The ehee_.se factory i
will open April 17th.
Mr. Charles Colson, j
Monroe.

in

Whitaker

Black.

J

>

who lias been
home, has returned
Billerica, Mass....Miss

Harding,

F.

vacation at

school

mouth have

they

j

Cleveland, Ohio, who
lias been in town several days in attendance
on
E. Staples, Jr., left last
Monday_The
travelling is reported as very bad, indeed.
....Miss Lizzie Coicord, one of our successful amateur photographers, has prepared
some very pretty souvenirs of the
drama,
“Mr Bub,'' which she lias presented to the
are
company.
They
very highly appreciof

ated-A dance in Denslow Hall is
program for the present week.

on

the

Maine, Ore no, this winter, will make the
j Brooks. Mrs. Barbara Forbes is in very
; cheese.... Dr. Id. A. Holt has returned from ;
health this winter and unable to do her
! a short visit to his parents in Eamoine.
He ! poor
work. Her daughter Cora, of Watertown,
I found his father iD poor health-Frank
writes that she would come home
Nye has a large assortment of new style Conn.,
and stay with her mother a few weeks, but
| room paper, which reminds us that spring
is unable by reason of the sickness of her
and house cleaning are near at hand... .Rev.
child-Rev. Frank S. Forbes is at Santa
Mr. Richardson from Enfield has been the
California. He likes the climate
of
S.
J.
Blair.
guest
They attended a three Barbara,
there very much-Miss Flora E. Forbes is
days meeting at Jaoksou during his visit_
spending a few weeks with her mother at
Mrs Betsey Colson is visiting her daughter,
the R. W. Forbes homestead_Mrs. E. C.
Mrs. F. R. York, in Brooks.... At a meeting
Holbrook is very busily engaged in giving
of the Monroe cheese
factory company
private instruction in Latin to quite a class
j March 4th the following officers were chosen here.
Among those who have been study| for the ensuing year : W. S. Parker, Mon- ing with
her are Grace and Alice How,
! roe, president; F. H. Putnam, Monroe,
vice president; E. H. Nealley, Monroe, Vesta Rose, Earle Bessey and Harry
Brown... .Miss May Huxford is giving insecretary and treasurer; board of trusFreeman Ricker, Freeman Ritchie i struction in instrumental music to several
ties,
pupils....C. E. Lane is so much improved
II. Mitchell, all of Monroe. It
i and C
in health as to be able to start out ou his in'VHs voted to sell the milk to E. H.
or

j

|

sick....Mrs. Mary Ware aud Miss E/a
Towle called on Mrs. Robert Leach March
|
Nealley
1st .Geo. E. Files is preparing to do quite a at the same
!
price and on the same conditions
(cosiness in his maple orchard this spring.
as last, season.
The factory will begin this
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Doi < IT of Sunlight
; season April 17r!• and close Nov. 130th.
It
Grange, Km x, visited Gil Aide Grange last will he under the care of Mr. C. A. Colson,
I
Moon whose cheese is well known
Wednesday
evening... Harvest
and needs no
Grange intruded to have a box sociable last j commendation. The
factory makes nothing
week, but owing to the severe illness ami but full cream
goods.
[
death of their Worthy Chaplain, Mrs. D. A.
Palermo
Rev. Harry E Hinckley and
McManus, it was posponed to some future

j

j

business-A letter was recently
| received from B. C. Nichols, formerly of the
i Searsport High school. He has been for
eight years principal of the Sears school at
Key West, Fla., with 500 pupils and nine
assistant teachers. We have camped with
;
Ben many a night and are glad to hear from
him.. .An article entitled “The Sleigh Ride”
in the Feb. number of the Y'aukee Blade
wile, started last Wednesday for Brewster,
time.
has received commendatory letters from
Mass., where lie has a pastorate.. ..Mrs. L. A. I
California, Georgia, Iowa and Iudiaua. It
Liberty. This town is surpassed by no Bowler went to
Lawrence, Mass., last week j
was
by a well known newspaper correlocality in tlx* State for beautiful scenery. to attend the funeral of her brother’s
wife,
spondent.
The view uf mountain, valley, lake and Mrs. R E. Rollins. ..The
Osgood brothers restream in juxtaposition is a continual deNorth Stockton Springs
Mr. Jolm
cently bought six cows in Waldo. .Tli»- selectlight to the eye. Thus say many persons men met last week to settle the town busi- Littlefield is at home from Revere, Mass.,
who have visited us.
Hon. Ned Guinby of ness and make a
he has had employment for several
report of last year’s expen- where
j
New York, who was here last summer, said ditures.
years-Mrs. Gertie Ridley is quite ill with
Miss Alice Spratt went to Auof the panorama viewed from Bolan Hill,
gusta last week for a week’s visit... .Fred E. the grip-Mr. T. M. Lathrop from the vilthat the like he had never seen before and
Spratt sold a yoke of oxen last week_ lage and Mr. Charles Lindsey of Prospect
never expected to see again until be revisited
Willie Grady had a birthday party last Fri- visited friends here recently_Mr. N. W.
that spot. And yet, with all this tine scenday evening and invited his young associ- Staples has been quite ill for several weeks.
ery with which nature has surrounded us
ates, w’ho enjoyed the evening and a good .Mrs. Hattie Calderwood and little
we are unhappy.
We want more.
We treat-Henry Carr of Albion was in town daughter Dora visited relatives in Monroe
wanted a phenomena, and we want a raillast Saturday calling on his old neighbors last week....Mr. F. Percy Partridge acciroad. We have* pined for the one and are and friends.Frank Norton, Sanford dently injured his eye with an iron bolt last
hankering for the other. We have found the Greeley, Fred Jordan and George Crum- Friday... The Israelites had one of their
former, and are still hoping for the latter. mett are each getting out lumber for build- enjoyable entertainments at Capt. Frank
The phenomena in this case is located in the ing a bouse-Will Soule is
getting lumber Marden’s last Tuesday evening_Mr. Freewestern part of the town, on land of Mr.
together to build au addition to his stable. man Partridge has been quite ill and is still
Rufus Colby, and is a floating island. This -Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Hatch of Centre in
poor health-Mr. Simon Littlefield, Jr.,
island contains about one hundred acres- Moutville
spent last Thursday with their has had a severe cold during the last week.
It is true that it does not float around much,
daughter, Cora A. Goodwin_John H. -Miss Bertha Partridge arrived home last
for the reason that there is not much space Black is
talking of building an addition to Friday from the Eastern Maine Normal
for it to do so, but it rises from ten to twelve
his house for his creamery, and is building a School at Castine, where she is a student.
feet during the freshets of fall and spring
large tank for the same_From an account The school is very prosperous, having had
and falls back to solid pasture land during book of 1825 I take the
following prices: nearly two hundred students in the winter
the drouths of summer. There is quite a Calico per yard, 33 1-2 cents; cambric per term, and ten teachers are connected with
growth of timber on it, including spruce yard, 76 cents; sheeting per yard, 17 cents; the school. There is a fine school building,
trees said to be a foot through at the butt and
molasses per gallon, 50 cents; tea per lb. 75 a good library, excellent books of reference,
standing fifty feet high.
and a course of study that is specially
cents; nails per lb. 11 cents.
k

j

|

j

1

...

She

away.
in 1881,

was

married

to

John

of

seven

surance

children, only

one

of

whom,

Neglect

should

neighbor

Washing Pov/df-

and keeps her house twice as Ti
the effort. Gold Dust Wash;,.,
given many a woman the reputa:
a
Do
queen of housekeepers.
parage—greatest econom
THE N. I. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Chicago. St. Laois. He* York. Boston

..Bargains,,
...IN
niidre
and adults have worm*
Ilandreds of
>t!i•
but are treated *
diseases. The sympare:
toms
indigesthi i, with a variabi* ap•<!!
f
itfensive
breath hard and
tongue
petit
fuh belly with ore-use uni gripmgs and pains
about the navel; heat and it.•i<**r sensation in
the re-t iiin and about- the a nus eyes heav\ and
■ te!iin•;
of th. nose, .~.l.,.rt, dry cough,
dull
grinding of th* teeth; stiff _• during sleep,
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.

WiNTEifaflfwnj

PIN WORM

Finding myself

The

crew

at

Thoiuaston, Me.,

ledge

the

about

began

to go

reignt Circular of Brown
& Co., New York, reports for the week ending March 4th: Large tonnage suitable for
long voyage trades continues in demand both
for general cargo to the Colonies, and case
oil to far Eastern destinations.
Shippers
are prepared to negotiate upou the basis of
last fixtures, but tonnage to arrive is offered reservedly by foreign owners in the hope
of some further improvement as the season
There is mo improvement in
progresses.
the demand for barrel petroleum tonnage,
and the indications are not regarded as favorable in character; rates are nominal.
There is yet considerable inquiry for lumber
tonnage to the Iliver Plate, and with vessels
scarce, rates have a stronger tendency.
Shippers would pay $9«?$10 from East and
Provinces to Buenos Ayres and Rosario,
and $13@$14 from the Gulf, but owuers are
reluctant to accept these figures. Several
orders are in the market for lumber and
general cargo to Brazil, and though shippers
are prepared to pav full rates, they experience considerable difficulty in securing suitable vessels. Tonnage for the West Indies
is quite actively inquired tor, coal and lumber vessels particularly being wanted. Rates
are strong, and in instances higher.
Home

freights

yet offer quite liberally,

The passengers of the Cunard steamer
Pavonia tell a terrible tale of danger ai
sea.
‘It may be remembered that they
sailed from Liverpool ,!au. 24, bound for
Boston.
They met a succession of tremendous gales that tossed the ship about
till the boilers were started from their
beds, disabling the vessel so that she lay
almost helpless at the mercy of the wind
and waves.
She was picked up, and,
after two attempts, was towed into St.
Michaels, a port of the Azores. Even here
the passengers found that their troubles
had not ended, for they had to be taken
ashore in lifeboats through a heavy sea
that seemed to threaten the safety of the
ship as she lay at anchor in the roadstead.
Fortunately, the company’s luck still
held good, and there was no casualties.
The passengers reached this country yesterday on the steamer Vega, after a voyage
that they certainly did not expect would
last over ten days, but did take forty
The fact that the ship outlived the
two,
fierce storm in her dismantled condition
speaks well both for her seaworthiness
and the skill of her officers. [Boston Herald, March 8.
Relief in a Day.—The red letter promise
that never fails in cases of the severest and
most chronic stomach troubles in using Dr.
Von Stan’s Pineapple Tablets.
Nature decreed the pineapple as one of humanity’s
science
has
searched
great panaceas—medical
it out and now it’s at the door of every
sufferer
A pleasaut and positive cure. 35
cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A
Howes & Co.—40.
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Licensed Auctioneer.
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FREEDOM, MAINE.

l>i;

!
Fine farm in Northport, two miles from
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings,

Camp
large
Good soil,

orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year.
never failing water. Will be sold very low and
easy terms.

For Infants and Children

The Kind You Have

r.

(ABSTRACT

the very best WHITE I i: \l> when you
paint
There can be none better made than the

and all SKIN EttUPTIONS-Hke Pimples, Black
Heads, Roush Skin, Sunburn and Tun.
85c per box by mall or from OUR AGENT.
Williams UKfar. C3o.. Props., Cleveland, O,

CASTOR IA

Unrlo

j,h,

Action nf assumpsit ij..
the writ for .•r.*aui d**t.
gust, October and V c u!>•
Vd dammim -me
e
n
tsl 50.
Writ dated December 7 1
entered at the .Innuarv u in
I'lainr ill
,,:. »r i.
h*. I
\
fast. Maine.
A true ropy o| \ n,- (>rdet o|
of 11n* Writ.
Vttost
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You Want
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Iyr38
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to

BURGESS, LOBES M CO.,
Portland, Ale.

WILLIAMS'ARNICA AND WITCH
HAZEL SALVE
fi
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!.<•: with an uhstrm
throe weeks sue-’essivel v
nal. a newspaper prinu-ii at 1
of Waldo, he lasr ; p.
thirty days he for** t lie ne\i
he hoi den at He I fast, we Inn
Wald.., on the third Tn,
the said defendants mav 11..
and answer t*> said suit. t t!
Attest. Til.PS P e

promptly met
QUI.\lBYr, Eastern Agent.
22 Broad St.. Bangor, Me.
N. L. NENVCOVtB, General Manager.
A. L). SMITH, General
Freight Vgeur,

ounce warranted pine,
old
Ground in pure linseed oil.
Your dealer has it or will order it.

A SURE RELIEF TO WOMAN for I
all troubles peculiar to her sex. fWSend by i
mail or from our Agent.
$1.00 per box.
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Ami now <>n s g gr'I j< 11
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not inhabitant* d this See.
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joints or estate have 1.
that they have had u
n.-i
taehiuent, i; is i)rde-eii. i.
enev of till' -nit t>.. .givei

on \v. ln<**.l iv
March
when a steamer will sail from Pier
<>, North River, foot of Rector St.
New York, for
Rockland, Camden, Belfast., and Bucksport. whic li
is the winter terminal of the line.
Yl> freight
delivered in Bangor.
R gular service will
maintained hereafter, further notice of whi h
will lie duly given in this space
All competing
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you
begin at the
foundation.
It is so with the
L. b.” Atwood’s Bitters.
They make stomach and di
gestion right, and thus furnish
good material with which to
build. You will have a good
strong body in which to dwell
if you use L. F
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H y^u have any complaint w’ atever
uesirc the best medical s.d\ ice you J
can possibly receive, wri'e th.* doctor m
fraely. Y«u will receive a prompt reply,
without cost
Address,
Dli. J. C. AYEK. Lowell, Mass.
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The Latest Paris Kashinas.
The Newest Novelties.
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It is on the Diseases of the
Throat and Lungs.

I

N

Specialties

A Book Frecm

though

The Pavonia’s Passengers.”

price Hoe.

ARTISTICALLY THE LAS ILK HERALD
WILL 1IE FAR AIIOVE THE AVERAGE.

Dr. Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral Plaster
over the Chest.

he t

..

Felt < oiigi-H

s

Formei

ALDEN Contributes

first notice that you
cough less. The pressure on
the chest is lifted. That
feeling
of suffocation is removed. A
cure is hastened
byplacingone of

several
the wreck

are opposed to meeting any advance
in rates.
Coastwise lumber rates are very
firm in view of an increased demand for tonCoal tonnage
nage, and scarcity of vessels.
to the East is in moderate demaud, and
rates are quoted steady.

om-Mi

There is Other Fiction—

You

pieces,when

..

the liest Story Hr Ever Wrote.

Pectoral

fishermen of Willard discovered
by heroic efforts succeed' d in getting a
rope ashore, over which the captain and four
sailors were pulled to safety.
The schooner
will be a total loss.
She was light, at the
time of the wreck, being bound here to load
lumber.
She registered 14'.' tons and was
very old. She was owned ny Capt. Gilbert,
aud was uninsured.

shippers

:>s

i do

V

...THE

[Cherry

in 1882.

and

r heights,

!

and V\ lil i

w

IT IS

Ayer’s

come

150 feet from the hold

to

s

•Si

of tlu*

KELLEIi,

shores of Cape Elizabeth, against which the
sea was lashing in a fearful manner.
The
schooner

(nidi's A

HOd I

\\

“I love this
letter.

The suddenness comes when
you have a hemorrhage.
Better stop the disease while
it is yet creeping.
You can do it with

I

Portland, Me., March 7. The two masted
schooner Kendrick Fish of Rockland, Capt.
Gilbert, went ashore at 9 o'clock this morning on Cobh’s Ledge. Dauforth Cure, at the
entrance to tlie harbor. It was snowing hard
at. the time and the wind was
blowing a
gale. The schooner missed stays and before
her auchors could bring her up she struck
on

ywffl 'U’.cyftj

MKN’S

The Easter Number

sweats.

8
Francisco, March
Associated
Press advices from Honolulu,dated March
1. states that the American ship Edward
O’Brien is on thereof at the entrance to the
channel and will prove a total loss
The
built

is purely
vegetable, harmless ami effectualWhere in. Menu- "-r> present it acts as a Tonian.I c.-rr-cts b* ••••mlit. >:i ••• *■•■ mucous in.-m
A positive
bra tie «»t the -TmiiHi'ti ami bowels.
.nsi ip.it ion ami Hi' emsm-ss, ami a valcure f .r
uable reindv in.'ill the eominon .mniplaints of
Mrueei-t tor it
chii-lren. Price ll.'.c. Ask y
r. TIM ! A to
l»r J
\iitnirn. Me.
wwi}

t>

vcai

if*I

sudden blow.
It does not come that way.
It creeps its way
along.
First, you think it is a little
cold; nothing but a little hacking cough; then a little loss in
weight; then a harder cough;
then the fever and the
night

San

was

tins iiPi-n its ns»-

iinciiNs

made.

sum:

for a single
consumption will

ashore.

O'Brien

remedy
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moment ’hat
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worm
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tire.

on

best

24

Paige, Kelley, from Stoniugtou, Me., for
New York, with granite, before reported
ashore on Back beach, is high and dry, and
probably a total loss. No insurance.
Rockland, March 7. Sell. Break of Day of
Bath, with cargo of 1,700 bbls. lime, went
ashore on Lowells Ledge, in a thick storm
aud remains, possibly a total loss. The
is

hois ro\
is

Sil.lil-

Galveston, March 0. The sell. John S.
Ames, sunk on the beach, was sold to-dav,
with sails, rigging, &c., for 81,028.50, the luill

cargo

over-e

winter footwear, I sli ti:

Will 1m-

I

Us,

GQIjU
X DUS

jSJew'York J-jerald

when Oastine was taken, and she often related to friends interesting events connected
with the war of 1812.
She was a woman of
exemplary Christian character, and was
held in high esteem hv many neighbors and
friends. During her last year she was tenderly cared for by her sou and daughter, w ith
whom she made her home. Her funeral was
held Sunday forenoon, March 5, and was conducted by Rev. George E. Tufts.

bringing $295. The coal sold for $1.
Rockport, Mass., March 7. Sell

Worry

be laid at the door of a
kous*
It may be she works harder than her
neighbor. l,i:t
Her
go about it in just the right way.
never

W om mi’s L

unimpaired, and her dark hair h id scarcely
begun to silver. Her retentive memory
held correctly tin-events of iong ago.
She
saw
the British war-ships sail up the hay

Marine

POWDKR

Saves Work and

Wil-

liam Ryder, is now living. She was married Feh. 14,1841, to Henry McFarland of
Mout.ville, Maine. She had live children,
three of whom survive her.
Having a vigorous constitution, she retained her faculties
to the last.
Her hearing and eye-sight were

week,
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sick, is siowly gaining.... Dr Whitcomb of
Newburg, the dentist, was in town last
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Troy.

Mr**. Herman M -a'ies of Morrill were in

Hamden, who has been bolding
Angs at Mr. Heagan for several weeks, ! poned their meeting ii.nl the 1st of May,
•
: s un. d 1. me last, week.... Eugene Barnes
wing to the had traveling.... Mr. Ralph
Aehorn will leave March 14'h for Oastine,
w- n' to B"st- n on lousiness March 2nd, and
where he will attend the Normal Sohoo!....
i'.
•ret: Pa rce will drive the stage while lie
Miss Alice Morrill was in Morrill last week,
s gone..
.Miss Hannah Heagan returned to
.Mrs Lydia visiting her sister, Mrs. Abbie Merriam....
r’rospeet Marsh last Thursday.
(’ "mbs of 'iardiner, formerly of this place, The traveling is very poor about town and
M

,

badly

anil Mrs. W. A.
M-a'-ill.... Miss
j d.o
kson has returned home fr-m N

returned

MA.i V.-nnie Harriman
Turner of Samlypoiut
Mrs. Fannie Wilson reiuriie.il
ia.it week.
h one from He*toll last week....Miss Ella
Pie

vv-

town

home
ten-days visit to friends

Providence,

from
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Mr. and

and d

large

DUST

Them, Emailing a 1.098
a Million
Dollars.

faculties well, and often spoke of the
1812-1814, during which tune the En! $36,000.
glish heldCastiue, and the officers aud soldiers 1
Under the present law in Maine a man
often came to her father’s house aud bought
cannot be
sentenced for arson unless
meat, milk, vegetables, etc. All of these there is positive proof that he committed
the crime.
circumstances came under her eye in the
The State insurance departdays of her girlhood- In early life she unit- ment is very anxious that the present
ed with the Baptist church, and continued Legislature should pass the hill providing
for discretionery power to the judge in senfaithful to the end. She was a worker of
tencing people convicted of arson. They
rare excellenceThe funeral
held
was
believe that the crime in most eases is
March 4th, Rev. Geo. E. Tufts officiating_
equal to murder, hut as the law is now.
Mrs. Mary McFarland died at the residence the jury is
prevented in many eases from
of her sou, Jno. McFarland,March 8d, at the finding a verdict of gully, as the evidence
is
usually only circumstantial.
age of 02 years anil 8 months. She was the
daughter of Joseph Ryder, and the youngest
war

of

am

to tne

ed her

Women should remember also that in taking Dr. Greene's Nervura thev are
using a regular physicians’s prescription, tested and pro\en for rears in the enormous practice of Dr. Greene, of
34 Temple PI., Boston. Mass., who is acknowledged
to be the most successful
physician in curing nervous, chronic and female complaints,
and that women can consult Dr. Greene freely and without
charge, either personally
or
by letter.

last Sunday evening.

Awe

school,

and had four children, only
one of whom is now living.
Her husband,
horn in 1804, died ten years ago. She retain

Gilkey

1VHI

The
singer/’ Mr. K. U Shipley, return<d !•1 lus home .ii Freeport,
.ast Monday
in ! I/v. A
I). Thibodeau :s assisting Rev.
meetings

Owing

GOLD

There were 1414 fires in Maine
during
the year of 181)8 against 1080 in
1897, and
the total damage done amounted to
$1,533,
433.40.
Tlie damage for 1898 was
$200,000 more than that of the
proceeding year.
These tires were attributed to 361
causes,
and some of them were unlike
anything
that ever came before tire notice of "the insurance
commissioners.
For instance,
five tires causing a
damage of $588 43
were caused by the
boiling over of a kettie of fat.
There was one fire which was caused
by
the sun’s rays shining
through a light
plate glass, a most novel way for a fire to
start, and w hich caused a damage of $16.
Fifty-seven fires were accidental and entailed a loss of nearly $40,000.
Children
playing with matches was the cause .4' 26
which
fires,
destroyed more than $25,000
worth of property, and there were seven
fires set by tramps, which burned
up property valued at $18,000 or more.
There were two fires which started from
a hot box and
destroyed property valued
at $195,000.
Sixteen fires were caused
by
the careless use of fireworks iu celebrattlte
arrival
of
some
ing
new man iu town
or the departure of a favorite son to the
front to fight for Uncle Sam, and the loss
was
more
than $70,000.
Playful little
mice with red-headed matches were the
cause of seven tires, and there were three
tires caused by careless people who tried
to rush matters and build the tire with
kerosene.
Twenty tires entailing a loss of $50,000
or more were caused
by spontaneous combustion and t here were 137 tiros caused
by
lightning, involving a loss of $79,000. Friction from a stationary engine set fire to
property worth $46,000, aud the loss was

j closed and the students expect copies next
week-Mr. William Clark of Prospect,
superintendent of the Centre Sunday school,
passed to a higher life a few weeks ago. Mr.
Clark was a faithful worker in the Sunday

to pass

sullering

The

>kkill.

down

nights

on

publishers

when

There Were 1414 of
of More Than

mer pay nearly twice as much tax as the res
idents. At the present time cottagestothe
value of more than a hundred thousand dollars are in course of construction, which will
swell the value of uon-resideuts’ real estate
to that amount the coming year.
And to all
appearances, such additions to the town’s
real estate have just begun-Mrs. Lucinda
(Pendleton) Gilkey, relict of the late John
Gilkey, died at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. George Collins, March 2ud, at the age
of 92 years and H months.
She was a daughter of Jonathan Pendleton, and was the
youngest of seventeen children, aud the last

got -nanus ror tne great ncrefit l)r. Greene* s Nervura blood and nerve remedy has been
to me.
I- > r.-ome time before I commenced
off that I could not attend tr
using this remedy I was so
my hou*-'.in:d duties. I could not sleep at
and everything seemed strange to me. Since taking
N; r\ ura I am now inyseli
again, I sleep well nights and am now able to attend to mv household duties.
I t:i.:.t.
>r. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy is a most excellent
medicine,for I know it has helped
inv. and 1 recommend it tc ail who are
from disease. I cannot say too much in testifying to the
merits ot Nervura.”

Mrs. G. R.
M

Dreax

the

at

Hres in Maine in 1898.

cottages built here daring the past few years
by summer visitors the real estate of the
non-residents has now nearly doubled the
valuation of the residents, and hence the for-

her health, fade her beauty,
and lender her weak, nervous and
discouraged. Woman's first duty is to
seek health, and if she is not well, if she is rundown from spring debility, out of order, with
weak and shaky nerves, has headache, backache,
female weakness or other weakening disease, she
should take at once that great regulator and restorative for women, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
and nerve remedy. This wonderful remedy will
restore her beauty, but best of all,
give her that
health and strength necessary to do her work.
Mrs. S F. Goodrich of Westford, Vt., savs

«

h

is

j'niuuHiiy

was

isLESiiORo.

=

Prospect. Ti e selectmen have been lixOur town is
mg up the bills for Prospect.

Echo,

|

school and a true and earnest Christian and
he will be much missed.

<

they are

ami

mother, Mrs. David Pitcher,
old in July next.

these harems has

acknowledged, but

a

good time...-Mr.

and A. Stinson

or

adapted to its purpose of preparing teachers
for their work. During the last week of
school a committee from Augusta, consisting of the Legislature, visited the school
and the
closing entertainment Friday evening by the Philomatheon and Lyceum societies was very successful. The latest edition of the school paper, The E. S. N. S.

I.
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Meats, Poultry, Vegetable
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M C. HILL,
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Always Bought
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He Claims There is a Cure for
Diseases

»
>'i
Typical Casa.
(lit* Average Cuban
Servant Question
in

..it*
,q

|

i!l(

m.{cnee

j

In order

look at domestic
the

self

typical

guest.
that we

though
carved

not

are

bowls, or shallow earthen pans, generally in cold water, without 8 >ao; and after
being well rinsed in more cold water, but
never wiped, they are turned on end to
“drain.”
And there they remain, in sun
or shower,
until required for the next
meal; but somehow they alwajs come to
the table clean and shining.
Pantries
and dish cupboards, as we know them in

china-closets
for

rooms

hospitality of our kind
mseemly prying, or in
We will note only
c

s.

e so near

which to

sy read them, rememuntry under the sun
customs of its own.

neighbors

educated,

were

illy queer
d perhaps

of mutual

Cuba

in

irs

judicious

a

be

might

our

their

from

Spanish

a

y la veil tail a
r la imuiana"-

,>-i.

i-

liit

music,

window

honey,

pleasures

aie

i.dulged

the

in

early

the old

Ihsregnrding

j
j
mid-winter morning, |
in ter is
already climb- j
i«n»k from

my

tlie

as

ease-

furnished with

j

style.

Cuban

magnificence,
Happily, there are

in

rare

colt

quilt on its
inattrass; yellow
ded

<>

Kvery

bare

triangular

satin

by

double door, ex
to ceiling and faced

t

breast high, of lattice
he marble-paved, vine
liieli surrounds Tlie

w

:

servant

with

maid

a

would be

States

whose

washing of dishes,

assist her.

earthly

One of

mission

in

the knives, folks, spoons and
trays; and although she has no bath bricks,
patent soaps or “whiting,”—nothing but
pure and unadulterated dirt—you
see your face in them at all times.

and

a

bossing the

two

or

three who wait

on

never

as

hung

or

and

floors

on

account

of

mind that this canal is

NO.

locality

forever.

consider what

a

Have

stopped

we

more prevalent. All
druggists in
New England n<:»w

to

great drawback it will be

I ne tlon. bamuel J<.

II you suner from cablack, Mayor of sell re-ru-na.
himself on record tarrh or any of the innumerable ills that
are due to catarrhal affections, buy Peas an advocate of Pe-m-na.
II is introru-na at once.
Remember catarrh is a
duction of the famous remedy and of disease of the mucous
membrane, or the
its discoverer, will doubtless interest inner lining of tlieorgans of 11. ** body,and
the people of New England. Mayor so shows itself in any of the vital organs*
If you write to Dr. S. B. Ilartman, of
Black’s letter reads as follows:
Columbus, Ohio, he will give you such
Executive Department.
advice and recommend such treatment
City of Columbus.
as he may think
necessary for you,
without charging you a cent. This is
Sam vel L. Llack, Mayor,
indeed a subject worth investigating,
James A. Fanning, Secretary.
Hayes L. Jones, Stenographer. and when you have found that Pe-ru-na
lias relieved your life of misery, you will
To whom it may concern:
become one of the vast army who sing
“I most cheerfully recommend Pe-ru- the praise of this wonderful specific.
na as of the greatest possible benefit in

Columbus, Ohio, puts

the Suez waterway and more than pay for
in the short period of thirteen
years? Here I must close, but before

doing
dent

so

I desire to refer

McKinley’s

HI.

I

recent

briefly

Presi-

great speech iu

have read it

twice, and in my opinion

to

carefully
speech since

over
no

the

tidy;

her skirts, which sweep the dirty streets
whenever she walks abroad; aud so on to

every

spoke at <Gettysburg has so stirred
people. The paragraph
iu his speech where he refers to civilizing
the Filipinos impressed me more vividly
Lincoln

the hearts of our

who read the article referred to

one

priceless value.
that Mr. Bryan is endeavoring to impress
in the window, into
Six dollars a
the end of the chapter.
The patio, or inner court, is truly “a
the minds of our laboring people
de
a
|
never-ending
month is considered a good salary for the upon
v forever,” with its tall fountain
that by retaining the Philippines, and
sprink- best
‘ws upon lows <•! banu
aud
tlie
have
lit
le
hut
others
cooks,
ling the passion- llowers that surround it,
maintaining order and >eeurity of life and
ag tb.eir green umbrellas
their food ami the cast-otT clothes of their j
and gold lisli darting among the turtles in
property in those islands, this nation will
>
>brubs of countless j
to
to
being privileged
carry
its marble basin.
The broad space is employers,
enter upon an era of imperialism, and
■» at 1\
of pansy-bordered I
their families at Digi t every morsel of
unroofed except for the rose-covered
that, the privileges, advantages and opporo
: s•.’\ ines on trellises
cooked food that i> left from the day’s
Ut ilises; and under the cool shadows of
tunities that belong by Tght to the people
asioually clumps of j
As
a
rule
the
servants
of
(.hiha
supply.
its banana and
under our Constitution would be stricken
pomegranate thickets, are the most
•iihomely vegetables, j
honest, obliging and simple- down.
oi porous c’.av,
ollas
red
like
great
shaped
a :u< mg strange cacti I
b.<
hearted folk 1 ever met, universally pious,
the oil-jars of Egypt, contain filtered
1 am astonished that any citizen of the
mi.-. •• 1 >aco-plants scatterEach wears his or
contented and happy.
j water for the
table.
I’nited
family
States, and especially one who was
who:
and over all the
her precious charm, blessed by the priest,
Most of these big c.isas have two patios,
nominated in 18*90 for the highest office in
t hoi;
magnificent
a
around the neck by
string,
he second used for stable-yard and ser- suspended
the gift of the people, should uphold such
:iv sky.
*>et in a
and tells his rosary heads many times a
Like all Cuban kitchens—
vants'quarters.
| ideas; for they are an injustice and an ingroups of these

cases

This remedy
has established itself in the minds of
the people as of the greatest possible
worth and

I

I

j

!
!

eloquent

These
of

will

spoken by

words

'-ciilled

—

that of mine hostess is

Ilespectfully,
Samuel L. Black.”
This letter will leave no doubt in the
minds of the most sceptical, as to the
value of this wonderful remedy. Peru-na is the Greatest known catarrh
cure in the world.
Te-ru-na is the discovery of Dr. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio. Dr. Hartman is considered the most eminent specialist for
catarrh and all catarrhal troubles in
America. ITis great success is due to
Pe-ru-na.
Not only has Dr. Hartman

history
country,like those of Patrick
Henry and other great American orators.

TI >1 E-TA BLE.
On uml after Nov. 27. IS9S. trains ronnectuig
at Burnham ami Waterville with through train.for ami from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and
Boston will

|

else to go but also for
ido families whom she

:t

—

proceeds

th

i.

on

step formed by the slightly elevated floor.
An adobe bench, built against tlie farther

because

wall of the kitchen, is topped with porcelain tiles and has several holes in it for

of the to bac-

tobacco

on

was

sal

so

little that could be grown in
her surreptitious crops were
tnd brought iu from £800 to

happened
was

■s

rusmng

through

ar

the

K

fanciful, circular
Moorish temple, with latBuilt in

C

a

•ws

on

and

'S

all sides,

extending

topped

with

mrble steps leads up to the
At one side of the
able floor.
■

the

in them at the

danger

When

a

A

meal

To the

Kept in time the
That I dreaming

over a

no

burns out,

!

twice

|

leaving
never

the

day—for

a

more

mid-day

and the late afternoon dinner.

As

ath and all modern accessories

!

pressed

breakfast

Was

early
through a
The

ii

low,

true?
“When so far away and so cold l seemed
Still my faithful light o’er your pillow
beamed.
Now the loving spring has unclasped the
chain
And 1 come to claim you mine own again.

Portuguese cousius,

to make up my i ed coffee, ground tine, to each pint of wathe most beautiful part of ter, slowly filtered,drop by drop. Fordeban home—the garden, the ! sayuno it is drank with hot milk, a cup
The latter is i two-thirds full of the latter to two or three
house itself.
one-storied affair, its superb | spoonfuls of coffee; but the after-dinner

marble*paved port- ; cup is taken full strength, with the addiwith the street, audits wilder- tion of sugar, and maybe cognac.
Whatever else American house-keepers
ble-floored rooms, which some1 you of the Alhambra, ranged may lind worthy of imitation in Cuban
methods, I am sure that dish-washing,
The multientral court-yard.
from floor to as that disagreeable duty is practiced
1

■

iion-barred and wooden sbut-

glass, except

a

beauti-

fied strip at the top of each, of
blues, greens, reds and yellows
al tones, which shed a soft lustre
The main
the bare apartments.
■“Lre enough for a town hall, has

splendid crystal chandeliers which

.‘
,,' ba.st

bit

as

room

Ellington;

line

as

those that illumine

in the White House at

but alas!

Lanzas that
^*0tallow

so

we are

poor is the gas
fain to be light-

dips, and the one American
*
ri'8<‘He lamp which the casa boasts is at
“>

•‘Kb premium
among those who wish
lQlProve their evenings. The Cubans

here, will not be
is not abundant,

one

of them.

Hot water

the charcoal fire goes
out so quickly, and soap is so very expensive that many families dispense with it,
as

are

bluer far than the

see

your eyes
skies.”
in a voice so

summer

flower spoke

And the glad
sweet
From

a

heart with love, hope and joy

re-

plete.

|

without

1

That

hired and

windows, opening
at:

“O awake, sweet one, I would

j

n

brighten-

whispered

it

“O my floweret sweet I have come to you,
Dili vou think my heart was unkind, un-

yet been able

is

the

in

sunbeam bent, while

As the

garden.

t

dissolved iu dew while the earth's cold
breast

Now grew warm and light
ing glow,

the Brazilians,
water,
f«»r the bath; and the water j who declare that it is not fit to drink uu.ined at will, the refuse being I less “black as night, bitter as deatli and
hot as hell.” The rule is half pint of brownver the
■

firelight,

sunbeam bright through the storm it

a

The Cubans take their coffee like

board.
their

which in Cuba is

»t

iu the dim

a vale,where once sweet violets grew.
And the snowy mound that its soft wings

is a

;•

saw

To

than

| morning coffee—“dripped”
! cloth bag—is cooked over a little clay pot
deep tank of clear, cold
which the bather descends by j or in a French coffee urn, with an alcohol
1
fla of marble stairs.
There is lamp under it, on the dining-room side-

|

dance of the elfin sprite

fie w,

ashes. The

no

used

pane now the busy clock
sweet refrain, then its calm tick,

rattling

Chimed a
tock

thus the most elaborate dinners of many

range is

Firelight Phantasy.

|
|

j

“O my sunbeam bright, still my heart is
thine,
Thou wast given to me by a hand divine.”
And the budding trees caught the happy
strain,
Ami the brooklet sang as it danced again;
While the joyous smile of the glad sunbeam
In the mirror shone of the crystal stream.
Now the wakened earth gifts of love did

bring
With

[ Mrs.

a

golden

crown

for

the sunbeam—

King.
S. J- Stevens in Magazine of Poetry.

except for toilette and laundry purposes.
As

every article of food is

served in

a

separate course, necessitating a change of
plates, the, dish-washer’s duties are by no
means

light,

and

the result she

or

he

is wonderful, considering the
The greasy dishes, (so
circumstances.

achieves

much grease enters into the Cuban menu),
carried from the table and heaped
upon the adobe shelf in the back patio,—

are

close proximity to the horses’
There they are washed in wooden

perhaps in
heels.

►*T*he Easy Eood
vl Easy to Buy,
\

Easy

to

Cook,

Eat,
Easy
$y Easy to Digest.
to

^jf^iiaker
At all grocers
Oats

kin 2-lb.

pkgs. onl>

Republic

To enlarge life’s scope and plan,
To flood the earth with hope and light,
To build tlie kingdom of man.”

sleep

few handsmay be evolved
j! courses
heat befull of fuel, which gives out
| vond the vessel that surmounts it, and

quickly

century they
will become thoroughly competent to es-

education,

in the Far East.
VVe tight for the wide world’s right.,

the weary world, still I sat to reap
For my pen a song from the embers glow
And the wind’s sad moan mid the stormtossed snow.

pressions in the surface of adobe, according to the number of dishes required; and

Cuban

j

Lay

is to be cooked, tiny charcoal firrs are
or more of the small de-

|

|
j
I

’Neath the wings of night, when in quiet

kindled in two

from floor to I

screened from public view by
■•■s and
e.lumps of tall bananas.
>

the

of

!

Bryan
people after
Republican candidate

This is the same Mr.

who stated

A M

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

Unity.
Burnham, arrive..
Bangor.
...

in bis farewell address to the

defeat;

his

“The

the advance agent of
prosperity; but before the year 1900 arrives the evil effects of a gold standard
lias been heralded

will be

even

now.”

As

as

evident than they are
examines into the present

more

one

business aud finances of our country he
hardly repress a smile at the predic-

can

tion of this statesman who would like to
be President of the United States.

The

year just past has been one of the most
successful business years in our history.
We have had the

largest export trade ever
everywhere in
the Union received during 1898 more
money for their products than in any preceding year since we became a nation;
while under the principles of protection
known;

and

and

the farmers

stable currency

a

ing up again, the fires
in

our

mills

are

start-

burning brighter

are

furnaces and forges, and there is
joy and happiness on the farm and

our

more

in the home.

May Mr. Bryan live

to not

only take a broader view on the money
issue, but also on this mighty question of
In
expansion now before the people.
view of our policy of expansion and the

Philippines, and
products in Asia,

resources of the
also the demand for our
vast

this

should

government

groat. Nicaraguan Canal
ble, and I trust that the

become
have

a

a

law

now

in

construct

as soon as

the

possi-

shipping bill will
days, as it will

rum,

wonderful effect

on

and

if this bill is

becomes

a

..

9 30
A

M

Burnham, depart. 10 25
Unity. lioo

4 30
1 90

Prescription”

was

direct

from

them,

week.

The

Vaccine

5 6(»
IE 07

o»lf
»*•

2;>

fresh

ly

reliable.

Special

rates to

The

Capital

Tire int-uranet

ing
.to

physician
the

I in port «-f!* ol

Inva-

dealers in the finest

Blacksmith

many homes.
Mv wife was sick for over eight years, writes
Albert H. Fulte. Ksq., of Altamout, C.ruudy Co
She had uterine disease ami was treated
Tenn.
At last I
bv two physicians and got no relict.
read about Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. I
and the
bottle
one
sent to the drug store, got
had not slept
fir§t dose gave ease and sleep. She that
it would
sure
for
three
Being
any
nights.
\\ ;n n
cure her I sent lor five more bottles ami
she had taken the sixth bottle she was sound and
our
house.”
at
a
fine
well. We now have
boy

^ult.

i

p

Ilf

TELEl'HOKM-a
ANNUAL STATEHENT

Union Casualty and Surety Co.
OF ST. LOUIS, MO.
Kllerbk, President.
Secretary, Jno. Greenough.
Capital paid up in cash, $250,000.

Loans

on

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1898.
bond and mortgage (tirst

22.1 bb 22
2.617 27
46.1*22 lb

4

8
1

''.'.Tt<7 .*•

>

8.

Net amount of unpaid losses anc
claims.
$
Amount required to ifely re-msui«
all outstanding risks..
All other demands against the com
pany. viz: commissions, etc

12b

of liabilities, exe.q
capital stock and next surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash—

1 *8.212 bl
2<" '.<****> **<*

Total

8b8 21

2.4.722

....

84

amount

Surplus beyond capital

61,48164

...

Aggregate amount of liabilities, in£4,">b.7b7 i*i*
cluding net surplus.
Policies written on desirable risk ai current
3wb
rates.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent. Winterport.

A TEN CENT CIGAR

liens)..$

202,335 00

(net).

182,744 27

j

Aggregate

assets at

277,400 00
39,878 30
3,384 69

$705,742 16
31, 1898.

actual value...

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Reserve for contingent and unadjusted losses..$
Reserve for reinsurance.
All other demands.
Capital actually paid up in cash....

Surplus beyond capital.
ELY’S CREAM BALM la
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 60
cents at Drutrgists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail,
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warren SU New York City.

f><'

C. 1*.

j

positive care.

66 1

as-

LIAim.ITlI'.S, 1*1 CI-.MHKI! 21

LtOcllS*

22

their actual

—...

! Stocks and bonds, market value....
Cash in office and in bank.
I Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in course of collection,

a

;it

tK.

1**8

172.7 If*
None.

pany, market value..
Loans sec ure*. I by collaterals
Cash in the company's principal ot
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Stocks and bonds owned by the com-

set-orders promptly filled.

The “Favorite Prescription-’ contains
no alcohol and no opium or other narcotic,
and is perfectly harmless in any condition
of the system.
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lids’ Hotel and
Surgical Institute, at BufN.
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Since then it
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1886.
1 vmax Jackman, President.
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and was then,
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boards.
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physicians,

officers
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to the club or seek elsewhere more congenial company.
A sick woman is to be pitied because
she is miserable and because she has not
yet learned that Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription will make her well
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husband is a
man
he will
if he is nervous, tired and
sympathize
irritable himself, he will probably go off

passed by Congress

Philadelphia Press:
“Among the lines promised in case the
shipping bill becomes a law are two fortnightly mail steamship services from the
Pacific coast, one by the direct route to
Japan, thence along the coast of East Asia
to Hong Kong, and a second line by way
of Honolulu, with HongJKong also as its
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law, I would refer the

reader’s attention to the
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tFlag station.
Limited tickets f«>r Boston are now s«>Ul at^o.OO
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami N"ftn
M.Ckokok
west, via all routes, for sale By 1
CEO. F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and Ceneral Manager.
F. K. Boothby, fien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25. 1898.
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in a state of chronic,
She has
irritation.
headache and backache.
She is listless
and spiritless.
She is
and blue.
She
feels that life is not
worth living and her
temper reflects the
condition of her
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nerves

cross

follows:

Belfast,

Lincoln,
j upon
Burke once said in a great speech in Parmany interesting ieatures of our national
liainent: “The common people are the history.
He was intently followed, and at
This is very j the close of 11is address he was.greeted by
real power in a republic.”
: a terrific outpouring of applause,
true, and I believe the people of this
Mr. Burke is a graduate of the Bucksj
country will stand by President McKinley i port Seminary and of Colby College and
and the Republican party in maintaining studied law for a while in Belfast, afterits policy of expansion in the Orient. wards going to Massachusetts, where he
! lias been very successful in his educationNever will we withdraw our forces from
al work.
the Philippines and leave Manila at the
HARRIED HAPPINESS
Never will we
mercy of the insurgents.
is dependent upon the health of the wife
cease teaching those natives the blessed
i more than on any other one thing. If a
principles of liberty, Christianity and woman is troubled in
a distinctly feminine
until in the next
tablish the First

to

hands of careless servants.

not

is

I

as

nothing

coll-

bath is quaint enough, and
ally Cuban, to demand a

well

and kerosene

answer, but not nearly
present method—to say

might be made

but
necessary
fountain in the patio and
bath in the middle of the

'S
it

garden,
irrigation,

Gasolene

question.

the

so

wiui

trations, photographed from Flowers, Fruits,
Vegetables and homes.
While this Guide is really too expensive
to give away, they give it. with a Due Bill
for
cents worth of seeds for only 15 cents.
Another new feature is the doing away wit-li
the old packet of Vegetable Seeds and stating the quantity in each case,‘the buyer getting more for his money.

intolerable heat.

•uid not have done.
river,

is

of their wastefulness, as well as the
Gas stoves are out of

count

that among her

Iried tobacco-leaves, made
imres, and disposed of them
n

cooking-fuel

and

American stoves
than any other kind.
would be altogether out of place on ac-

expert cigarette-

an

of the country,

very expensive, everybody must economize it, and therefore these odd ranges
needs of the country better
serve the

Spanish regime that it
mutations, there was never

it

As charcoal is the univer-

charcoal tires.

ed about the flower-gar-

the tax

eat his cake and keep it too, but never before of a business man who sold his goods
and then gave the purchaser credit for the
amount paid.
To learn about this send ;o
.1 amks Vicks Sons, of Rochester. N. V., who
The
agree to un this in their Guide.
Golden Wedding edition of Vick’s Garden
and Floral Guide is certainly an artistic
work, with its twenty-four pages lithographed iu colors, ami nearh one hundred more
pages tilled with handsome half tone illus-

run as

FROM BELFAST.

a

discharged

L. Black.

our

’•

be

IIon. Samuel

Maine Central R R.

our

become immortal in the

a corner

boy

a

the very highest standing and character
in the community.

when that group of islands under the imof the year just passed shall have
the gems and glories of those
tropical seas, a land of plenty and of increasing possibilities, a people redeemed
from savage indolence and habits, devoted
to the arts of peace, in touch with the
commerce and trade of all nations, enjoyiug the blessings of freedom of civil and
religious liberty, of education and of
homes, and whose children and children’s
children shall for ages hence bless the
American Republic because it emancipated and redeemed their father-land and set
them in the pathway of the world's best
civilization.”
President

I have known

number of years and
am pleased to say that ho is one of the
leading citizens of this city—a man of

pulse

j!

genuineness.

Dr. Ilartman for

day. When troubles press or dangers sult to the
laboring classes, who are the Ivegetation,
pic
the prayer, Valga me, Dios!
of this hack court, flanked by stamping threaten,
J. E. Burke’s Eloquence.
bone and sinew of this nation, lie should
ti links like colossal colas
rises
to
their
lips
mules and horses on one side, carriages (Protect me, God)
know that imperialism can never have any
The mistress of
The
Lawrence, Mass., Journal in its acas sparks fly upward.
Happy
and store-rooms on the other.
Its floor naturally
part in the history of a nation where count of a press club dinner in that city
planted them there with
would
of
us
How
most
gladly
of rough bricks is raised a foot above the people!
Washington and the Continental armies tells of the eloquent address of Mr. J. E.
when she came here on her
our struggles with the world I
Burke, atone time a resident of this city,
ground, and there is no need of windows exchange
1 endured the toils and battles of the sevent hail forty years ago.
I as follows:
we have gained,
and doors, for the entire front is open to and the little knowledge
war
for
and
for
!
freedom,
years’
liberty
The other Maine man at the banquet
kijrf-higli baby palms and
It contains no article of furni- for this unquestioning faith and the con- i and starved and shivered
the patio.
through that I was J. E. Burke, formerly of Freeport,
fully eighty feet above the
touted
to no higher
which
poverty
aspires
not even a chair or a table. A long
: awful winter at
superintendent of the schools at LawValley Forge. The idea now
mi.ime tells me that during ture,
lot.
rence.
Supt. Burke made the address of
adobe shelf outside answeis the latter
! that a people living in such a country the evening. He was given an ovation,
ivmii war,
when the once
FANNIE 13ltlGUAM WARD.
when the seivants sit. as !
i would tolerate the conditions that pro- and his topic was on The Public Schools.
were
threatened with purpose—-and
duce imperialism! .such a thing is im- 1 The question of the schools was admirably
eked out a living, not only they art* continually doing, their bare feet
SOMETHING FOIi NOTHING.
handled.
Mr. Burke spoke eloquently
and 1 am reminded that Edmund !
I
several old-time servants and legs form a black fringe along the
Wt- have heard of the
who wanted to possible,
and referred to
Abraham
s

with

r:<

of catarrh and other diseases of

the mucous membrane.

become

■

on

the face of
the globe
tv here ca11arrhal affection? are

March 4th, shall provide for its construction, this government will lose its opportunity to build any canal in Nicaragua,

perhaps

these

well aware,
there is no

great

a

HIM hXU LB

states are

national need and unless the present Congress, or an extra session of Congress after

€50WEN.

W.

1 Ii

of

pine situation) from the pen of Hon.
In speaking of the than
William J. Bryan.
any other, and i here quote it:
recent attack of the Filipinos on our army
”1 have no light or knowledge not com“The Filipinos were mon to my countrymen.
in Manila, he says:
1 do not prophthe present is all absorbing to me,
guilty of inexcusable ignorance.” Wheth- esy;
but I cannot bound my vision by the
er imperialism is
desired is too large a
blood-stained trenches around Manila,
question to be settled by a battle, and where every red drop, whether from the
then lie goes on to say, “that imperialism veins of an American soldier or a misis being protested against by the laboring guided Filipino, is anguish to my heart,
but by the broad range of future years,
classes."
It must have been evident to

the

attend the children; brush the
mistress' hair and shake the dust out of

of

bear in

I read with much interest in the New

lines.

keep

on

of the treasury iu excess of the national
revenue iu time of
peace; but we must

York Journal of February 12th an article entitled, “What Next?” (the Philip-

wash-tub and the

boiled,

wash the

Others

a

deficit

with Spain, and it will not
wise policy to run our people heavily
war

Boston.

Others do the family washing and
ironing, and do it beautifully,too,although
serves

FRANK
J’Al’KH

table.

the river

the

the Far East.

ot

vate

canal,

itself

Republic

Pe-ru-na in his pripractice for forty
years, but to-day Pe-ru-na
is undoubtedly the best
known ami most reliable
of all proprietary medicines
6old in the West and
South. Pe-ru-na has
heretofore been but
little known in New
England, and as the

used

government
and we

our

Pe-ru-na.

liV

the article firmly on a stone
Auother servant
rubs away at her leisure.
acts as steward, doing the marketing and

big

a

cost

build this

for this nation, now entering upon a new
era, not to build this canal? Do our people not know that when this mighty undertaking is completed that it will dwarf

The First

holding

to

has cured me.”
Do not give up hope, nor think that
disease of the
yon have an incurable
heart. Try Fe-ru na, often the trouble
is of a catarrhal nature which Pe-ru-na
will relieve and cure. All druggists sell

may
She

takes >!> em out in the back patio, knocks
on the ground, digs up a little fresh earth,

the

considered

the

two to

or

one

a

The Most Efficient of All Remedies tor Catarrh.

iu debt in time of peace. Now, 1 thoroughly believe it isuot wise to take millions out

tles,

polishing

house

I’nited

is

the maids finds her

neither

which in

over one

doing nothing.

clothes are

Spain,

tumble

example, there
\v hole duty in life is

many quaint, massive, elaboratelyv-aived pieces of furniture, brought long
or

servant to each member

For

claw-footed table laden with

France

one

hangers-on, they fairly

ings- mostly scriptural subjects, suitable
for churches—adorn the walls; and there

j ago from

drink of water;

another in the business of

are

|

river to get a

be

patient is
in groat clangor. Pe-ru-na should he
It will cure the catarih,
taken at once.
aud so eventually the local symptoms.
Mrs. C. I. Farnsworth, of Deucher,
l had a pain in my
Ohio, writes :
heart and in my left side and shoulder.
Was unable to lie on my left side for
the
live years.
Spent over S'-OO with
best physicians, without relief. 1 could
Finally I took
not use my left arm.
Pe-ru-na. Before I had taken two botcould do my own work. Pe-ru-na

is often reminded of the incident
the methods of these good people.

late

our

to the

heart,

family, besides cooks and hostlers
and gardeners and laveuderas and tloops

vases

incui.s

tends

of the

the

religiously occupied by

is

$115,(XX),000
already have

body
through
sympathy ex-

Hon. Samuel L. Black, Mayor of Columns, 0.,
Introduces Pe-ru-na and its Inventor to Us.

of the readers of The Journal

branes of the
entire

one

some

might say, it will

and

fool that he swam the

a

But

mucous mem-

and how

such

Given at least

little wooden saints, glass balls, china
and other bric-a-brae; splendid paint-

damask counterpane,
ws, hard as paving-

r.

corner

was

Missouri
and

:cd within- -it affords j
nor curtains to harbor vermin and
a work
“den.” with carpets
exclude the air.
Cane-seated chairs and
r my easy chair,
table,
to accommodate an army,
and big bowl of couches, enough
are ranged in
prim rows against every
view is of the typical
wall; and here and there in the vast exu tment—door of square
panse of each bare sala a small square rug
i as tombstones to the
is spread,
wit
t" » tows of American
iiciic-legged wash stand
chairs set vis-a-vis upon it.
• ncr tables:
and brass rocking

:-i

as

any sleep in worrying after something to
do! Out West they say that Thompson’s

The house is

concern.

family,

catarrh

is general
enough to
poison the

they all manage
to occupy themselves is a mystery.
In
truth nobody in this land of inanana loses

of

of small

when

cold water and “elbow
make them.

of the

seldom

matter

O wonder that

an

grease” can
Every Cuban household has a great
many servants in proportion to the size

Philadelphia

double

land barn, iron-barred

Catarrh Invariably Yields to
This Wonderful Remedy.

the best silver and

us seem

sees

immaculate

as

do, however, beyond promenading
The window in the plaza or sitting idly in the moonglities.
.ilth-ss of glass, is no light chatting with friends; therefore artificial light, or the lack of it. is to them a
i• as the house walls,

oni wide

keeping

beCuredbyPe-ru-na.

their

indispensable, one seluntidy kitchen in Cuba.
Even the cooking-pots, which of
necessity
are smoked black whenever
used, are kept

dom

Piofessor Munyon says that good health
U essential to the accomplishment of good
work.
No matter bow ambitious or how
pure or lofty one’s ideas may be, if disease is sapping our vitality and attracting
the thoughts to bodily ailments, we shall
nobe aide to render our loved ones and
society that great sympathy and assistance
they have a tight to expect of us. If you
aro' ailing your first duty is to get well.
I believe there is a cure for every disease.
1 have fifty-seven different oure^ for fiftyseven different ailments. Science will some
dnv discover the others.
Mtniy.-ii guarantees that his Rheumatism
Cure will cure nearly all cases of rheumatism in a few hours: that his Dyspepsia
Cure will euro it-digestion and all stomach
1 nodded■
that his Kidney Cure will (‘tire
eases of kidney trouble;
fm per mi of
:i nrrh Cure will cure catarrh, no
that ! is
Hi:
or h"V. l"itg standing: that his Headache Curt* will cure any kind *.f headache
in n fou minutes; that his Col l Cure will
(:’iok 1 y break up any form of <‘n:d. and
so "it through the entire list of his remedy's.
th and medical advice nnsoto T
P,;t.fve. I-: >f. Munyon, 150d Arch st.,

the angle of

from

is,

Serious Indeed, but Can

show-pieces of table-ware. Notwithstanding the absence of all those conveniences

the surface

Cuban

A Trouble Often Mistaken
for Heart Disease.

splendidlydining-

in

southern terminal, thus giving to the
United States weekly mail connection
with Manila.
Our lines then running to
the east coast of Asia will be superior to
those on which Great Baitain,
Germany
and France are now expending about
$2,000,000 each annually. It will then be
to
possible
post letters in Berlin, London and Paris, and send them more quickly to Yokohama, Shanghai and Hong Kong
by American steamships and American
railroads than they can be carried by the
heavily subsidized lines of Great Britain,
Germany and France, which run through
the Suez Canal. In addition we shall have
in operation an adequate fleet of cargo
steamships for the transportation of flour,
cotton and other American products to
Asia.
There will be a mail service to
Australia nearly equal to that of Great
Britain, and more complete connections
with the lesser islands of the Pacific than
are possessed by any other nation.”

CATARRH.

the United States, are not found in Cuba
the best houses have

casa

Be it

a

vi*r,

ar-

1 invite you to

um,

in

Every
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in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
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ballot system was much less favorable.
The Eastport Sentinel says:

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

If

the cumbersomeness of this presBELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1899.
ent votiug system was demonstrated it was
Monday, when the counting of the ballots
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
showed that 87 votes, or more than 16
per cent, of the vote cast, was lost by reason of
misconstrued use of the pencil,
sticker, etc., and the larger number was
CHARLES A. PILSRURY,
found to be in the wards to which are accredited the greater amount of intelliIn some cases the votes were degence.
Shall there be a combine of tbe knit
posited without any mark, the voter eviNit!
dently thinking that where there was but
goods manufacturers?
one ticket no
^marking was necessary; in
Boston has declared war on the English other cases the vote for mayor was annulled by the sticker being put on in the
sparrow, but it is not expected that this blauk
name
space under the printed
will in any way affect the Anglo-Ameri- which was not erased, which was
gross
can Alliance.
carelessness; in some instances the sticker
was placed over the name of (ien. Leavitt.
ever

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

}Bu8taeliMamger

That mica
have bonded

syndicate which is said to
a large part of Oxford county, thereby securing a monopoly of the
mica supply of the world, is too thin.
Anybody can see right through it. [Port-

A Personal

the caption of a Washington special to the
Boston Herald; but it refers to Gen. Ilale

Manila, and
Washington.

at

rl he

to Senator Hale

uot

at

In

The Journal this week I

over

so

of my friend and fellow townsman,
Colley. For many years I have

tune

H.

F.

possessed

known him to be

of talents and

that must be recognized. I am
also well acquainted with Mr. Zenas T.

qualities

Winthrop, whose good fortune
in shape of a pension you mention.
Mr.
Haines is a bright, well-informed man,
who has travelled much and personally
known many distinguished persons.
I

Haines of

Monday passed off
was larger than

city election

and the vote

quietly
expected under the circumstances.
Practically the same city government
which has done such good service in the

very

After Pres. Crawford had extended his
greeting to every one, and felicitated them
upon the satisfactory condition of things
generally, various toasts were responded to
“The seminary,” by its presias follows:
dent, J. F. Haley; “Our doctors,” by Dr.
Fred Bryant; “Our teachers,” by Miss Sarah
Small of Lynn; “Our lawyers,” by Lemuel
W. Peters; “Our ministers,” by Chaplain
George A. Crawford of the navy.
Miss A. M. Wilson, who was an instructor
at the school for 17 years, spoke with much
feeling, “in memoriam” of Prof. Chase.
There was considerable orchestral music,
varied by violin solos, rendered by Miss
Elizabeth D. Nash.
Hon. and Mrs. Thomas H. Sherman, Rev.
M. G. Prescott of Gloucester, William Montof
gomery of Newton, Hon. Richard Stover
Bucksport and Mrs. A. A. Wales of Dorchester were among the more prominent alumni

was

A LltT)

rooms

at

Winthrop,

and

occasionally

as

chairman

of the

finance committee, and a clean
business-like administration is ensured
for the coming year.
Parker

lion.

who

JSpofford.

lias been

superintendent of schools in Bucksport
for a number of years, offered to build a
suitable structure for

convenfenees,

with all modern
it to the town

sent

town pay him,

grammar school,

a

as

on

and precondition that the

long

as

he lives,

annuity of five per

jin;,

cent,

an an-

upon the

actual cost, at his death becoming poss tssors of the building free from incumbAt the innu.il town meeting March
"he town voted unanimously to ac-

iiice.

.’li

he off\ i, and three cheers for Mr.
Spoil-ird were given with a will. Now

cept

wh*> will make •>ueh
Then

tstv

huildi ng

on

is

the

a

proposition

need of

a

common

to

tiie four schools which
.-at room

'•

Bel-

modern school
accommodate

now

in the two vid

to

have insufli-

buildings.

When 1 was night compositor on the
Portland Aigus, one George Moore was
night editor. We called him “Mayor,”
though 1 never knew why. One George
71 .den was sliipiiews man, and “Mell”
One Dodge anHiggins >-t locai items.
:;oyed the •Mayor'' very much by loafing
about the composing room at night, oftenshare the dinners sometimes fur-.nies
u <i at midnight by some saloon keepAftei that hour Dodge would leave,
ir.d the
Mayor” would begin a growl
about him, ending always with a remark
to Higgins likt this: “Well, Mellie, there's
The fellow never can never
ne comfort.
die of brain fever, and you and I can.
Kffias. E. Allen in the Richmond Bee.
This sounds likt
who
flu

our George B. Moore,
the editor and part proprietor »f
Republican Journal from 1840 to

was

tSOI, and

one

Maine has ever
think !.He
it

was

of

the

wittiest writers

produced. But we do not
employed < n the Argus.

was ever

editor of the Portland Advertiser

the time of ids death in 1802.
This ousrlu to be

foi the
great
New Hampshire and
The hotels were quite bad’) hand’capped last year by t.lie war scare
w hu ll made fuels ot -m> many peujde who
bought Spain, with nothing but braggaci• i*» and bluster for v\ea ons, could
whip seventy million of up-to-date Yankees: bin now that the atmosphere is once
cue serene, we surely can expect a
big
ontingent of city folks down this way
during the sultry season.
[Portsmouth,
V II. Herald.
<
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along
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M line
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a

summer

the

‘-asis.

It will be

ship.

easy

his place,

in

if

we

were

and

put

picture what

nor

like

freedom.

him,
I

we

heartily

your words and “rejoice
deserved good fortune.”

My last letter

would do

and had lost health

can

over

endorse
his well

your paper concerned a
visit to Nova Scotia, in which 1 spoke of
the backwardness of certain features as

compared
out

a

to

witli the States.
from

retort

Scotian, who criticised
show

me

culture

This called

gentleman, a

a

me

enough

Nova

and offered to

if I would visit

sions which grew out of it.
In October 1 visited Buffalo and Niagara
Falls.accompanied by my wife. We rode

the American

It affords

side.

the whirlpool rapids, the lofty
banks and entire river from Niagara to

sion

Lewiston,

day,

and the season before

we

had

imagined.

It is

one

a

scandal in

of

All

are

cover.

It is

an

important

the attractions for tourists
sportsmen in eastern and northern
Maine. The Phillip’s Phonograph, which is
doing like work for the Iiangeley region,
will distribute a special edition of 10,000
copies at the Sportsmen’s Exposition, and
the paper is one that, is a credit to the pub.
lisber and to the State, and should prove
prolitable to both.

Mrs. Webb Donnell of Kent’s Hill has an
amusing story in The Youth’s Companion
for March 2d, entitled “Borrowed News.”
Its gentle satire is directed at those who depend on their neighbors’ paper for the news
in preference to becoming subscribers themselves. [Farmington Chronicle.
This will apply to h good many people.
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Miss Annie Rhoades has returned to Casto resume her studies at the Normal
School.
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Belfast

Opera House, March 22,

The supper to be followed
pleasing entertainment.

Mr. and Mrs. D.

a

\\
to

the school committee
meeting
Monday afternoon Mr. F A. Rhoades was
elected superintendent of schools.
At

pastor will

Wedding Hells.

by

a

I

very

‘THE SPIRIT OH 1 HE

Total

I

1

MUSIC.

number of five minute addresses will be
given and an interesting meeting is assured.

Belfast, March

UAItimAES l>El i:mhki: Ml,
Net amount of unpaid losses ami
claims.
Amount required to safely reinsun
all outstanding; risks
All other demands against the company, viz; commissions, etc.
...

Reyes—ChapmAn'. Miss Rose Chapman,
20tli CENTURY.”
formerly of this city was married in Worces35c.
Supper and Entertainment,
ter, Mass., March 4th at the home of Rev.
Win. J. Thompson, the officiating clergyman, to Mr Edward L. Keyes of that city.
sermon will be “The
Second Coming of The bride is a well-known and popular
Chriijjt.” Sunday School at 12 m. In the even- young lady, the youngest daughter of Har- MlaS MAUDE JuIDSON,
ing at 7 15 the Christian Endeavorers and riet J. aud the late George W. Chapman of
who has been studying away three years,
the older people of the church are to unite this city. The bridegroom is a
promising
will remain at home, and is prepared to
in a meeting having for a subject. “The young electrician of Worcester.
will
They
to take piano pupils. Lesehetitgky method
Newer Phases of Christian Activity.” A reside at No. 21 Larch street, Worcester.
taught.

Next Sunday morning at the North church
Rev. Geo. S. Mills will preach the second
sermon in the series under the general subject, “Things to Come.” The subject of the

<>

Mr. Harry Mitchell left Monday for New
Haven to join soli. R. F. Hart as cook.

meeting of Official
Board Monday evening at 7 30; prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7 15; class meeting
Thursd ay evening at 7.15,
e
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times I have heard
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Wheels.
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school house.
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FRED W. JOHNSON,^—;':

-leaflets,
^Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*
Cards.
Booklets,* Programs,* Bill
A Note Heads,*Pos|ers. Ac.,-Ac.

dleboro, Mass., where they spent the winter.
was employed landers of the South.”
The
Last Saturday afternoon eighteen or twento decorate the walls and
ceilings of this illustrated by 80 stereopticou views Prof.
ty of the friends of Mr. F. A. Dickey made
Meriam
was a classmate of Rev. G. S. Mills
After
a
time
tiie
building.
plaster began
at Andover Theological Seminary.
The him a call and during their visit the large
to crumble and crack: the costly
paintlecture, is full of interest and it is hoped thai wood pile in the back yard was reduced to
ings are ruined. Lot us hope tliat the
a large audience will he present.
All are the proper length for the stove. All worked
contractor who defiauded the state by j
■ with a
invited.
will, and so pleased was lie with the
j
putting mi a cheap plaster will not enjoy
result of the work that Mr. D. invited all in
Services at the Methodist church Sunday, |
his wealth.
to partake of one of the substantial spreads
1 March 10th, will be as follows: Sermon
by jI for
L cannot close this letter without a word
which the good wives of Northport are
Rev.
!
G.
G.
at
10
45
a. in.:
Winslow,
pastor,
j
1
about the Portl .ml and her captain.
For
justly famed. The eveuiug was given up to
Sunday7 school at 12 m ; meeting of Junior
i
the
of
the
who
younger portion
company,
many years Capt. Blanchard was my i
League at 5 50 p. m.; meeting of the Epworth
neighbor; his family traded at my father's League at *515; leader, Miss Nora Seekins; | managed things to suit themselves in amauuer that was pleasing to ali.
It was a good
store in East Belfast; 3 of his children attopic, Self-mastery, (temperance meeting) j
tended school when I taught in the brick 1 Cor. 0:24, 27 ; Praise and Gospel service at time and all went away greatly obliged to
lie

to

Piques & Organdies.

New

WE PRINT ANYTHING.

Miss Helen Knights and Miss Etta Tripp
polities. At Albany we visited the preach at 10.45, subject, “The Economy of
new State House, which cost an immense
returned Monday from Massachusetts, where
Paiu.” Sunday school at 12 m.
sum of money and is now
they have been employed for some time.
presided over
There will be a lecture by Prof. M. E.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packard and Mrs.
by Tliedore Roosevelt, w hom we w ere for- Meriam at the North Church this, Thursday,
tunate enough to see.
We were told that evening at 7.15, on “The American High- Monroe arrived home Thursday from Mid-

;

good cotton, sizes 14 1-2

NEWS.

was

term of

LDk'i

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

The pen is mightier than the sword
So many people think;
[round,
But the thing that makes the world go
Is plenty of printers’ i k.

|

and is tilled with matter of literary
as well
as interest
to the Castine
“Normal,” in whose interest it is printed.
It contains a fine half-tone portrait of Mary
E. Hughes, teacher of English literature,
rhetoric, grammar and algebra.

NORTHPORT
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Hartford, ( (-mi. Inrorj orated in 1808. Accident, $30(5,084,502. Amount at Risk Lite, $97.
352,821.
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1,175,489
policies
company, market value
BLANCttAiiD-^KfcLLEY. At the home of
Stocks and bonds owned by the
Cash in the company s \-,
the bride’s parents iu Unity, March 8th, Dr.
market value
*.
45
company,
lice and bank
12,814,828
are
he
the
has found,like so many
Following
deep,”
Baptist church notices: E. P. Blanchard, a promising young dentist
DR. W. L.
Cash in company’s principal office
others,
Interest due and ao-i.
unfortunate for Belfast that Crosby Inn a sailors
and in bank.
Thursday evening,at 7 30, the weekly pray- of Portland, aud Charlotte May Kelley were
1,510.090 17 Premiums in due course
sepulchre.
Interest accrued..
tion
2(51,279 02
united in marriage. The ceremony was perhas not been rebuilt that we
With kind regards to all friends who er meeting, John 9:13 41, “From Knowledge
might have
%
Unreported and deferred life premformed at noon in the presence of many
to Knowledge.”
iums-.
our quota of summer visitors.
afternoon
at
3
Friday
575,818
92
friends and relatives by Rev. Andrew Wood,
may chance to see this, and best wishes
Graduate and Medalist
o’clock a missionary address, noticed else- pastor of the Methodist church in
liabilities ;>(:< [ st
for the prosperity of The
$25,315,442 4»5
Journal, I am where in these columns. Friday evening, The house was beautifully decoratedUnity.
with
Net amount of unpaid i,
Ontario Veterinary College.
LIABILITIES rVE' EMltKR 3*1 *898,
F. L. Thayer, the defeated Democratic Sincerly Yours,
cut dowers and evergreens,
claims
potted
plants,
teachers’ meeting. Saturday at 2 30 p in.,
Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery To.
Net amount of unpaid ’osses and
and the happy pair stood under an arch of
Amount required to safe.
candidate for mayor of Waterville, asked 1
Fra.vk A. Gilmore.
all outstanding risks
Junior Endeavor.
claims.$ 220,243 33
Sunday morning wor- lace, evergreens aud trailing vines, from
Present value instalment life /oH'
Residence and Hospital 17 Tortjfress street.
All other demands again
for an examination and recount of the
’>
Haverhill, Mass., March 11, 1891).
ship at 10.45. The pastor will preach the which hung a beautifully constructed wedcies.
507,044 00
pany, viz.: commissions.
Office Telephone 8-2. Residence Telephone 214 Reserved for reinsurance.
■allots cast at the recent election.
This
bell. Mrs. J. E. Cook played Mendels•ck(K5.9f58 80
fourth sermon in the series Parables of the ding
sohn’s wedding march as the bridal party enReserve for claims resisted for emTotal amount of liabilities. <
Recount effected no change in the memThe Time to Plant Trees.
Kingdom; Sunday school at 12 m.; ladies’ tered the room. The bride was attired iu a
43*191 55 j capital stock ami m*r *u.:
ployee..
Commissions
and other dcniamls
! Surplus beyond capital
ol
the
council
or
ward
bers
ofAUCTION
E. at costume of white silk with chiffon and ribcity
prayer meeting at 0 p. m.; Y. P. S. C
against the company.
145.287 '5.-%
bon trimmings, and carried bridal roses.
0.15; evening worship at 7 15. Come join in
of
Real Kstate and Personal Special reserves .*.
50O.00O r>o
ficers, but reduced the majority of MayorMiss Helen Chase Thomas of Waterville Sale
The tree planting season always arrives
All liabilities except capital stock
the praise service.
elect Philbrick from 32 to 21.
There
acted as bridesmaid aud was attired in white
Property.
and net surplus. 21.209.(525 3(5
with the season "when the building of
muslin ovt-r pale blue silk with lace and ribThe undersigned will sell at public auction on Capital paid up in cash.
were 20
defective ballots in the whole houses is most
1,000.000 oO ; f\ H V. IMl’lld \ i. I n * I f: \
active, and when the yards,
Ocean Disasters.
I
bon trimmings. Miss Leta Kelley, sister of Friday, .’March 17. 1899, the following property
Jvondon, Knei.m
Surplus beyond capita!.
3,105 817 IO
: Amount at risk. *1(52.77 7
Fine
farm
of
117
cuts
50
tons
of
city, of which 7 were thrown in ward two. | fences and lawns are being provided for.
acres,
hay,
the bride, was maid of honor aud wore white
good
It is timely to note that the one thing
ASH
Oi
M
dotted muslin trimmed with lace aud ribbon. buildings, never failing water, fine orchard; also 1
In ward seven there was but a single de- J
the following personal property, to wit: 2 horses.
LLI.A Msiic I{<; 11 CITY II I: I. l\s, hi.
It seemed as though 1898 was to be a The
builders is to plant
Real estate owned by the
groom was attended by his brother, A.
i> and 7 years old. weigh 2200 lbs, 12 head of, W1 ot Brooklyn. N. Y
Inc rporaied in 1858.
The Waterville Mail says ! usually forgotten by
fective vote.
L.
tinincundiered
a tree or two.
It costs little and is a record-breaking year for marine disasters,
Blanchard, Esq of Bangor. After the cattle, 13
8 hogs, 30 hens; al-o fanning J Commenced business in 185.”.. Mat.-hailS Uriggi,
Stocks and boiuis owned h
i source of ornament and comfort. No but if 1899 keeps up its present pace it ceremony a wedding breakfast was served tools of allsheep,
kinds, household goods, and other ; President. Frederick H Way. Secretary. Capieditorially:
pany, market value...
and in the 2 10 train Dr. and Mrs. Blanchard things too numerous to mention. Terms of sale tal paid up in cash, $250,000.00.
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for
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satisfactory
Fortufuture home
stormy
Portland. They
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is
cut
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to
make
Every
day shows that the voters have learned
day of sale postponed until the next Tuesday. Real estate owned
were the
recipients of many beautiful aud Sale
Rents and interest due an 1
by the compare
to commence at 9 o’clock sharp.
the art of voting under the mongrel sys- room for a cellar or an outbuilding nately, the accidents this year have not costly presents. Their many friends
<
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re<‘. ivable
!
unincumbered_‘.
18
join
082.574
Me.
U. E. FREEMAN, Waldo,
should be replaced before the new domi- been attended with the frightful loss of in wishing them much happiness in their
tem now in use in Maine, pretty thoroughPremiums in due course
Loans on bond and mortuage Hirst
9tf
JOSHUA BUTLER, Auctioneer.
tion...
liens).
244,400 oo
ly. Still there were more than a score of cile is completed. If every man will life that marked those of 189 8. In fact, new home.
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Surgeon.**
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voters disfranchised because they were
unable to mark properly.
The treatment of the ballots by the ward officers,
who had the sorting and counting to do
showed that there was no unanimity of
opinion as to what was a legal ballot and
what was not. Nor is this strange, for
put the same ballot into the hands of any
similar number of men gathered from the
ordinary walks of life and there would be
serious disagreements in some cases as to
what votes should be counted and what
should not.
It takes the court to settle
these questions.
An example will serve
to illustrate the view that some of the
ward officers held as to what constituted
a proper ballot.
It is evident that they
iiad in their minds the idea that if the intent of the voter were plain, that was
about all they bad need to consider.
In
this case the name of one of the candidates for mayor was scratched and only
the sirname of his opponent was written
in the proper place. In the other case a
similar process was gone through with
except that the first name only was used.
Both ballots were counted.

In

Eastport

the test of the Australian

spend

planting,

coming surburban settlement

cannot

the
fail

be far more attractive and real estate
more valuable.
It has been proposed in some legislatures that statutes be enacted compelling
every man who builds a residence to plant
it least one tree at each corner of it,
cn the ground of the public health.
It
ought not to be necessary to compel a
man to do what is plainly in their own interest and costs so little.
At any rate a word to the wise is usually
sufficient. There is a growing scarcity of
trees
in American communities.
The
way to start right in suburban growth is
to plant trees in time. [Boston Globe.
to

The Rockland

Daily

Star.

the escapes from some of the wrecks have
been simply miraculous.
The last disas-

be recorded is the loss of the new
Allan line steamer Castilian, that struck

ter to

Gannet rock, inside

Cape Sable. All her
passengers were safely landed aDd taken
to Y armouth, but to judge from the reports at the hour of writing, this fine
liner is destined to become almost
loss.

Gannet rock is

south of
if the

a

a

total

small reef to the

Yarmouth,
ship must have

and it would seem as

been well off a
that would have cleared Cape Sable to find the bottom at this point. Cape
course

Sable must not be confused with Sable Island, where the Moravia found her last

ilt. Desert Correspondence.
South West Harbor, March 10th, 1899.
Dr. William A. Spear of Bass Harbor died
March 6th, aged 85 years. He has been failing
in health for a number of years, and towards
the last of his sickness he lo.-*t his mind.
He was highly esteemed as a citizen and a
physician, and practiced his profession for a
good many years. He was the only doctor
in this vicinity until recent years. Dr. Spear
charter member of Tremout Lodge, F.
and A. M., at South West Harbor and was
buried by that order March 8th.
Mrs. Eliza King has been quite sic!;, aud
also her daughter Fannie.
They were
threatened with pneumonia, but are now imwas a

300 miles apart; proving.

Lyons, N. Y., March 14.—Clement R. Sher- resting pi ce, they are
wood, formerly one of the proprietors and nor is Gannet rock, where the Castilian
managing editor of the Rochester Herald,
has purchased the Daily Star at Rockland, struck, to be mistaken for the rock of the
Me. Mr. 8herwood was formerly connected same name which lies off Grand
Manan,
with the Buffalo Express and the Syracuse
on the opposite side of the
Bay of Fundy.
Standard, and later, he was owner and editor
of the Lyon’s Republican.
[Boston Herald.

Feed

e.

■

__

WANTED, my friends and the public to know
that I have opened a feed ami boarding stable at
the Revere House stable. A share of your patronage is desired.
ROBERT C. LEONARD.
Belfast, March 9,1899;—3-wlO*

SAWS FILED.
am prepared to cut over and file all
saws at short notice, in a first-class

I

Prices reasonable, and work
SAWS CUT

OVER

kinds of
manner.

warranted.,

AND FILED

Cor. Cedar and Elm Sts
2m8*

TO
A house
of
2wll

Belfast, flaine.

RENT"

Primrose Hill.
Require
MRS. H. H. JOHNSON,
5 Rim Street, Belfast.

on

company, market value_'.
Cash in company’s principal office
and in bank
Interest due ami accrued anti rents.
Premiums in due course of collection

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net amount of unpaid losses ami
claims. $
Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the company, viz.: commissions, etc.
Total

9(50,603 50
22,538 93
I 1,905 (58
94.883 25

$1,190,905 49
31,1898.
40,709 23

..

—

..

30,287 39
030,107 37
250,000 00
1,080,798 12

$1,960,906 49
NOTICE. The subscriber
here' y gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of

ADMINISTRATOR’S
EBENEZER T.

PAGE,

la

te

Surplus beyond capital.

BjVXECUTRIX’S

NOTICE. Tin

J
by gives notice that sinpointed Executrix of the last

of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash.

Surplus beyond capital

LIABILITIES I'Ll I MH

Net amount of unpaid io-.se
claims.
Reserved for reinsurance
Commissions and other deter
against the company..
All liabilities, except* capital
and net surplus.

559,110 76

amount

FOR 30 CTS

JOHN A. BRIGGS,

At the annual town meeting last Mon-

day the following board of selectmen were
elected: Byron H. Mayo, Everett G. Stanley and B. E. Lawler; Teasurer, Arthur
Somes; Road Commissioner, Albert Freeman.

k

piece,

per

4QC.-49C.

Belfast, Me., Mareh /0, ibgg.

pages
merit

held at the Peoples’ Mis-

Sunday.

Williams

The

Vol. 21,

>

a

Diaper,

,
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THE SEA BREEZE.

The March, 1SU9, number of the Eastern
State Normal School Eeli. has been issued
from the press of the Belfast Printing Co.

Services were again omitted at the
Unitarian church last Sunday, the pastor,
Rev. .1. M. Leighton, not being able to
preach, although considerably better than
one week ago.
The regular services will be

New

^

Made from

Hood’s Pills cure liver ills; the non-irritating und
oniy cathartio to t;;ke with Bond's Sarsaparilla*.

making known

New Percales, 36 in. wide,

K

housetops

3{bc(£S SaUafauffg

factor in

1

si

s,1

ami

welcome.

Yoik

not

will be upon us in force when warm
weather sets in, and timely preparation
.should be made for their coming.
It is

to

cover

nice line to

Lilies’ Mi Dresses,

Scrofula Sores
My baby at two
months had scrofula sores on check and
arm.
Local applications and plr sicians’
medicine did little or no good. Hood’s sarsaparilla cured him permanently. He is
now four, with smooth fair skin.”
Mr*.
S. S. Wroten. Farmington Del.

The March issue of the Maine Sportsman
is the exposition number, designed for circulation at the Sportsman’s Exposition in
New York city, and is full of interest from

are
the Universalis! church
for next Sunday 10.45 a. in. preaching by the pastor, Rev. A. A Smith; 12 in.
Sunday school; 0.15, p. in. Young People’s
meeting; topic, “Bearing Other Peoples’
Crosses.’’ A cordial invitation is extended
to all.

greatest

has occasioned such

eight-page sheet, poorly printed and showing no marked newspaper ability on the part
of its staff. The biggest advertisement covers the entire eighth page and holds up to
public view the fine qualities of Schlitz
beer and various brands of stronger liquors.
The most of the advertising consists of business
and professional cards and the announcement of hotel, restaurant and saloon
keepers. | Waterville Mail.

every Wednesday, Friday, and Saturat 7 p. ui.f and on Sunday at 2 50 and 7

in.

will reign in your
family.
I lived in a bed of tire
Blood Poison
for years owing to blood
poisoning that followed small pox. It broke out all over
my
body, itching intensely. Tried doctors and
In
vain.
I
tried
hospitals
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It helped. I kept at It and was en-

cured. I could go on the
and shout about it."
Mrs. J. T.
Carbondale, Pa.

a

WORTHY? Try them.

happiness

tirely

We have

Good Brown Cotton, 40 in.,
Cotton

blood, the impure blood,
which is the real cause.
Purify
with
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and

that

descriptive of the
the U. S. fish hatchery at
is

ETC.

your inspection.

It is tlie

Jesse Stinson showed The Mail a copy of
The American, published in Manila at the
rate of $8 a year, or 5 cents a copy.
It is ail

^uuijm.uv

PIQUES,

Sarsaparilla.

In older

Greene lake, and Maine landlocked salmon.
The April number of the Maine Central will
be devoted to the Washington county railroad.

Following

grain ports.
Magnificent
passenger steamers, surpassed only by the
finest Atlantic lines, pi y between this
place and Duluth. Id returning we bad
frequent view-s of the Erie Canal which
our

done at

Is now at hand.
It is a good time to make
tons, including SHEETINGS, PERCALES, (>p,

by

Hood's

using

notices

surprising place, and is much larger and

altogether steamer to Portland with him. Those
successful.
This year all the signs are who knew him have never believed
that
favorable.
Wages have been advanced, he disobeyed an order to remain in port.
prices are advancing, and the country The wisdom of doing so for a man
just
generally is prospering, with assurance of promoted is evident. As your correspondcontinued prosperity.
This means that ent from
Seatsport said: “lie is gone and
he army of pleasure and health seekers
can say no word for himself,”
We will
was

p.

time diil not permit us to call on Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Libby, also of Belfast
and
Buffalo is
parents of I)r. W. 0. Libby.
finerthan

will be

Meetings

(i miles below.
We tried to see
Mrs. Belle Pierson (nee Lihbv) formerly
of Belfast,hut she was our of town.
Our

a

w-ork

grand

a

Day’s Fishing.” and

The Cotton Season

ula, pimples, etc., in children
and young people. Taken in
time it can be eradicated

friends,

It is

of

the blood

shape of scrof-

The principal article in the March number
of the Maine Central is entitled, “The Great-

Churches.

I he

evil in

out in

people, the aftermath
of irregular living shows itself in bilious conditions, a
heavy head, a foul mouth,
a general bad
feeling.

est

JOHNSON’S.

Early Shown.tf
so

comes

..

A New York correspondent says: “The
Herald has advanced its advertising rates
until at present the price of a full page is
from $000 to $750, while a page in the colored Sunday supplement costs $1,000. The
Herald holds its own during the newspaper
war, and is making more money than any
other office in the country.

attendance: Horace T. Muzzey, Maud
J. Nickerson, Bartlett Brooks, Robert J.
Sprague, Mary A. Muzzey, Oscar Stover,
Edith Burnham, Olias. N. Shute, Nan P.
Nichols, Nan H. Godfrey, John W. Annas,
Bertha E. Kneeland, Clifford G. Allen,
Lucy S. Temple, Felker L Temple, John
Carleton Sherman, A. N. Hardy, Georgiana
I). Barstow, Sara G. Small, Lillian F. Russell, Wui. B. Mattocks, T. G. Fellows,
Hiram E. Miller, Walter 1. Smith, E. Belle j
Smallidge, Mrs. L. R. Hibbard, Mrs. N. M.
Kneeland, Mrs. G. I). Spaulding, L. E. Partridge, Mrs. J S. Donnell, Mrs. J. B. Proctor,
Belle J. Rich, Edith W. Bennett, M. lv.
Nash, Mary A Rhoades. O. F. Harding,
Grace M. Stran, Gertrude L. Smith, W. B.
Ford, Clias. N. Chase, Fastnet Erskine,
Evelyn M. Buck, Chas. L Knight, Florence
E. Buck, Theodore C. Wiley, Mrs. B. F.
Swan, F. S. Fernald, Flora B. Wood, Guy
Emerson, G. Cleveland, Elizabeth D. Nash,
Walter D
Buck, Ruby C. Hatheway, C.
Isabel Hatheway, L. W Peters, D. N. Handy,
Edith A. Bartlett, Mary A. Crawford, Rev.
M. G- Prescott, Carrie M. Buck, Louise A.
Snow, May F. Ferguson, Mrs. I. M. White,
Ernilie C. Gray, Sara S- Parker, Mrs. E. B.
Stark, Mrs. M. H. Parkhurst, Harriet Folsom, Mary A. McKay, Maud E. Muzzey,
Mr. ami Sirs. G. D. Bussey, Mr. and Mrs.
Gee. A. Rich, Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Stinson,
Mr. ami Mrs. A. J Saunders.

outlie celebrated “Gorge” electric road
which lias been built close to the river on

,i great summer for New
Engresorts, and Maine will have her with convictions of his own, but
entirely
East, year the .Spanish war and
'hare.
upright. Occasionally l met him in Bosbusiness uncertainty kept many at
home, ton, and two years ago went down on the

aud

I

other p irts of the province.
I do not
doubt the gentlemau was right. I only
spoke of what 1 had seen and the impres-

view

uauira

Just

We have received a copy of La Uniou, a
“Periodico Republicano Democratico y de
Intereses Morales y Materiales” published
at Guines, Cuba.
It is a four-page paper,
the outside pages in English and the inside
pages in Spanish, and is largely devoted to
the work of the Cuban Industrial Relief
Fund.

the

The
past two years was re-elected.
tine weather he lias given me a ride and
Mayor-elect, ClarenceO. Poor, had served j
pointed out places of interest in that townthe city faithfully and well for two years ?
It is not
to
ourselves in

in the board of aldermen and

lUIIUWUI^

Evil Dispositions
Are

illustrated.

present.

have had several chats with him at his

“

Little Men and Women and Baby land for
March contains its usual q uota of matter to
interest young readers, and is as usual well

Muzzey.

many things of interest that L am
moved to write. I rejoice in the good forfind

It may help
bring Aguinaldo to terms, but more fightiug at Manila is not unlikely.” This is

A.

To the Editor op The Journal:

looking

“Hale's work welcomed.

F.

Rev.

from

Sons and Daughters of the Pino Tree
State, now resident in the vicinity of Boston,
graduates of Bucksport seminary, held their
fifth annual reunion last Friday evening, at
William
the United States hotel, Boston.
M. Crawford, president of the alumni assocthe
chair.
Immediately
iation, occupied
after dinner these officers were chosen for
the coming year, their terms of service,
however, to begin after the banquet had concluded: Oscar Storer, pres ; Miss A. M.
Wilson, Prof. J. F. Haley, Hon. Thomas H.
Sherman, Hon. Parker Spofford and L. W.
Peters, vice pres.; Miss Sadie F. Parker,
rec. sec.; Miss Edith
Burnham, cor. sec ;
E. S. Feruald, treas.; Walter D. Buck, J.
J. W. Annas, Mrs. May Boulton White, Melville F. Gray and Miss Maud Nickerson
executive committee.
It was voted that a committee be authorized to draft resolutions expressing the sorrow of the association upon the death of
Prof. A. F. Chase, for many years principal
of the seminary. The committee comprises
Robert J. Sprague and Miss Maud E.

Qilmore.

land Advertiser.

That’s the talc.

Letter

Papers and Periodicals.

Bucksport Seminary Graduates
Hold their Fifth Annual Reunion in Boston.

of
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w-

of

GEORGE W. COTTRELL.
in

la

the

County of Waldo, decea-having demands against the
ceased are desired to present n
tlement, and all indebted thereto make payment immediatelv
AMELIA
Belfast, March 14, 1899. 3wl

t
1

Brooks,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persous having demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
for
the
same
settlement, and all indebted
present
thereto ate requested to make payment immediGEORGE W. PAGE.
ately
Brooks, Feb. 14, 1899.—3wll

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me are rt- |
and settle at 60 Main street, at the
GEO. A.
tory.
Belfast, March 6,1899.—10

liU„

BELFAST.

of

nEVVS

I riL-

A patent has been granted Andrew
Curtis of Monroe, for a safety hook.

J.

t-

companies represented in Belfast by
James Pattee & Sou. This firm represents
only first class and prompt paying companies and does a general insurance business.

ance

Sons of Veterans, lias
t v among the meinre for the

v

|

'-•!»*, King’s Daughter
t* its third anniversary
1ml Mrs. Wm. J. Price
d iy, March 25th.

j

I

\
>

|

.\ii

an address on
India, to ladies

give
in

p. mM in the

I

Baptist

children will he

nor

j

:>t mi

class, which

oue

the other day
of Searsport, havlsiness over there.
A
the distance explained
in'll

i

■

Belfast
Carnes have nearly all
with which Mr. Carnes

who went from

;.-.i

runs
were

not

union mem-

iy services at the

stli, with

sermon

Bapby the

Capeu. The Memorial
lurch.
Mg games

.v

began at
tesday evening, March
two games in each city,
has successfully met
ns in the State, and an
teaws

■

was

There

v

less than

were

smelt-tishers' tents
I

l'l'|>er bridge

the few who

:

r.

i■

1

is
■

now

getting weak

took

r:neu

Hook
ami hall

The catch

success.

11

on

Cityengaged

and

was

Prices
Prices

and

was good and ample, the tables
attractively set and well attended.
The dances all filled, and all who participated speak of it as a very pleasant occasion. A
handsome couch from Spencer & Wilson’s
was disposed of by tickets and was taken
by
Joseph K Tliomhg. A number of hams and
other small articles were also disposed of.

effort to prevent
the sidewalks with
l. ast Friday four large
thrown upon the con-

ilcng

k. eg

s

He
into

store, making large
at once threw the
the snow, and the

CARLE & JONES,

Concerning Errors. The reader who
sometimes finds an error in a newspaper
Tlie Journal this week ean hardly realize the difficulties encountered in the office in the effort to ensure acMrs. Ward’s leting•
j
For example, last week in one of
Mi'-ndation.
Then we curacy.
our town election
reports three names were
by a new contributor;
for school committee.
Another cor- |
'•n letter;
Mr. Gowen’s I given
The First Republic in '■ respondent gave the election of only one
school committee man, as did a
mi
report in one i
by Mrs. S J. Stevens; ;
of the daily papers : but the names were difws from Waldo
county
There was no way of verifying,
sual news: and miscel- ferent..
|
as
the reports were received the day of
lies

his store.

mi

j

am11.\

*dd

,ir

I h<-

iht*

veiiiently notified

after the

■

.lea

was

in

persons

Notes. The long looked for
New York boat arrived last week
just as we
I
were going to press.
It was the steamer H.
E. Runnels, built at Port Huron,
Mich., in
.*
Tribune, in a recent issue l-S'.i;: Her net tonnage is (i<4 tons, which is
*
if “an ingenious and pro; more than twice as large as the
Pentagoet,
nvention," by E. M. Sisson formerly tin this route. The Runnels is a
It is a rub-iron for carritypical lake craft, and looks strange to salt"i lor is substituted for the
water men.
Her engine and boilers are in
Mr. Sisson has en
I 'ate.
the stern, giving a large
cargo space. A
ed m New England t.he.
house extends from the engine room to the
ears, for the device he pilot house, with
state-rooms, cabin, stewin common use here cer- ard's
department and saloon all on the main
C. H. Chamberlain was
deck. She is provided with steam
steering
01 infringement on the origear and a st am donkey and capstan.
The
nty-two years ago, but lie boat bad a good
freight, mainly for Banonly made one set for gor. It is understood that this will
be the
! iic device
has beeu used
only trip of the Runnels here and that the
since that time, among the
George Far well or R-anoke will be put on
erv stables, Ginn & Field
this hue. The Ruun-ls went to East port
us. Swift & Paul and others.
after discharging her Bangor freight at
Steamer

j

j

1

■

Scb. Maria VVebester
Rockland with casks last
tnd of Capt. S. C. Rich, her
i..
VV. W. Turner, being ill.
1 hay for Ml. Desert at F G.
Sell. Volant sailed Thursday
Rockland-Sch. Chester M.
ed March 8th, from Boothwith phosphate for L. A.
k.ms.

1

Co....Capt. Jilin Merrill of
Seriously ill and Capt. Paul
to

ue.

Philadelphia

to take

com-

Bird-The barque St.
nanded by Captain Robert Tap''ville, which recently arrived
b •> days from Hong Kong, is
•v. to
carry coal from Norfolk,
a... .The three-masted schoons

M.

Bucksport to Palermo,
box shooks, concerning
leal of anxiety had been felt
<jrs in
Baugor and Bretoer.ar•'riiii) March 7th.
She was 42

Mt-wart,

of

passage.Sell.

Laurel

and built at Essex in

tons

r

tney, Capt. Pendleton,was the
ship to leave New York under
which allows the ship owner
•o the sailor no more than the
The
month’s
one
wages.

in

hoarding-house keepers to preiring a crew proved futile....
iig interest of the Bucksport

;

Lewis, has been sold
f Mark Gray to T. F. Cassidy

Annie R.

iud

Capt. M.

Capt.
inner
r.
it

mm

H.

Hodgdon,
Hattie

The

M.

Hodgdon
late

of

Howes,

Lewis is 205 tons

of
the

will

and

Bucksport in 1873. The price
>2,000_Capt. G. T. Osborne,
s. Briggs, chartered last week

is

of
to

Rockland for New York at 20
barrel. The schooner has been
Mere for the winter.
She needed no
aiul sailed for Rockland March 13th.
■>’ Ralph H. Pattershall left SaturGloucester, Mass., to bring on the

|

at

per

!

Bueksport,

Mah L. Davis, which is to have slight
before loading stone at Bluehill for
Vork. ..A. M. Carter loaded sch.
c’
*k Waters with hay the past week
Island... .The F. G. White Co.
1 M.
Carter loaded sch. Garland with
Sfconington the first of the week.
‘•owners of sch. Flora Condon have de^ b»
repair her here, and she will be tow-

1

■thia port from New York. The masts
soine of the gear of the wrecked sch. A.
^
at North port have been bought and
‘‘Reused in the Condon... .Sch. Fannie
^itk arrived yesterday, from Boston
^ general
cargo.

and is to return to

New York

from there.. .Captain O. C. Oliver, formerly
of the steamer Salai ia, on the Bangor, Rockland

ami Portland

acting as
pi lot on the Portland Steam Ship Company’s
steamer
Cumberland... .Capt. Otis Ingrarun,

is

now

ham took command of steamer Penobscot
at Rockland.
Capt. Pierce is sick
and is at bis home in Hampden. The Penobscot lost one trip last week. She arrived
here Friday and came down river Saturday
with orders to proceed to Boston, and leave
there Sunday at 2 p. m. so as to be at this
end of the route to start on the regular
The weather was unschedule Monday.
favorable, however, and she remained in

Friday,

Rockland Saturday night, returning upriver
Sunday morning, and left for Boston Monday at the usual hour....The regular pilots
of the Penobscot are off duty, aud the pilots
of the City of Bangor are in charge. Capt.
E. W. Curtis came ashore here Saturday to
spend a two weeks vacation in East Belfast
v> m.

of

bought by E. O. Churchill of
the banks fishery... .The ship

u

will entertain the -Sons
Veterans and Ladies* Aid Society at whist

Mrs. A. C. Mosul an
of

to-morrow, Friday, evening at her home in
East Belfast

to

t'<isey

reiuuuay. xie is
steamer City of Bangor,

went to

be employed

on

uustou

fitting for the summer
business_A. H. Hanscom, purser of steamer City of Bangor, lias been spending the
now

at East Boston

with relatives in Portsmouth, N. H.
.The steamers Castiue and Silver Star
each brought large excursion parties from

winter

Monday..The
the Bangor & Bar

Castiue and Isleshore

steam-

Harbor
Cimbria, of
since her accident at Bass Harbor last

er

line,

lias been praetiea lly
rebuilt-Capt.
Otis Ingraham spoke very feelingly the other
day of Geo. F. Wood, whose death we announced last week. Mr. Wood was on the
Boston & Bangor line many years, beginning

all.

as

freight clerk,

and his

last service

was on

the

Katahdin
purser. Speaking
terrible experience on board that steamer
the

as

of

narrowly escaped going down
hoard, Capt. Ingraham said that
when the boat, had eight feet of water in her
hold, and no one expected her to float much
longer, Mr. Wood sat in the engine room
and made out a complete list of the passen-

when she

with all

so

on

officers and crew, with a statement of
their situation, and put it in a bottle to be
thrown overboard. ‘‘I could not have done
and few men
it,” said Capt. Ingraham,
could”_The hull of the old side wheel
steamer Henry Morrison, which was burned

gers,

her berth at Winthrop, Mass., last summer and for several months has been lying
on the beach at Apple island, was carried
off by the ice recently and supposed to have
sunk in water deep enough to become no
The Morrison was
nenace to navigation.
well known in these waters... .The Manhattan S. S. Co.’s steamer H. E. Runnels ar-

at

rived here yesterday morning, returning
She had a
from Eastport and St. John.
•mall freight from here.

heavy

white

The

Chester E.
open his store

j

on or

at

and

J.

GOODYEAR

LADIES’ KID OPERA

off

successor

name

rmsi*

A party of ice-boaters went out to
Pitcher’s
Pond Tuesday. They found the ice in
good
condition but there was no wind.
Mrs. Isaac Baker w«as thrown from a carriage while riding on the Belmont road last

Thursday and sprained her right leg badly,
besides receiving a number of bruises.

to

George

A.

Bailey.

The

be Mason & Hall.

will

whist party of ladies of the Unitarian

parish met at the residence of Mrs. John H.
Qnimby last Thursday afternoon. Forty
players were present. Light refreshments
were

served at 5 o’clock.

A whist

party

for the hen* tit of

the Belfast

Kindergarten was held with Mrs.
Ralph H. Howes Monday afternoon, Six
tables were occupied, and a social afternoon
was passed.
Tea was served at 5 o’clock.
Free

W. C. T U. will [meet with Mrs.
Horace W. Pitcher on Congress street, at
The subject for
2.30 o’clock p. in. to-day.
discussion will be Parliamentary Usage.
Every member should be present at this
The

meeting.
Railroad

The

Sparks.

construction

trains are distributing sleepers along the
Maine Central and otherwise preparing for
the spring repairs. They were on the Belfast branch last week-The Maine Central
R. R. Co. has been obliged toraisejthe spouts
of the watering tanks along the line to accommodate the new engines, which
siderably larger than the old ones.

are con-

Facts. The clams dug at Little
last week were unusual ly large and of

Fish
River

but it

good quality,
very deep to get them.
ed two dug Thursday
at

one

pound_The

was

necessary to

dig

Clifford weighthat tipped the scale
Ferd

Atlantic correspondent

‘The lobster
the Stonington Press says :
fishermen are actively engaged in preparing
for their year’s work. Traps by the hundreds are being made, and boats put in repair and newly painted. They have some
fine and expensive boats here and they take
in first class
great pride in having them

of

order.”

The Municipal Officers met Monday and
drew jurors as follows: traverse jurors
fur the Supreme Judicial Court at Belfast,
James C. Durham, Charles H. Maxtield,
Melville C. Hill, George W. Chaples; fur
U. S. Circuit Court at Portland, grand
jurors, Dana B. Sonthworth, Prank 11.
the

jurors, Wesley J.
Woodcock; traverse
Bailey, Hubert P. Chase. This was the first,
drawing since the revision of the list, and
the Aldermen to
the City Clerk cautioned
as the list
be sure and mix the names well,
The result
was made out alphabetically.
that
shuffled.

shows

the

names

were

thoroughly

Helping Hand Circle, Kings Daughters,

held their third annual supper and entertainment at the home of Mrs. Alden Bobbins, on Bridge street, Thursday, March 9th.
A very nice supper and entertainment was
Miss A. A. Hicks
enjoyed by all present.
read a pleasing address of welcome, followed by the secretary’s report, which shows
that the Helping Hand Circle means busi-

they

working for
ness in the good
The Circle has 8200 in the bank, and plenty
of work and orders on hand. Tbpy will meet
with Mrs. Ernest Condon on Main street,
if stormy, on WednesMonday evening; or,
evening. All members are requested to
cause

day
be

present.

are

of the next

century may he. A good
and a tine play may he expected.
Admission to supper and entertainment 35eta.
See advt.

supper

/Hisses Little

same

business.

J. Gerry of Dexter
consultation with,
our merchants anil others in
regard to establising a creamery here. The proposition,
is to occupy the basement of the Dana building. Mr. Gerry has an established business
in Dexter and a good market, and will
pnit
in an extra plant, to meet a demand he is
unable to supply with present facilities.. He
has been
handling cream products toy 25
in town

years, 12 of

F.

Monday

they

soon as

in

and Lace,

CLOSING OUT PRICE,

first-class shoe in every respect.

sSl’oO

J

j

..7.4c Ladies’ Storm Alaska

\
i

.6->c

quality,’

We have several lines of 41 TIN’S FINE
th it we shall sell at HALF PRICE.

in

J ;TH )1U VI (]l< aOE SiOSS
Call and examine goods.,-_g35

Francis’Shoe Store, Main St.
JUST RECEIVED. *

*
I

Men’s and

necessary

Thompson

twelve

years

came

to

*

_(•

Spring J Summer

Cm

SN ALL GRADES.

nI

|

Thin, pale, anaemic girls
need a fatty food to enrich $}
their blood, give color to
their cheeks and restore their jj
health and strength.. It is Jj
safe to say that they nearly 4
all reject fat with their food, jj

Custom Suits™,,,,.;

Cm
m)

Cm
m)

Hats and

in

•

which he has been in charge of

j

COTTRELL,

the

exhibitions were both interesting
and amusing. He made his
subjects do just
as he
desired, causing much sport. One
>

young man was put to sleep Monday evening and lay in Carle & Jones’ window Tuesday. He was awakeued on the stage Tuesday evening. He was violent when he first
awoke, but during his sleep appeared natural—-not lying perfectly still, but slightly

disorders that
usuafly accompany anaemia.
SCOTT’S EMULSION is a
fatty food that is more easily

Two unbelievers visited the lieutenant at his hotel Tuesday, and both proy-

We have known per=

good subjects.

I

New Advertisements. Carle & Jones
have a large stock of new wa'll paper at 6, &
and 10 cents per roll; also shades mounted on

l
\

gain a pound
day while taking it.

sons to

Ladies’ Sash and Cellar Bnokles.
A CHOICE SELECTION,

SPRING AND SU VinE* STYLES,
JUST ARRIVED.

Crescent

WE REPAIR

tirade Wiieel.

WATCHES, CLOCKS, anJ suiraatea all wirk.

(National Hank Bull,lie,;. I
P. <>• Square, Belfast.
I
1

11

1

1

f\ I'll/ r

f,

O A

tl

M. J. LUCflVC QL aV/Jl.

NOTICE. The subscriber
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
the estate of

few

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
the law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediALBION T. CROSBY.
ately
Swanville, Jan. 10, 1899.—3wl0

as

house

FAIIlin

I WIIU
by proving property and paying charges. Call at this office.

(OPERA GLASSES,

choice

Jersey

Cows

and Heifers I wish to sell and one

bay

4 years old

Wilkes; also

CROSBY, late of Swanville,

have the

SALE STABLE.

FOR SALE.

appointed Administrator of

A set of

Bicycles,

Kitted up with Dunlap Tires.
lli«;h
Low Prices.
Fully Guaranteed.

I have a

rllllllll■*The owner can

to sell.

a

son

on Primrose Hill-Miss Maud Johnis prepared to take piano pupils, and is
well qualified for a teacher.

prices

--

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

MARY W.

at

W. H. RICHARDS, 48 & 50 Main St.
I

than any other form
A certain amount of

; of fat.
1 flesh is necessary for health.
; ifou can get it in this way.

goods

You can save from ONE to SIX DOLLARS on an Overcoat
or suit of clothes now before the Sidney Kali Hi stock is all sold.
Our other departments are full of bargains. Do you want
to buy Wall Paper? if so. call and see our Wall Paper sample
books containing fOO DESIGNS THA f DECORATE from the
largest Wall Paper House in the world. No old goods to sell, all
fresh, new goods and at prices to sell.

nervous

digested

restless.

patent spring fixtures and ready to hang at
10, 15, 25. and 35 cents.... Francis cash 30
days sale closes March 23d. See advt. for
bargains offered in foot-wear at the Francis
Shoe Store, Main street.. .At 48 and 50 Main
street is the only department store in Belfast
and it does a strictly cash business.
Bargains
are offered in all departments.... B. C. Dinsmore, 32 Main street, again calls attention
to
samples offered last week. They are
splendid bargains... .Mrs. H. H. Johnson, 5
Elm street, offers for rent a desirable

We shall mark these

is

biz in

:

Our agent in New York has just sent us six cases, right
from the factory, of steel Enameled Ware, every piece first quality, consisting of Tea Kettles, Cotfee and Tea Pots, Double
Cookers, Pudding Pans, Wash Bowls, Kettles, Sauce Pans, etc.

it not

Hypnotism. Lieut. Jeffrey gave hypnotic
exhibitions in the Belfast Opera House three
evenings this week to good sized audiences,

12 Main Street, Mast

The only Department Store in Belfast. The only place in Belfast where a STRICTLY CASH business is done. We sell only
for cash, no credit to any one.

_

a

m'

48 & 50 MAIN STREET,

COD LIVER OIL

exactly what they require;
only gives them the important element (cod-’iver on)
in a palatable and easily digested form, but also the hypophosphites which are so valua-

•
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Neckwear

STAPLES &
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ALL PRICES.

Belfast

ago and began putting out
be made. He worked on consignment until about three years ago, when he
began for himself. The plan of putting out

»

•

•1
P*

work to

i|\

Shirts

Fancy Hosiery,

j

be set up.
It will also be
put in an additional electric

to

Mr.

Boys’ Negligee

From 50c. to SI.50.

can

motor.

creamery.

ed

J

Buys' Buckle Arctics..50c Ladies' Boston Rubber* is;
<, l)ild * Buckle Arctic*.35c medium and wide
toe*..3
Hen's Storm Alaska.75c Sturm
>
Rubber*, same m ike.35c

ments, and there will he an increase in proportion to the added number of machines as

I

Turn. Crxawexy.

^

A FEW RUBBER PRICES that will interest you
Hen's Buckle Arctics

double-stitcliers and two button hole machines. The removal of the cutting room to
the other door admits the taking out of the
centre partition, which greatly improves the
light. The changes increase the. number of
machines to 90 and the help to about 120
hands. Last week the output was 800 gar-

size of note paper are used,,
pictures are pasted on these which
give the title of some well known bookFor example, pictures of yachts give the
title “White Wings.” A figure of a man.
with the letters S. A. on his breast is S. A.
(essaj) on Man. When complete the leaves
[ are tied together with ribbon.
about the

and

ami

a

>

CLOSING OUT PRICE, TiT'o.

Trojan School Shoe, Butt

This is

space.

|

was

CLOSING OUT PRICE 73c

75c.

Regular price, $1.75.

Increasing Business. Thompson &
are enlarging their
clothing factory
and are to occupy the second door of the
Dana building, in addition to their former

Some of the public school pupils have
taken up quite an interesting fad—the illustrating of book titles. Sheets of stiff gray
p*per

$1.50.

Regular price

^

Remember that the ladies of the Congregational society will give a public supper at
the U|>era House March 22d.
After the supper the comedy, “The Spirit of the 20tb
Century,” will be presented by some of our
best local talent.
If you want to enjoy a
good laugh, attend. The comedy is full of
fun from start to finish and shows what the
woman

to

LADIES’ KID COnnON SENSE OXFORDS,

IOgT. from Waldo county with a trunk
belonging to Miss Minnie E. Feruald of Lineolnville, which was stolen Dee. i, 1898.
The name of the thief is withheld for various

reasons.

J

SLIPPERS,

Regular price, $1.25

March

Congress street.

A

\
PRICE, &

An

W. Manson of
on

WELT, (WISE & COOPER MAKE)
$3.50. CLOSING OUT

Regular price,

They are moving the cutting, packing and shipping departments to the secbe Friday ond lioor and are setting up a table of 30
sewing machines. They have added two

were in Belfast
yesterday
the Probate Court.

I
j

Foster

Perkins is getting ready to
at Nortliport
Camp Ground

Murray

CLOSING OU T PRICE, $8,00 1

LADIES’ BOX CALF BOOTS,

neatly.

past winter, to be shipped when
properly seasoned. They also peeled 100
cords of hemlock bark for the Clinton tanneries.
Sayward & Vose’s mill is manufacturing this season 300 m. long lumber, which
was out in the vicinity of the mill.

about April 1st.

Orarnel
Pittsfield
ness

7th.

i

& COOPER MAKE)

$2.50 to $3.50.

Regular price, 50c., 75c., $1.00 and $1.25.
CLOSING OUT PRICE, 85, 50o„ r5c. and
$1.00

give employment to a large number of
Mil liken & Vose have a contract to
furnish 800 cords of dry hard wood for G. S.
Flood & Co. of Waterville, and have cut that

frost last Tues-

Cotillion party will

next

evening, April

\

LADIES’ WARn LINED GOODS,

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Increase, Cyrus Oliver, East Palermo, $12 to
not proving satisfactory, principally on ac$U, James Warren Brown, China, $0 to $8;
The ladies of the Uuiversalist society will
count of delays, a few machines were put in.
Lucia F. Ames, Rockhold an Easter sale, supper and entertain- original widow’s, etc.,
At &rsl six machines were run in the shop
I land, $$.
ment, Wednesday afternoon and evening, i
and t2 hands employed there.
Then the
The
Belfast
Club
will bold a
Debating
March 29th, in Memorial Hall. Further
weekly output, including the garments
special meeting for important business at made in the
particulars later.
country, was from GO to 70
the office of the secretary, Orrin J.
Dickey dozen. When the quality of the work of
Lancaster & West will receive JO more
in Hayford block, Saturday forenoon at 10
this factory became known in the market the
horses Saturday, March 18th, and have also
o’clock.
for sale a number of good native horses. The
demand began to increase, and in less than
A series of card parties held this winter two
horses which they have sold are proving
years the output has gone up from GO or
closed last week, with I. T. Clough and Mrs. 70 dozen t<> GOO
dozen, and with a demand
highly satisfactory.
M. R. Knowlton winners. The medals were which calls for an increase in the
capacity of
A. F. Bowen bought the. little building at
given last week and will be kept by the win- the factory of fully 50 per cent.
the shore end of the steamboat wharf,
ners for a similar series next season.
formerly .sed as a confectionary, and with
Constable W. S. Irish returned to Camden
three pairs of horses hauled it to his place
firm

item.

who will
and post office address to
Belfast, Me., will reeieve
tune and place of
meeting.

■

The remains of Mrs. Sarah McManus "f
Thorndike were brought to Belfast last
Thursday for interment, in Grove Cemetery.

was a

day night.

advertised letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending
March 11 : Gentlemen—Ge< H Butler.

Mason,

reported last week that a town had appropriated $2,200 less than last year. This did
not seem credible, and we did not print the

first pro-

There

List of

to press.

correspondents

tided to hold a re union the
•Hid to have as full a repre": t*!e, and form a
permanent

'•legible

The smallest weekly paper in the country
is “The Sea Breez u

The Board of Registration added 12 names
Some times it is necessary to ;
to the voting lists and struck off
a
net
omit an item from inability to understand
of p
rhe total number of voters now
what the writer meant, to say, or because gain
on the list is 1285.
of illegible copy.
Surnames are often so
William H- Hall, Jr., lias bought a halfillegibly written that it is impossible to deinterest in the hardware business of W. A.
cyplier them. One of our

going

Last summer
old Drinkwater
‘ill vi |«*, ■-f such of the dea,.tli I • iikwater, and their
ki,

(wise
Regular price,

and

'•

H
V PRICE.

LADIES’ GOODYEAR WELT BOOTS,

amount the

Belfast, name.

;

CLOSING OUT PRICE,

(non-conductor of heat AND COLD)
Regular prices, $3.00 to $4.00. CLOSING OU

importance

444444444444AAAA

$4.00.

LADIES’ HYGIENIC BUTTON,

The wood, lumber and bark industries of
Thorndike are of considerable

on

to

formerly occupied by J, H. Healey &

Co. in the

““

were

an

street

mounted on patent
-•4JllaUC5, spring fixtures and
ready to hang, l()c., !5c., 25c. and 35c.

Ladder Ball.
The levee
of Belfast Hook ami Ladder Co.
success and was
largely attended.

a

Regular price $2.75

John H. Healey and William
Gilbertson
have returned home from North
Jay, where
they have been employed during the winter,
and are to open a granite shed here.
They
begin with an order for a number of balusters for C. J. Hall, for one of
his large
contracts. They also have a few
orders for
monumental work.
Both are experienced
and skilled workmen and will doubtless
work up a good business and
give employment to a number of men.
They will begin
business in the shop at the foot of Main

Wail Paper 6,8& lQCts.

on

\

to Boston customers. He
intends to increase the business
gradually.
He calls his establishment the Swan
Lake
Creamery. His product is put up in halfvery

j

a

your time

Ladies’ Fine Dongola and French Kid Button,

men.

The supper

their tents

Industries.

shipment Tuesday

If you are going to paper one room or the -vh le house
fcirLOOK at our line tiist. The DANGER of
wrong
buying is eliminated when selections are made from our
stock.
#
*
$
-j}
a$

pose, according to the reports circulated,
to run the line up the back road from Frankfort through Winterport and Hampden
by
way of the Odliu road and into Bangor by
of
Hammond
street.
way

>oked for

them,

J. W. Nickerson of Swanville is
making
creamery butter at his farm in Swanville,
using the product of 12 cows. He finds a
ready market and could sell much more if
he had the facilities to make it. He made a

BUY WALL <> «
*
«■ PAPER RIGHT!

The Baugor Whig & Courier publishes,
but gives little credence to, a rumor to the
effect that persons who reside in different
parts of the State propose the building of a
new electric road from the stone
quarry ou
Mount Waldo to Bangor. The company pro-

between Bel-

Local

We have decided to dose out the
following lines, and if you want
good boot for less than the cost to make
now is

cargoes.

pound bricks,
in

ter.

Rev. A. A. Smith of

h\

Tliis Sale Closes March 23.

ship-

ped several

for it.
seen

been

The Rockport Ice Co. have ceased
operations. at their ice works, having harvested
.'10,000 tons of ice of fine quality, first class
ice in every respect. They have also

Java 3»d Mocha
GuaranteedAbsolutelyPure.

the western sky
last. Thursday afternoon
Some called it a
sundog, but it did not correspond in the
least to that kind of a canine, but was an
unmistakable rainbow. The Sunday before
a thunder storm was reported in the eastern
part of the State, although some people
thiuk there are no thunder storms in win-

Post, G. A. R., will

l

Concerning

“Seal Brand”—

Saturday in the Police Court. The
liquors were declared forfeited, the bard
liquors ordered turned over the Sberilf, and
tile beer, etc., spilled.
held

was

has

Geo. T. Read is filling rush orders fornTller bushings for his Gloucester customers-

Hearings on the libels of liquors recently
by State Constable Mears at Freeman Patterson's and E. H. Knowltou’s were

rainbow

bouse

Bruno, the large Newfoundland dog, formerly owned by the late C. W. Haney, was
run over by a loaded team
yesterday, and
although badly hurt he may live.

34 4.

A

boarding

in Bel-

etc., and will re-open next Monday morning

| Chase ^ Sanborn’s

D. J. Sullivan of Bangor was in Belfast
and put in new telephones as follows: Mayo, White & Carter, office, 18 2;
Dr. E. A. Wilson, residence, 13 4; H. P.
Thompson, residence, 23-3; Wm. A. Mason,
store, 82 2; Elmer A. Sherman, residence,
last week

arrauged

shop,

union

a

-vStrength Aflavor

The Y. P. S. C. E. social at the North
church Friday evening was very much enjoyed by all who attended. The evening
was spent with games, and ice cream was
served. The room was very prettily decorated with bunting. The whole affair did
much credit to the social committee, who

met

'■■is

Mrs. Fahy’s

was

thoroughly renovated, papered, painted,

seized

lerk, has posted ac>»f the dog law and
The tax remains the

s

Frank H. Wilbur of Camden
fast yesterday on business.

Perfection of

Insurance. In another column will be
found the statements of seven strong insur-

Filley by Bayard
Registered Berkyears; one Imported

one

shire Boar, 3

Shropshire Buck
sey Bull,

3 years; one Jer-

thoroughbred, 3

years.

Sold for no fault, but to avoid close inbreeding.
No letters, but come and see stock.

same

Gr. J. SHAW.
Sears’

Isle, Searsport, March 4,1899.—2wl0

The undersigned have opened a sale stable at
the staples of the Belfast Livery Company, in the
rear of the Opera House, and will have on hand
constantly horses of all kin t*. We shill receive
on or about March rtth, another car load of horses
direct from the farms where they were raised,
thus insuring the buyer a sound, healthv horse.
These horses will weigh from 1000 to 1500 lbs,
and will comprise workers, drivers and general
purpose horses, and will be sold at our usual low

prices.

LANCASTER & WEST.

FREEDOM NOTICE.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: This certifies
that 1 have this day given mv minor adopted sou,
TRACY DUMPME, his time during his minority;
that I shall claim none of his earumgs, and shall
pay no debts of his contract ng from this date.
Morrill, Maine, Feb. 24. 1899.
3w
ALEXANDER DUMPHE.

NEWS OH THE WEEK.

Naples weather
prophet, quoted by the Bridgton News,
Maine Matteks.

lias
dark
to

figured
spell iu

it

out

the

day

t.me

shall have

wo

from Mare

1

New

Confidence

24tli—so dark at times that it will be

out

but through-

the remainder of that month it will be

hay weather.G. G. Downing of
Dover, a prominent member of the C. 8.
Douty Post 28, G. A. K., and department

1

po<u

inspectoi last year, recently received

1

letter from Col.
Alexander B. Sumner of
Sumner
In
this
Mr.
stales
Lubec.
letter
very emphatically that he is not, nor does
he intend to be, a candidate for ('dice.
....There wasatotal of 88 divorces granted in Cumberland county, last year. In 55
ot them, action was brought by the wife...
The Dodlin Granite Co. of Norridgewtock
is to furnish cut granite work for the new
Maine Central passanger station at Brunswick. l'liework includes the wiudow-sills,
caps, door steps, foundation, and ciubing
for the concrete platforms.Mason 11.
Wilder, a native of Dixmont, died recently at Vallejo. Cat., at So years ot age. In
1808 he was editoi -4 the Maehias Republican atMacluas, and in 1n»4 was appointed t:ia justice and latei in the same year
was eh
ted reglstrai of the probate court.
About ,18>4 iu w as admitted to practice in
the supieme court without examination.
He1 went west in 1802 on account of his
health. The tirm of C. 1". Tayntor A
Co. ot New Y.'ik have purchased the
“Old Melvin" giauite quarry of Hallowell, formerh operated by the late Gov.
Bodwcii. hut idi tor the past 20 yeais.
Opeian.uis will commence with the spring
udei George Lord as geneial local manThere will he employed between
ager.
two and t.hret bundled men.
One of the
mracts foi which stone will be
first
furnished wi ! he the Zeigier Mausoleum
foi W< odlavvn cemetery of New York.
The annual meeting of the Maine lnterscholastic Association at Brunsw ick March
4tli was abandoned for want of attendance_The two topedo boats buikPug
at Bath will be ready for their trials in
middle »'l April.
The cruise lias not yet
been selected but it must be a long one as
the boats must run tour hours at a speed
of over thirty miles.
a

i

ai>-hi “i
41 i.

Her address is

Lynn,

is

nerves

My

ate

stronger and

more

than

they

ever saw me.

r

n§

Mass.

good many years. I
think your medicine is a
godsend to poor, weak
women.”
Mrs. Carrie
Phillips, Anna, Illinois.

and tucked

levers

of

ing

\Va>hjxoil n \\ liisri.mx11The Senpassen in.- bid ;tj»}<j«• ]>i luting >20,
POO ioi payni-nt to Spain withoir a •!:>nting v•* e..
Hailey of Texas has a:iunced that he lias irrevocably de<idcA
n t to be .t
ndidate foi the Dem>craii<
lc. deis' ip n the ! I useof Representatives.
iniheSenate March :id passed a hi
ating the National \\ bite C:<-ks S>cie!_\
p
i he nomination ot >.im' i ,1.
of America
Ea rows to be Lunarian »>f Congress was
on unfavorably by the Senate
report.-.
e on Li.
t 'j:ui!
iary. i-.i the reason th.il
ne is not a trained librarian..
.The Presisent,
dent
tii.nomination to the Sen Ac
ids! week
As.- i slant Naval Construct oi
1.' ii.'a.:ri<i i 'aarson Hoi»son to he ad va red
or : .inbeis ii.un n urn her l ot tlie list of
>
assistant naval c usu actors to nuuibei
on iis
-f naval constructors for extra*riilii.ii \ in roism.... Speaker Reed was the
risi
guest <a. '.loin
Saturday March 4th at
admnei iciuured him by the Republican
nieiubeis oi tic. New York delegation in
Hie House, who presented him with a
naiuisonie loving cup.
The donors were
Representatives Sherman. Harley, Fischer,
Bennett, Foote, Littauer, Odell, Southwick and Ward_The last day of the
session oi Congress, which began at 11
o'clock FCday morning and closed at noon
Saturday, was crowded with legislation,
the most important measures ot this or
any previous session for years being
passed in that time. These large appropriation measures were passed: River and
harbor, sundry civil army, naval, general
deficiency and District of Columbia. All
these measures were subject to conference
after conference and in some cases angry
The chief
discussion in both houses.
fight was on the river and harbor bill,
which the northwestern senators antagonized because of its failure to provide for
irrigation reservoirs for arid reg;ons.
They finally gave way, however,and allovved it to pass.
The army appropriation
bill passed with the amendment which
pro video that no franchises be bestowed
in Cuba by this government.
The sundry
civil bill contained rio provision for the
Pacilie cable.
Tim naval appropriation
bill provides that ; lie price 4 armor plate
should be >:»ou pt-r ton, but the government factory was not authorized; the new
waiM.ips are to be three battleships, three
aiin--red mist is three protected cinisers
and -ix light cruisers. In most of these
intasuies the House won the advantage_
j
4 he closing scenes of the noth Congress
win
u
,i-u illy impressive.
The vote of
thanks to the Speaker was the occasion
of .i nost interesting ceremony, marked
by many xpressions of high esteem and
goo 1 will from men of all parties on the
floor.
Mi Bailey of Texas in exceedingly
happy terms, pr seated the resolution,
which was as follows:
“Resolved, That
the thanks of this House are presented to
lion. Thomas B. Reed, Speaker of the
House of Representatives, for the able,
impartial and dignified manner in which
he has presided over its deliberations and
performed the arduous and important
duties of the chair during the present
term of Congress.”
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Loosely folded bands if cikml
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silk, under tulle or Milune is laigtU * mployed and ribbons as well; or bioad
fancy straw loops and white lace will
combine their charms.
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serial supervision sinee i|.
Allow no one to deceive y ull
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes an i,
periments that trille villi and endanger He
Infants and Chihlren—Experience against
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What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Pure-.ami Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless ami j1
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other

I \ in,Is
I
I.Ms
of |111<ih|,11,isf
ri. acid. Pot,as)

! 7

1

substance. Its age i* ii* guarantee. It desti
ami allays PeverisSim'-*. JM eur; s Diarrlm a
C"lic. It relieves Trrf-i
Troubles, cure*
ami Flatulency.
It ns>mi:;atos tlie Food, n
Stomach and i»o\u is, giving healthy and rail'
The; Children's Panarcu The Mother's Frio

,,

Broad ribbonweed, Devil’s

apron,
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rockw eed,
Klat-sta lketl-
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manure.
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GENUINE

Eel grass, Grass-

Bears the

I

Maine Slate
Grange. Chemi-
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cals,
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80 0*
pi o
♦Available phosphoric ami.
Both species of ribbon weed os kelp are
coiniuon on tlie rocks of our coast, m and
below low water mark, and the round and
flat-stalked rockweeds constitute at least
tluec-fourths of the covi ring of the lin ks
and stones between tide marks.
1 he.se
are sued weeds proper,
belonging to ii.
of
marine
b
Eel
not a
group
algae.
grass
true seaweed, but belongs to the pon iIn
For Over
weed family, a group of (mostly fresh
THE CENTAUR COMPAN C. IT MURIUV STREET. NEWVORK
The seaweeds
in !■
water) aquatic plants.
illlfFI
Mill ■
mil
«i
proper rapidly decompose so that their
fertilizing constituents become speedily
This is not true of eel-giass,
available.
which more
nearly resembles straw.
While chemical analysis shows ii to have
as
much
nearly
nitrogen, phosphoiie arid
s
and potash as the sea-weeds, it
«»nl>
; with difficulty that they can he made
available.
wiii
St.urer
‘'It
hardly
says,
|
rot anywhere, either in the ground, in the
hog-sty, or in the manure or compost
heap.” As the sea-w eeds proper decompose readily a ml have no powei ■•] absorbing liquids, there is no advantage of compositing then, and they are best applied
I
C un-- Sleeplessness.
Appeti7
directly in tl e green state,
BuildU up thr Wasted
Make Ailing Women
i Seaweeds p-mduce their chief efftet the
\hi ve- penei
This adds to rathei than
Nuui i lie Sickly Children.
i first season.
Digest
Weak \
Ia prop to the Aged.
Sir. ngth
; detracts iio.n their value as a fertilize],
'Since when ;hc\ can be obtained a’ all.
& WIL5o
can usually be had one year as well
j they
as anotlu
; i.d c;.
he applied annually,
i
The analyses show that sea weeds ate
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»
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make

a

beautiful waist, 01 front, by using either
or wliite lace applique designs, and

button hole

stitch them on contrasting
satin, afteiwstids cutting out the
foundation.
For a second pretty front,
work a braid pattern in 1 utton-bole stitch
with coarse, shack d silk, so that it stands

silk

out

a

oi

from tlie surface.

does not tire me as it did to walk. Your remedies have done
wonders for me, and cannot be praised enough.
I would not
be without them.
They cured me of a great affliction, and
why should they not cure others ? I would advise every suffer-

trial."—firs. J. S. E.Cobb, Bridge-

Center, He.

jacket

is

perfectly

admissible with

a

gray

broadcloth skirt.
V
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Our Diplomatic Swallow-Tail.
a

long

damage

from

For

pay

to

time

we

have been

reaping

couple of disastrous preceOne is the precedent of shabby
a

public
dignity

servants

standing

for

the

of the Republic iu
foreign lands: the other is a precedent
to
exhibit themselves
condemning them
officially in clothes which are not only
without grace or dignity, but are a pretty
loud and pious rebuke to the vain and frivolous costumes worn by the other officials.
To our day an American ambassador’s official costume remains under the reproach
At a public function in
of these defects.
a European court all foreign representatives except ours wear clothes which in
some way distinguish them from the unofficial tliroug, and maik them as standing for their countries. But our representative appears in a plain black swallow
tail, w hich stands for neither countiy nor
people. It has no nationality. It is found
as a
; in all countries: it is as international
! night-shirt. It has no particular meaning:
! but our Government tries l<> give il one: it
i tries to make it stand for republican
simplicity, modesty, and unpretentiousI ness.
Tries, and without doubt fails; for
it is not conceivable that this loud ostenI tation of simplicity deceives anyone. The
statue that advertises its modesty by a.figj leaf really brings its modesty under suspicion. Worn officially, our nonconforming
swallow-tail is a declaration of ungracious
independence in the matter of manners,
| and is uncourteous. It says to all around:
“In Rome we do not choose to do as
Rome does; we refuse to respect your
tastes and your traditions; we make no
sacrifices to any one’s customs and prejudices; we yield no jot to the courtesies
of life; we prefer our manners, and intrude them here.
That is not the true American spirit;
When
and those clothes misrepresent us.
and tresa foreigner comes among us,
passes against our customs and our code
of manners, we are offended, and justly
so; but our Government commands our
ambassadors to wear abroad an official
dress which is an offence against foreign
manners and customs; ar.d the discredit
of it falls upon the nation.
[Mark Twain
in the March Forum.
power

anil

|

Ask Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice—A Woman
Best Understands

a

Woman’s Ills.

Water—0. G.
Chronic Nasal Catarrh poisons every
‘‘I have had breath that is drawn into the lungs. There
Catarrh for several years. Water would run is procurable from any druggist the remedy
from my eyes and nose for days at a time. for the cure of this trouble. A small quanAbout four months ago I was induced to tity of Ely’s Cream Balm placed into 5 be
try Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder, and nostrils spreads over an inflamed and angry
since using the wonderful remedy I have surface, relieving immediately the painful
not. had an attack.
1 would not be without inflammation, cleanses, heals and cures.
A
it.”
It relieves in ten minutes.
Sold by cold in the head vanishes immediately. Sold
&
Wilson
and
A.
A.
Howes
&
Co.—
Kilgore
by druggists or will be mailed for 50 cents
37.
by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New
says:

York.

OASTORIA.

Kinl1^ Have Always Bought

Fame.—10 cents a vial for Dr. Ag*
new’s Liver Pills would not. make them the
fame they enjoy to day if the curative powers
were not in them.
Worth will get to the
top and that, accounts for the wonderful
Spring tiredness is due to an impoverished demand for these little gems. They positivecondition of the blood and is cured by ly cure Constipation, Biliousness, Sick
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which enriches the Headache. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and
blood.
A. A. Howes & Co.—-39.
Pill

..
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“Carrie Summers:” A blue cloth ELn

Great Affliction*

agreed to do. 1 took Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeCompound, also used the Sanative Wash, and am to-day
a changed woman.
I am free from my misery, and can
go to
bed and sleep like a baby.
I can work with comfort, and it

m

'•

1

can

blsick

and this I

“"T <2^^557

r

>

Your

ii.quiiy reti<irding skirt braids coims just in time.
The !S. 11. A
M. bisis biusli edge skiit
is si
binding
unique combination of
velveteen and an indestructible wearing
edge, thus forming a rich and elegant
facing with natural curve which conforms

table

Bearn the

Tangle,

|

j

The New York Weekly Tribune »1, The
year. The Tribune

Republican Journal $2 a
sent free to

new or old, who
year in advance.

all subscribers,

pay for The Journal

one

"
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“Lulu

think it is my duty to write you what vour wonderful
medicine has dune for me. I suffered with
itching of the external parts for six years, and was in
misery day and night.
I lost flesh and became weak.
I tried everything I could
think of. My husband wanted me to see a doctor, but f could
not consent to that.
He then wanted me try your medicine,

Eyes and Nose ran
Archer, of Brewer, Maine,

or

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and wliieh
i,
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
sign,,,,
and has been made mul- r

■

op] osite
less a hat

Jlaiii g tndelii quislud.
Blsu k
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ton

expected,

is

lepulsive

Mien

drawn up to one
elt the face, shows that ilu

so

a

to

HATS

reaction

a

apparently

about

give them

carried

that

tremes

Mrs, Cofcst Cured of

to

pit feme!

aie

because

dents.

woman

shields, which

are

■

Fitly fears.

the

at

field dress

The women of
America have in
Mrs. Pink ham a
confidential iriend
whose advice is alThe
ways at their disposal, free of charge.
that
women
assist
Mrs. Pinkknowledge
only
ham in her correspondence with women about
health, makes it possible for the full details
to be given, without hesitation.

ing

extends

add that every gown in the ti« usseau of
this young lady is pioteeted 1\ the Can-

Vegetable Cotnpi und has
entirely < ured me and I
cannot praise it enough.”
Mrs. J. O. Barnard,
Milltown, Washington
Co., ,'le.

1

piped broadcloth,

and

scallops edged in hammy were set
aimlioie, and it nut) be well to

cloth

Pink’nam's

person.

was a

up the front between the levers to the
back of the neck.
Three or ioui broad-

I wrote to you. and after
taking two bottles I felt

..

the front, the edges thioughout cut
and piped ,n white satin.

scalloped

tile heart

C' tnp mnd,

at

large scallops

short jacket with every
seam
piped to match; reteis of tucked
white satin, and as a front, two lows of

flutter-

paper

R.

Vegetable

ate

<

a

The excellent effect,

supreme.

The corsage

and would get so dizzy
and suffered with painful menstruation. I was
in

Ribbon Weed, Kelp

doubt, but that the embroider-

no

contrasting edge is beautitully illus-

a

in

very miserable and
losing flesh Very fast, had

reading
Lydia

gen.

waists

a blue broadcloth dress made for
the bridal outfit of a society belle, w ith a
plain underskirt and two overskirts open-

was

■■

silk

trated in

j
1

duty to express my j
gratitude and thanks to I

••

plain

corded

or

1 oumts
of nitre-

fronts may be almost covered

or

there is

it my

ing pains about

NOT

on

applique figures, spangles, or
Squares with an embroidered
dot at the intersections are very prominent in dress materials or trimmings, and

Dear Friend—I feel

bladder tr iuble,

conspicu-

with lace,
insertion.

'

■

is less

opening

(often with hemstitching) are generally
serviceable. In dressy waists, however,

Mrs. Barnard
Cured by
Mrs. Pinkharrt,

you for what your me !ieine has done for me. I

discount.

a

they have live seams instead of two or
three, is a problem which will be solved
later in the season.
Fancy waists will
rival suit or fancy jackets in popularity,

jv

a

side

a

WUHTIIKI1

/

and I know that I feel
better than i have for

at

persons ot moderate means will throw
aside handsome skirts simply because

steady than ever before in my
life, and my backache and all j
those terrible pains are gone, hi
Before taking your medicine IQ
I weighed less than one hun- 4M
i
dred and thirty pounds.
now
weigh one hundred
and fifty-five pounds. My
friends say I look better

are

con-

ous.

feel like

much.

very

goods

mixed

time

same

I am so glad
the same person,
that I wrote to you, for you have
me

smooth-finished cloths,

to

Many overskirts are cut circular, or open
at the
front, which affords opportunity
for handsome braiding patterns, at the

Since

helped

given

sequently

could neither eat nor

not

yet tlie

Eton jacket should be imand this season great preference

ed dot is

sleep well.
taking Lydia L t'mkham’s Vegetable Compound,
Liver Pills, and using your San-

overskirt,

no

skirts, the short double

or

maculate,

with irregular and painiul menstruation.leucorrhoea, bearing-down pains,
soreness, and swelling of abdomen:
pain at right and left of womb: headache, backache, nervousness, and

...

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy —Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

breasted

—

improved.\dmiral Dewey

For Over

true tailor suit has

I want to thank
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham
When
you for what you have done for me.
I wrote to you last June, I was almost a total
wreck from female weakness. 1 was troubled

ative Wash, I do

skirt,

closely-fitting

"Your Medicine is a Godsend"
Writes Mrs* Phdiips*

of his new rauk at Manila
a.id the ships of theAmeiiMan
O’ the
an
and E reign fleets salu ed.
1 o;ti‘-et.s the British led off in the
-,i vii.
;s
reported that Admiral
”■< he
w:
England in the Brooklyn
:nlist '! ilbot, beat
mg ie t- mains t Lord Hersehell_N ale
i.
11 •.; e <i may abandon New Loudon
!
some other city.
t:a>
t-.i. in
favor
1 end*-!, n ;.»rd of trade is not do.> e
v\ii
he
ing
mauagers think it
ie
should
ci.i
vent.Hou. John
is one <u 4-KJ
tourists going to
Mio !•
the s. ci s of tiie w e in ( uba and P utu
iiieo on steamm Paris..... Excellent pro
gic.-s 1 as h«-en made during the past week
1
on the new cup defender at Bristol,
I.
ra

over thrown by the fashionwhich should be in one, two or
at the utmost three pieces,
requiring
great skill in fitting and hanging. The

completely
able

Source of Plant Food.

a

weeds have
Umg been used as
manures in this
country and in Europe.
Here in New England there is abundant
evidence ot the great value of sea manure.
According to Storer, will, tlie exception
of the intervale farms of the Connecticut
River, the tarms that depend upon the
manures derived from
gieat cities, and
a
few localities in which the
fertility
is based upon fish
manure, “the only
really fertile tracts in Newr England
to
are
be found back of these seabeaches upon which an abundant,
supof
seaweeds
is thrown up by storms."
ply
Jhe following table gives the
pounds
of
fertilizing ingredients contained in
a half ton of the more
common seaweeds
in comparison with the plant food furnished by aveiage farm manure anil
average
commercial fertilizer. The ligures for seaweeds are taken from a bulletin (No.
zl)
of the Rhode Island
Expeiiment station
which is by far the best treatise on sen
weeds and their use yet issued.
The
ligures are the average'of three or four
different analyses.
The fertilizing constituents in 10<K)
pounds of seaweeds, farm manure .m,l a
commercial fertilizer:

of The Journal )
present home dressmaking seems

at

as

Sea

[Correspondence

Just

Women confide their troubles to Mrs. Pinkham and rely upon her advice.
Mrs. Pinkham’s counsel is safe counsel.
Woman’s life is a constant crisis. From
girlhood to womanhood, then to motherhood
and so on to the perils of the “change of life.”
The history of every step is on Mrs. Pinkham’s
records thousands of times and her vast experience and confidential advice is at the free
disposal of every woman who writes to her for

aid.

Lord Plersehell, one of tlie
Is Binkf.
.Joint High Commissioners ol' Croat Britain, died in Washington, D. C., March
1st.
He fell on a slippery sidewalk and
broke tiie pelvic hone some weeks ago
and this is probably what caused his
death_Acting Cov. Northcott of Illinois has signed the bill appropriating >'■*.bon for a statue of Frances E. Willard to
be placed in the rotunda of the capitol
building at Washington. The statue of
Miss Wiilard is the only one of a woman
given a p;aee in the rotunda.It. is AdThe one great
miral Ceorge Dewey now.
The
hero of the war has been rew arded.
President has signed the b'il reviving this
highest rank in the naval service, and
.“secretai y i. ng has nominated the man
who fought tie: first and last battles in
tin- war with >pain for this coveted homo
.iosephine Kipling', tier eldest ehild ol
Kudyaid Kipling, died March t»t h ol
pneumonia it the home of Mr. De Forshe
h St.. V w York < ity.
est in East
ot air:
w a.*' six > e ti
Kipling himself is
much mproved.
Elsie, his other (laugh
tei,

Sea Weed

dents.

a

loth

found necessary to light lamps in houses,
stores and shops; that July lltli will be an

exceptionally good hay day,

Sea Manures.

TrimSkirts. Overskirts. Waists.
mings. Millinery. Answers to Correspon-

A

that

York Fashions.

New

>

■

■

j

nature,
health under the use of these marvelous
curative medicines as prescribed by Dr.
Greene, establish beyond doubt that Nature
has provided remedies for each and every
phase of disease and that Dr. Greene, by his
deep investigations and his enormously
large experience, has discovered and prepared remedies which s ireiy ami certaiuly
these complicated cases of chronic
cure
disease.
Any sufferer can demonstrate this
fact, as Dr. Greene gives al! the privilege of

consulting him, personally
absolutely free of charge. If

waters.

j

Six additional regiments of regain: s are
to be sent to Manila to re-enforce Gen.
Otis.
The United States Philippine commission has arrived at Manila on board the
cruiser Baltimore.

Copious rainfall in California during the
past week will add millions of dollars to
the fruit crop.

by letter,

or

you

are out

of

Infernal machines are being employed
rival factories in the Chinese quartet
of San Francisco.

health and have failed to be cured, see Dr.
Greene at onie.ur write to him freely and
fully about your case, b-ii can do so in
perfect and absolute confidence. IP* will
explain your complaint and advise yam
what to do to l>e cured.
The Weather for

by

Proofs of smuggling on a large scale
during the blockade have been discovered
by the American officials at Havana.

February.

At the War Department, it is estimated j
that the total collections from ail sources
Cuba foi the present calendai yeai wiii j
j
ment Station, for tlie month of Fein nary,
J reach bet ween slg,000,000 and S lb,i >00.uoo. ;
Abstract of

taken

at

the

ineteorlogieal observations
Maine Agricultural Fvpen-

in

1899.

W
N. Lon. 08° 4<*' II
Lat. 44- 34' 2
Altitude above tlie sea 130 teet.
.30
'..’8
inches
Feb.
20.
Highest barometer,
Lowest barometer, Feb. 14.29.03
Average barometer.29 73
12
Number of clear days.
Number of fair days.
Number of cloudy days.
Amount of snowfall.13 3 inches
Average for February7 for 31 years. 23 1
2 27
Total precipitation as water...
Average forFebruary for 31 years. 4 03
0744 miles
Total movement, of wind.
"
Average daily movement of wind 240.8
TEMPERATURE.

10 .32
Average for the mouth.
19°.24
Average for February for 31 years.
52°
18.
Highest, February
52°
Highest for February lor 31 years.
Lowest, February 5... .—10°
39°
of
warmest
18,
Average
day,February
2°
Average of coldest day, February 5..
Lowest for February for 31 years... .-—30°
...

..

BEST OF ALL.

To cleanse the system in a gentle and truly
beneficial manner, when the Springtime
comes, use the true and perfect remedy,
Syrup of Figs. Buy the genuine. Manufactured by the Califonia Fig Syrup Co. only
and for

bottle.

sale by all druggists, at 50 cents per

j

11.
Sweat shop investigations in New \
have found that men, women and childn u
work as much as eighteen hours daiiv, the
men for 45c a day and women and children
for much less.

asserted by officials of tin Navv
Department that the reduction of tin*
price of armor plate by Congress to s;o<>
per ton will result in crippling the nav y,
and stop the building of new war vessels.
It is

Mrs. \Y. II. Workman, a daughter of exGov. Bullock of Massacliusetts is touring India on a wheel. In her travels in
the Himalayas and to places of architect
ural interest in the plains she has already
covered 8,000 miles.
The health officer of Kansas City has
found that an extensive adulteration of
milk is being carried on by the addition
of artificial butter-fat and a chemical
preservative to skim milk. The preservative on analysis was found to be formaldehyde, colored with a little aniline dye.
If a sufficient quantity of the stuff be used
the milk will keep fresh for weeks, and
the fluid will be actually embalmed, as is
a body treated with the same preparation.
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Itching Piles
proof against the tom
Piles. Thousands of U si
effected by its use. No cssis

or

too

anil

long standing

cure.

It

cures

for

it t

in from

Sold by Kilgore &
Howes & Co.— 38.

cents.

He was Cured.

mJ How

<

V**
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h. coog.

amme

,a

quick.

wood

.,nc

before

In-re

these

bis-

Guy

|

,s

j;

sons, were in
and Guy

two

:;t1 r

iiik

I
)

<n

|

ml

reading

little boat.

a

1

iisturbed.

They

:

Frank beml of

always got

Am Exollout I'omhiiKitioM.

himself

wailing upon

1 he pU ieaEt method and hem tirial
elfi is «;l ii
well known remedy,
Srnup oi !•;
* m
mannfaelured by the
hearing the call for
California i'i!! s'yisup Co., illustrate
-ok and laid down on
th.e value oi' obtaining the liquid laxa:.is handkerchief from
live prim ins
of plants kno\Vn to be
>: it about his forehead.
medicinally .a Native and presenting
them in t he form most refreshing to the
ir to bear his mother’s
taste and aceep':i ble to the
system. It
» the second time.
is tlie on*- perf.'et st
rengthening laxa•'s your turn this time,
*\vv eleaiisi?./ the system effectually,
colds. Headaches and fevers
<
box yesterday morn- ^dispelling
gently yet prompt 1\ and enabling one
to overcome habitual
day aud half the foreconstipation perIts perfect freedom from
l have g<»t two armfuls
manently
every objectionable quality and subv got two little bits of
stance, and its acting on the kidneys,
moon.
1 think it’s
liver and bowels, withoutweakening
or
make me do all the
irritating : hem, make it the ideal
laxative.
In the process of
manufacturing figs
and get that wood or
arc used, as thc\ m e
pleasant to the
tast e, but the m< dicinal
>aid Frank threatenqualities of the
are
obtain'd
from
senna and
remedy
other aroma tie plants, by a metliod
a
valid left the room,
known to 1 be California Fig Syrup
t o. only,
in order io get i‘s beneficial
catch it*' if he made
•effects and to avoid imitations, please
not from Frank, he
remember t he full name of theCompany
iiei
an d quite likely
printed on the front of every package.
much trouble for his

i

bully Guy

ax or

!
I

mind,

,k

into

•.

Guy got
mid have been given to
so

ivc

take himself off be-

op
t

When

more.

ok

vn

.!!\

Guy

be done

to

was

j
j

So

iw

i

Tlie cistern water

and

five

get

more,”

sight

aught

i*

said

of

him.

after the

letter

■"

Mr.

l*' tat her

see

when 1

am

sun

nits

;il have to be careful
She doesn’t

-empathy

for

,

1

it

the In>use with the

i!:t•»

he

is

saw

his father

heavily

pound

you afterwards,
find that you can
coward.”

a

“What’s the matter?” asked Mr.

Grant.

“Nothing much—my foot got
hurt,’’ whimpered Guy.
Now Guy had a habit of stretching his

feet out at
had

one

side of his chair

good
passed around.
j “Guy always
over

so

chance to walkover them

a

the

room

Frank
as

he

out

to

I

step

j

wood that, Frank. How
it take to make so much |

■t

so

will sprawl his feet all
a fellow can't
get near

the

big

learn to

and

keep

your feet where they belong. Remember, if you invite people to
walk over you there will always be some
one ready to do it.
You’ll have to put
them in your pocket.”
Then he begau to tell

funny story
which made them all laugh and forget to

armful he had

grin

i

feel

cross.

Frank’s

est; and how he did
four”— counted

three,

sticks up

die

as

Mr.

he count- !

He didn’t believe

tell

i

lie

how many he had
would

keep

Mr. Grant.

count-

!

I

“Put them

don’t

burst

out.”

It

a

disobey.

towel

felt

what had

was

t
'>

uncomfortable,
come

over

them to his* wife.
hot,” muttered Frank in
Mrs. Grant

l,;'l

came

alone,”

“Can’t you

to

a

his

she said to

see

he is sick?”

your wood,
l'mly. When he

Frank,’’said

*et

lKS

wife,

two

of berries, two pieces of cake and
As they rose from

was

said, “Well, Frank, 1
guess your headache is better, isn’t it?”
“Yes, sir, it is almost always better after
I have my supper.”
“It’s caused

j

was

bis

stomach

being

[

When she

as

came

we’ll

she

I kit, "tt' m
1
ji

l>n

at 'l

his head.

of

room

an

hour

later the two

Guy, you lick Frank if you don’t
me

to

lick you.

You

can

do

want

it if you

try.”
Thus threatened
a

in ; He

You almost

when you went in—but
wonder that you don’t see

bed

a

mine.

next to

room

Guy did his best and
short time had Frank on the floor.

was

about to let him up when Mr.

the father.

Mrs. Grant

came

said the attic

howl of

father

around.

not

was

•‘You

are

tattler,” he began; ‘‘you

a

told father 1 didn’t have the headache the
other

night,”

and lie shook his list close

“1 <Ii«in t.
I
llu saw you himself.
hoard him tell mother so," said Guy with

spirit. “1 don’t believe it. 'Fake that,
tattle-tale,” and he caught Guy’s nose

began

twist it

to

“Oh, oh, don’t, you hurt awful.”
“Well, I’ll give you something to ‘oh
don’t about if 1 catch you tattling again,”
saiil Frank, his bullying spirits rising as
he

Guy did

saw

attempt to strike

not

“1 didn’t,” mumbled Guy behind his
His nose was bleeding
handkerchief.
and lie started for the washbasin.

Frank

his foot and tripped him. Frank’s
feet were bare.
Guy had his boots on.

put

In

out

trying

to

regain his balance he trod

on

Frank’s foot.

There was another howl.
this moment Mr Grant opened the

At

door.
“What’s the matter?” he
“lie

jumped

on

my

“It bleeds.”

to the

he

here,

Frank

Frank.”

“Oh, don’t, father'”
“Why not?”
cause

me

it hurts

said his

said

so

Frank

nose

appeared rubbing his
down,” said his father

“Come

sternly.

“Now,

did,

do you

only guilty

the

make

me

me

think that

Weren’t ymi
think Frank didn’t do

tattle,” said Guy.
Grant, “I don’t ad-

“I—I don’t like to

Frank didn’t need to be told what to
Jl he never hurried before he did
The box

now.

filled full and

was

run-

Lie didn't forget the kinning over.
dlings for the morning lire.
“Frank,” said his father, which would !
you rather do, obey me and do your part
without watching, stop imposing upon
Guy and trying to deceive your mother,
go to the reform school?”
don’t send
father!’'

or

“I—I—Oh,

“Very well,

there,

me

I

will give you anI want you to remember that
man who tries to
trample upon

other trial.

boy
rights of others—a bully—is never respected, no matter how successful he may

a

or

the

be. Whether he tries to shirk his work and
make others do it, or tries to scare them,

whip them, however

or

much

time

he

had been

walking
around
leading Frank by the
nose.
He now released him saying, “Go
into the attic and sleep on that old trunThis is Guy’s room and don’t
dle bed.
room

ache.

lie knew his mother

memory of the threat of the
school was fading from his mind.
Soon after breakfast he

reform

complained

in then and

pulled Guy off. Mr. Grant told her,
sternly, to let them alone, pulled Frank

of

and

lie down

awhile,”

said his

came

with

out

husband

that

she

complained
couldn’t

wouldn’t make

It
up two beds.
cruel to send Frank off into the attic.
“Let him make his

own

to

and
was

bed, then.

It

said Guy.

“I

I

3

I
1

J

guess that will tix your stomach
head will feel better.”
Frank drank it

greedily.

In

about fifteen

moaning

and

was

If there

minutes there
and

Frank had lost his breakfast.
sat

down

hear it.

of the stomach, liver, and

eases

bowels, and all skin ailed ions. 1 c
is usually the exciting cause of
headache. In acute constipation
^

there may he no movement from
the bowels for several days, l-dlowed bv a natural movement om-.t
daily, and then a return of the
disease. This usually results in
chronic constipation, 'warn the
liowels only operate once in two.
three, or four days. One Scmit
Tablet taken after each meal will
cure and prevent further attacks of

a

to

keep

his

LAHOES

that Mrs. Grant should

so

tell Frank he

could

You will have to watch him

that he doesn’t eat

was

grave,

so

finish what wood
on an

errand.

was

not

Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his family, and to the community in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works con-

stantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to his home all the news
and happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends, the condition and
prospects for different crops, the prices in home ni irkets, and, in fact, is a weekly visitor
which should be found in every w:de-awake, progressive family.
Both of these papers for only $2.00 a year.
to The Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

subscriptions

I FRED ATWOOD j

R.

H.! riOODY,
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Representing Over Twenty Yliilion
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Strong Drink is Death

\

I niliitrt:

irs

and Trust

■

-s.

lie

was

light.

Frank was well

Dr. John “settled” there and
boarded with them and soent considerable

that.

DR. CHARCOT’S tOIMC TABLETS
are the only positively guaranteed remedy for the
Drink Habit, Nervousness and Melancholy Caused
by strong drink.
WK UI AK nTFEl 105 K BOXES

to cure any case wit It a po:dti\e wrinteu guarantee or refund the money, and to destroy the
appetite for intoxicating liquors.

THE TABLETS CAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.

QTRHMfi DDI&iy rausesWiseiy- Poverty
OlnUllU UnmNami Death. Upon receipt
of ?IG.00 wo will mail you four [1
] boxes and posi-

WhiteV

Soap found in everypackage of Ivorine it supplies'™
HOUSEWORK
AND TOILET FOR ONE PRICE.
R
Toilet

the Toilet Soap costs
lay for the Ivorine
you nothing,
shing Powder and Toilet Soap are guaranteed par
illence by the fame of Williams’
Soaps.
—

Shaving

J. B. Williams Co.. Glastonbury, Conn.
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Jfg

I

Security Bend- for Cashiers. Contract,
solicits
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<e.ii

I
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iu

and sold.
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I

vStcam r-; leave i'-'- i<r lor Boston, via (.’aimlen,
ami Rockland. at alien ‘2. Bn tv m., Mondays,
and Thursday s.
For \Vinr*»ri. >r. via way-landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at alw.on S OO a. m or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
HF.Tl'HNiNG

From

R. H. MOODY,

refund

Agent,

Belfast, Me.

n Restores

VITALITY,

Sole

**•*«»•

cure or

afjarl

LOST VIGOR
Baa S'!AND MANHOOD

Cures Impotency, Nipht Emissions and
^ast-inn- diseases, all effects of selfaouse, or excess anti inulucre tion.
A nerve tonic and
blood builder. Brinps the
pink plow to p>ale cheeks and
restores the fire of youth,
Bv mail fiOc per box; <5 boxes
or $54.50; with a written guarantee to cure or refund tiie money.

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Oiinton & Jackson Sts., CHICAGO, ELL.
Sold

by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast. Me.

OASTO RIA.
Bean the

_/fKind

You Have Always Bought

Bo.ton.

Tuesdays and Fridays

at

5.00

1*. M.

THE BEST FARM AND FA/1ILY PAPER IN THE
UNITED

STATES,

1

From
11.00 A

Hucksport, Mondays

iiys at
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M.

CHAS. K. JOHNSON, Agent. Relfast.
Boston
CALVIN ACSTI\. Cen’l. Sunt
WILLIAM H. MILL, Gen’l Man it r. Boston

BOI'H ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY 82.00.
Believing that every one of our readers should
at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal,
Farm

sent

after

d ,-respon

have

“I don’t think Frank

1 have about concluded to settle

Assets

(IRK, LIKE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

Belfast, Maine

suspiciously,

will have any more headaches while I am
here,” he told his brother that night.

Wiru rport,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

DO YOU KUOW

she said noth-

split and

the

i

on

but his face

as

over

I

so

Mrs. Grant looked at him

the

|

much syrup
his fritters; and don’t let him overload
his stomach.”
see

kitchenNfig#

1

i

is the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable cure on the mar-ket. Price. $1.00; sent by mail,
i: Genuine sold only by

ride to the

and

the country

on

desire all the news of the Slate and Nation,
the publishers of The Republican .1 mrnai (y .ur own favorite home paper) has entered
into an alii 'nee with “The York Weekly Tribune" which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trilling cost of $2.00 per year.

Steal g Pennyroyal Treatment

intending
city with her she found him
looking so white that she was alarmed,
to

century.

a

its merits, and

on

ackuo.vledgml

DR. FELIX LE BRUM'S

When she went to the ham-

mock

of over half

s

leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who

Constipation

Uncle John

by the window struggling

laughter

the house and all that’s in it, from the
baby’s delicate skin. Because of the cake of

Beans

experionc*

Constipation is the cause and
accompanies nearly all ofthedis-

was

was

con-

brings

As a natural consequence in enjoys iu
its old age all the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

or,

presto!

■Emsa
The

fidence in the information which it
to their homes and firesides.

BT-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.

lemonade.

groaning

a

Old!!!

a

day, with faith in its teachings, and

Send all

your

so

'

long life, but devotion to the true
interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the

|
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years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast to-
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It is “The New York Weekly Tribune,"
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“There,” said he, “drink this lemonade your mother just made for you.
I

here.”

won’t hurt him.”

beds,”

§

long
glass

a

Guy

her

m

£

NEARLY

Ts tlie failure of the stomach to I
properly digest, the food. Some- \
times only certain I »d causes distress; at other times the simplest
food causes intense agony. Indigestion undermines the constitution,
destroys the will end nerve power,
causes emaciation and weakness,
and ruins the health. There are
pains in the sice, nausea, sonietimes vomiting, distress after eat- 5
ing, constipation, and finally loss 8
A
of appetite. OneSemi Tablet taken
regularly at nn-al time, morning «
1
will instantly relieve
ami
and permanently euro indigestion.# I

■

I didn’t stir around much. 1 wish I could
go to ride” said Frank.

and Guy is too soft to stand up for himself.”
Mrs. Grant

case.

/
A
W

is on each
package. Sold by all
sent, postpaid, by the Dr. Williams

Co., Schenectady.

Indigestion

iutend-

was

j ing to go to the nearby city to do some
of new
; shopping, but there was a lot
| kindling wood to be chopped.
Guy had
done his part the day before.
His father
said the rest must be done that day. lie
knew that if he didn’t do it Guy would,
rather than have him punished; and the

ing. Frank did not go to the city. After
dinner Uncle John told him to go out and

day

in every

\/!

name
or

It has lived

may
and hate

I
you dare come into it until I tell you.
can’t trust you n<»t to impose upon Guy,

The next

satisfaction

full

if not the

“It is a surprising fact," says Prof. Houton, “that in ray tray els in ali parts of the
world, for the last, ten years, I have lint
more people having used Green’s Augus*
Flo\v>r ,th in any other remedy, for dyspep
sia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
l iitid tor tourists and salesconstipation
men or for persons titling otfice positions,
where headaches and general bad feelings
from irregular habits exist, that Green’s
August Flower is a grand remedy. It does
not injure the system by frequent use, and
is excellent for sour stomach and indigestion.’’
Sample bottle free at Poor &
Son’s, Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom.
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.

they

appear to like him they despise
him in their hearts.
Try to break yourself of these habits. Now go to bed.”
About a week later Frank had a head-

little while.

sneak.”
the

The

dru^ists
Medicine

AUGUST P LOWER.

do.

tattler, but when I ask you a quesand hurried in to Dr. John. “Don’t be
tion I expect you to tell me the truth.
I
said he.
“It is
don’t expect it of Frank.
lie is used to alarmed, Mary Ann,”
the effect of an emetic.
It will cure
acting lies and it isn't far from acting only
his headache.
He will be all right in a
He is a bully and a
lies to telling them.
a

All this

best,

V

(/*«.)

box.”

not

said Mr.

of the

one

and

in the

Miss Cora Watrous, the sixteen-year-old daughter of Mr. I. C.
Watrous,
of fii Clarion St., Bradford, Pa., was seized with a nervous disorder which
threatened to end her life. Kminent physicians agreed the trouble was
from impoverished blood, but failed to give relief; Mr. Watrous heard
l)r. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People were highly recommended for nervous disorders, and gave them a trial.
Before the first box had been taken
the girl’s condition improved. After using six boxes
herappetite returned,
the pain in her head ceased, and she was stronger than e\< oefore
"My
daughter’s life was saved by I)r. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People," said
Mrs. Watrous. “Her condition was almost hopeless when she commenced
taking them, but now she is strong and healthy. I cannot recommend
these pills too highly."—Bradford
Era.

I

names now.

go and look at the wood-

anything he liked it

sir.”

was

given

in your

of lemonade.

that count.

“Well,”

has

At last Frank
eyes.

Tribune is

nerve

that life has renewed its
charms, here is proof:

best, city weekly published. Huudredshave
taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it

if he didn’t.

when Uncle John

it?”

mire

hurry up, for
whip him

He hadn't been in the hammock

Guy.

awfully.”

“Didn’t you try to make
you were hurt by accident?

trying

him to

to

ques-

Pale People.
They give strength

came.

father, “why

Guy thought Frank

to

whisper

a

body, and make despondent,
easily irritated people feel

“I guess I'll go out in the hammock, I
think 1 should feel better out of doors if

so?”

“I—I didn’t know 1
one on

of

afraid bis father would

was

“Go

“How do you know? How many times
have you had it done to you?”
Guy hung his head.

“Guy,”

foot

Mr. Grant, and went
the stairs and called

mother.

howled.

deceive

myself.
right,” sa<d

“All

his head.

“It—it got hurt.”
“Frank pulled it, 1 suppose.”
No answer.

“Oh,

and I

think it is

“Wliat made it bleed?”

“Come

him,

1

to Guy’s face.

and

hot for

too

was

is

for

tone to every

She

was

fixing up that wood, Grant said, “Go ahead and pommel him
"Je trellis
by the sitting room till he begs. He’s pommelled you times
Vltn you called the
boys to get enough, I’ll warrant.”
milk was
Guy pommelled, Frank struggled. Guy
reading. When he
11 he
Frank began to beg,
threw his book down and began to enjoy it.
die sofa. As soon as he had but .Guy kept on.
'Uy out for the wood he began to
“Good lesson for both of ’em”, thought
ln^

for him in the

into the

nlen

,

came a

that young scamp had decided he would
not dare stand up for himself when his

“I’11 make both

three-quarters
boys were hard at it. Mr.
Grant had said to Guy’s tearful entreaties
to be let off, “You can take your choice,

sitting

outside; in

“Mary Ann, I

by

Mrs. Grant did not hear this
in the pantry.

his

not

let him

■'

biscuits,

let your supper settle, and then
have a wrestling match,”

hot

in the habit of paydHfution to his boys, leaving
is

live

I’ll get him to see about these
headaches. Now, boys, you both sit down
and rest yourselves for half an hour and

hart your head.
Wait a
a towel around it to make
rains

the loud-

was

away the food!

family.

-fct more

■Jot

laugh
stow

empty, 1 suppose,” said Mrs. Grant.
“John is coming to-morrow,” said Mr.
Grant. It’s lucky we have a doctor in the

wood pile and get five
than five at a time,

'lie

big

counted

a

cup custard.
the table Mr. Grant

s-ud his father.

i!‘l

Grant

saucers
a

'mod.

over

thought Mr. Grant, but all he said was,
“Well, Guy, my boy, you must try to

by grinning. He had seen
a
piece of twine carefully
ink noticed the

always howling

are

crossly. Certainly
things were going wrong in his family
and it was time lie looked after them,

count

over

you

said Mrs. Grant rather

them,” said Frank.
:n now, then.
Begin now.”
i tell,” began Frank.
■•.id his father grimly.
“I’ll
to Stop.”

1

them.

“Guy,

how many sticks of wood
n.” said Mr. Grant rather
t

on

something. One of these days you may
get something worth while to howl over,”

.mi?” stammered Frank,

bad retired there

Mr. Grant took hold of his

the j
him without walking over
said
iought in a small armful ; Frank. Mr. Graut knew them,”
this was very
Mr. i
:ig it down noisily.
nearly true, so he could not be sure that
" mined
towards him as
Frank was in fault, but he felt assured
1 the noise he turned and ;
that he had gone a little out of his
way to
sent,

boys

Then, after

questioned.
foot,” said Frank,
swaying back and forth, nursing it.
table when Frank came in and his father
Guy said nothing.
called him to take off the towel and join
“For goodness’ sake, stand up for your'
As he took his seat he managed
them.
self, Guy. What did he do? What’s the
to step on
Guy’s foot. Guy gave a cry of matter with your nose?”
pain.

seem

give

he’ll

face grew red, and he determinhis father should not call him that
many times more.
They were all at the

me as

i’ll

tattling

the extra work

to

fiiiy’s

;

the

days

all went well.

back.

ed

she ;
bonder if she smells aj
•ecu

red face.

you? When you
pound him you won't be such

I wonder what

night.
11• t.

or

a

are

tul straw berries

a

“lie'll

Guy, “a brave boy out of a coward.”
“He’s bigger than I am,” said Guy

“Afraid

how hard

sick,” lie
ain’t going to bed

1

s

bi><

Grant

“Oh,” said Guy, “if I wrestle with him
he'll—he’ 11--oh, I can’t father.”

"My stomach feels all
!u water,” and he rose
ue pail, still
keeping his

n

Mrs.

you have done you have double the muscle." said his father.
“After supper
we'll see if that isn’t so.”

supper,” said

some

ive

said

expostulate,

“Yes, but tliauks

tie { the young
hypobetter go right to bed
I
get the water.”

i

ready”

about to

was

with

adache?”

e

Dr. John chuckled.

pain from their room. Guy bad shown
no signs of a desire to
bully Frank and

at

the matter now?”

s

the headaches.

cure

his five sticks of wood.

have to taper off like a drunkard, I supCan’t make a smart boy out of a
pose.
shirk all at once nor,” he added, looking

usd his handkerchief

Grant would give up and let her try for a
month.
Dr. John bad instructions to

put the food on the table with some unFrank came in with
necessary violence.

wife

<i i is eyes closed by the
m! in the doorway.

Mary Ann has made up

notice it.

bed.

For three

“Supper's

j

wondered if you would

I

Nervousness

over; and
ciates Guy more than she used to.”
Guy is now practicing medicine in partnership with his uucle. Frank is a clerk
in a country store.

count.”

are

tion of nutrition. Food for
the nerva-s is what you
need to put you
right, and
the best nerve food in the
world is Dr. Williams' Pink

Guy will be, but he is improvdoing him good to know that
not submit to being
walked
I think that Mary Ann appre-

The

“Go

!lurry up now, your
•Frankie” had bounced

m

boys were to take turns filling the
wood-box every night.
It was to be
rounding full. Guy should not help
Frank.
Each boy was to make bis own
two

It is

Guy will

said he, “whose turn was it to
fill the wood-box to-night? I have lost
“Frank’s.

and

of

man

unexpected

sound,
in a bad state
should be promptly atten-

saia ms

door and

a

shortly.

avc to

The next

“He will

honor that

ing.

suppressea,
never be the

only

ded to.

of course, it is meaner in

mts 10 oe

least

nerves

your

Pills

father.

mother,” said Mr. sitting.
“John,”
day John Grant came

and his brother took him into his confidence. Mr. Grant wrote some rules which
he tacked up over the wood-box.
The

so—only,

riaiiK

“We’ll see about,
Grant.

at the

him.”

to

came

of the stairs and his father sent him back
to bed.
He beard him go to Frank’s

step approach- j
“Go and get five sticks more,” said Mr.
!
preceded her.
Giant.
“That’s the last,” he said as his
a
me
of
get
pan
|

voice

think

his supper late.
The
boys had gone to bed. A glance at the
wood-box showed him only a few sticks
Mr. Grant walked into
at the bottom.
the sitting room where, his brother was
Mr. Grant

cured, and if he showed signs of
breaking down under the treatment, Mr

walking

iii> hands when he

went

not

themselves but cause more
or less
misery to everyone around
them. They are fretful, easily
worried and therefore a worry
to others.
wnen
everytnmg annoys
you; when your p'uise beats excessively; when you are startled

on

had agreed to let Mr. Giant have his
way
for a month.
If Frank’s headaches were

—

a

eyes,

own

thing

lie
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so

in

flashing

part of

to his

suffer

your part to let your father and
mother think you are guilty of what Frank
has done as it is on his part to make them
a

“Frank!”
It was some time before he succeeded
in arousing him.
Guy came to the head

Grant.
“It makes a good deal of travelwithout I
to bring so few at a time, but
him in the fraud. ing to have
1 don’t want you to strain yourself.”
k was done the headFrank went tint.
Mr. (riant kept him
Oi
his occasion Guy
at it, live sticks at a time,until the
supper
>om than Frank ruiwas ou the table,
surely he would let him
ned a somersault, stood
stop now. Frank thought.

engaged

‘I won t,’ said Guy with
‘‘but mother-1

painfully thinking
the trouble, at least, was due
neglect. For a week everysmoothly. Then one night

Mr. Grant sat

People.

Nervous people

was

above all

bear—blame,

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

take to the sofa
mid do

you.
Keep your feet out of the way, but
don’t be a coward.”

favoritism.”

Mrs. Grant burst into tears and left the

j that

to

Other duties were to be evenly distributed.
Mrs. Grant and her husband
bad talked late that night, and at last she

spoiling both boys. Frank
bully and Guy a coward
who dares not stand up for his rights.”
Mrs. Grant said nothing and began to

large armful

a

ter any longer; and
if
you want to become a man whom others
j will lespect, you must stand
up for your
j
Never let another boy walk over
; rights.

him to bear what it

Frank's

sneaks and bullies to put their own burdens upon innocent people. It is bad for ;
a boy or man to know that he can make
another bear it for him.
It encourages
him in his badness; and it is just as much

1 shall send him away where there will be

room.

Nervous

“All the story books praise people for j
bearing the blame for other folks,” said
Guy one day in self defence to his uncle, j
“All the story books are wrong then,”
j
said Uncle John.
“It is encouraging |

gray hairs iu sorrow to the grave you
Now I
will know whom to thank for it.
tell you plainly, if this isn’t to be stopped

1

to

Frank, for
duty
things.

coolly.

no more

Guy

encouraged and compelled to
staud up for himself. He had to be
taught
that it was unjust not only to himself, but

Our Clubbing Offer. The New York
Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, tilled
with general news and matter of interest
and value in every home. The subscription
price is §1 a year. We have a contract with
the publishers of The Tribune by which \\ e
can furnish that paper free to all who pay for
The Republican Journal one year in advance.
The Journal gives all the local news and is
an earnest, advocate of local interests, and

that you are
is becoming

wood gave out she
Frank getting it; but
-r'.i with

Guy’s
Guy, remember,

belonged.

had to be

times have you almost lied to me in order
Do you honestly think
to shield Frank?
it is good for the boy? If he brings your

Grant went out of the room
speechless
with anger.

not

little persistence he
his own way.
If

a

<y

urging. lie had
tasted the pleasures of
triumph. Mrs.
Grant scolded, stormed,
wept, begged.
“It’s a pity Guy shouldn’t
respect his
mother,” said Mr. Grant at last, and Mrs.
Frank got pommelled well a
second
time, until Mr. Grant told Guy to stop.
Now remember, both of
you boys, Guy
can whip Frank
every time. 1 don’t want
to
you
quarrel, but 1 want you to understand, l rank, that you are not
mas-

of his spare time
watching the boys for
his brother.
It took a long time to get
them both where they

makes it,” she said sulkily.
“You wanted me to think you would
have both beds to make uow,” said Mr.
Grant
“Mary Ann, how many

second

no

j

•-

mother's favorite and

.>

1

needed

way.”

go out for a pail of water.
“So Guy always makes the bed for
both, does he.” asked Mr. Grant.
“I don’t know anything about who

|

evening meal. “1
boys can’t keep that
it- grumbled, and o *11-

iIt*.-

make ours, any

Mrs. Grant turned red and told Guy to

:

she hurried back and

I

always

him when you ain’t here.”
“That tells the story,” said Mr.
I
Grant.
“Very well, get in the licks while 1 am
here. Go at him again.”

Your

Mrs. Grant called
;i>

his feet and told them to
go at it again.

to

Guy looked at his mother fearfully and
turning to his father said, "I can't lick

and
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for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
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and Harden, Market Reports, Fruit Culture, Plans
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tumors, allays the itching at once,
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COUNTY

Leo M. Sargent spent Sunday in town.
Elmer Hammons is making
bis parents.

a

short visit

Seh. E. L. Warren is undergoing extensive repairs.
A

social dance will be given at G. A. R.

Friday evening.

Miss Sarah Jones is the guest
Edith B. Pendleton.

of

Miss

Sidney Sargent and Andrew Allen returned to Kent’s Hill Tuesday.
B. F. Colcord and wife arrived from
York Saturday eveuing.

Capt.
New

Charles P. Ferguson is visiting his daughter, Mrs. E. J. Nickerson, in Portland.

Islesboro.
The drama “Among the
Breakers" was given in the Town Hall,
Friday evening, March 10th, before a large
and enthusiastic audience, by local talent,
for the benefit of the Eastern Star Order.
It uetted $53-Capt. Philip Pendleton left
Monday for New Haven to take command
of liis vessel, schooner Levi Hart, after
spending the winter at home_Our young
folks
who attend the Castine f Norma!
School left Monday to resume their studies.

The young ladies of the village gave a
whist party at the G. A. R. Hall Monday

evening.
Mrs. Juiia Blanchard met with a severe accident Tuesday. She fell aud dislocated her
shoulder.
Miss Jeanette B. Rice returned to Castine
to resume her studies at the
Normal School.

Wednesday

Edward Evans, who has been
past two weeks, is still sick in
bed but appears to be gaining_L. M.
Bryant is better and is able to be out in
pleasant weather-Will Gibbs cut his foot
quite badly last Saturday. J ,N. Cunningham
sewed up the wound and the patient is very
comfortable at this writing... .The roads
ate very bad where the snow is off.
A team
breaks through the frost and the drifts are
too soft to hold a team.

J. L. Hamilton aud L. W. Rich recently
-ook another large raft of logs that came
from the Pike lot to Belfast.

Closson,

is employed in the kiln wood
between here aud Rockport.

business

a

day.
Town Elections.
Prospect. Moderator, Stinson Hooper;
Clerk, John F. Libby ; Selectmen and Assessors, .J. S. Harriman; Elmer Clark, H. A.
Blanchard; Treasurer, John F. Libby;

The S. B. I. S. fair
proved a perfect success.| Mr. I. F. Gould
drew the worsted quilt and Miss Ethel
Clark the sofa pillow-Mr. Horace Gould,
who has been visiting his parents, returned
to Boston March 10th_Mrs. E. M. Littlefield, who is visiting in Belfast, will return
March 18th-Miss Nora Emerson is improving under the skiifull treatment of Dr.
O. T. Erskine of Frankfort_Miss Alma
Partridge will visit her brother and sister
in Belfast this week.

week's vacation.

Capt. Joseph

Park, who has made a
voyage to Hong Kong in ship Josephus,
arrived home by train Monday.
Miss Marietta Nickerson, who hus been
teaching the Nichols school, left for hei
home in East Corinth last Monday.
Hannah Sargent, who is attending the
Normal School at Castine, spent the spring
vacation with her aunt, Mrs. B. O. Sargent.
H.

Superintendent of Schools, Hattie K. Marden; Collector, O. B. Gray.
Frankfort.

Selectmen, E. L. Hopkins,
Thayer, YV. YV. Clark; town clerk, F.
L. Hopkins; school superintendent, J. T.
Kingsbury ; town agent, J.T. Averill. Money
appropriated:
Schools, $880; highways,
$1,000; support oi poor, $1,500; other purE. B.

poses,

sociable under the auspices of the EnSociety will be held in the upper
conference room this, Thursday, evening
The hostesses will be Miss Henrietta Ross
ami Miss Harriette Erskine.
A

deavor

has been sick several

weeks,

Smith; Selectmen, Assessors, etc., Edward
Evans, J. C. Littlefield, H. F. Smith ; Treas.,
J. L. Chase; Coll, and Const., A. J. Simmons; School Com, H. E. Wentworth, J.
G. Harding, Warren Johnson.
Resources
exceed liabilities $804.

about
same.... Mr. Fred
Niles of Hallowell
was the guest of A. F.
Raynes last week....
Elias B. Hall, who has been visiting in
Lowell, Mass., returned home last week.
remains

Isle Au Haut. Selectmen, I). T. Conley
Walter E. Prescott, Willard M. Gross; town

the

Forty members of Mariner’s Lodge were
present to witness conferring the third degree by the new officers at the lodge room
last Tuesday evening.
The same degree
will be worked next Tuesday evening.

clerk, Walter E. Prescott; school committee,
J. lv. Coilius, J. T. Conley, S. Phinney.

Money appropriated: schools, $350; highways, $400; support of poor, $200; current
expenses, $850; text-books $80; snow bills,
$25 ; repairs on schoolhouses, $35.

Winterport. The men got supper at the
Methodist Circle last week, Messrs. Howard
Grant and Reuben Snow with an able
corps

Rich while sailing home from Belof assistants cluing the honors of the occaTuesday discovered two of his lobster | si on.
Everything was done in great, style
pots which he set. last fall and on pulling j
and it was a very enjuyable event.Mrs.
them found they contained nine lobsters. j
H. A Bolan gave a colonial whist party at
It is said by old lobster fishers here that
her resilience Tuesday evening, and not|
tlie shell fish had probably been in the pots
withstanding the stormy night about 24
ail winter.
L. W.

Stonington.

fast

were

present.

The

costumes

$800.

Waldo. Town election Monday, March
13th; Mod., J. G. Harding; Cler k, C. II.

Halldale. W. A. Whitten of Yiualhaven
visited his parents here recently and lias returned to his home
Mrs. W. M. Vose,report
ed sick last week, is improving
Mrs O. B.
Evans is now in rather poor health_E. F.
Banton and M. E. Clements are on the sick
list this week....Mrs. Caroline Foster, who

Fastuet Erskine attended the reunion of
the E. M. C. seminary graduates in Boston
last week. A banquet was served at the
United States hotel.

a

school should not be a success.... Miss Ida
Sawyer returned to Massachusetts last Mon-

Prospect Village.

Park, who is employed at Crosby’s
taxidermist establishment iu Bangor, is at
Fred

home for

graduate of Colby Classical Instia Sophomore in Colby, Miss Belle
M. Rice, h graduate of Deering High school
and a Sophomore at Wellesley, Mrs. Annah
Stevenson, a graduate of the M. C. I. Pittsfield, there seems to he no reason why the

Waldo.

McClintock and family left for
their home at Campello, Mass., by steamer
Penobscot Monday.

M

liams,

tute and

sick for the

Dr. T. 11

Whiting, Capt. C.

m.

Mrs.

rum.

J.

Seventh-five took supper_Mr. and
Carter B. Keen left last week for
Washington, D. C....Mrs. Fannie Carter is
closing up her business in Freedom. Her
friends are very sorry to part with her....
Miss Sarah Perley is spending a few weeks
with Mrs. O. H. Keen-Freedom Academy
is in a flourishing condition and has 92 students. With Prof. W. W. Rich as principal,
Miss Addie F. Hodgkins, a graduate of
Castiue Norm «1 school, Miss Margaret Wilp.

March 11th.

The governor and council have appointed
Cyrus True a justice of the peace aud quo-

Sen. A.

Swanvillk. Mr. E. L Cunningham has
returned from up-river_Mr. Miller and
Miss Katie Small of Brooks were in town

Sunday-Mr. Herbert Maddock’s family
are all through scarlet fever and are out
again-Mr. Wallace Gray went to Norridgwock Wednesday-Mr. E. C. Marden
is at home-Doctor J. S. Cole is improving.
Prospect Ferry. Miss Jennie Turner of -Mr. Fairbanks died suddenly Friday
Saudypoint is visiting Miss Vennie Harri- morning.
Freedom. Mrs. Judson Wiggin returned
man-The Ladies’ Circle met with B. C.
Avery March 10th and a very pleasant even- home from Independence, Iowa, last Saturing was enjoyed by all. Mrs. A. S. Wilson day, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Hiwill entertain March 17th.
All are cordial- ram Stevenson, and Miss Minnie Web * of
ly invited-Miss Clara Griffin, who has Knox... Mrs. Nathan Wiggin left last week
been visiting relatives here the past six for a trip to Kansas-Mrs. James Libby
weeks, returned to her home in Stockton, entertained the Ladie’s Circle last Thursday

to

hall

CORRESPONDENCE.

Morrill.
The school committee met
March 13th and elected Joseph R. Mears
superintendent. They also chose W. H.
Beal as a member of the board to fill a
vacancy caused by the refusal of N. R.
Cross to serve.

Selectmen,

E. E.

Spofford,

Crockett, J. E. Stinson; town clerk.
A K. Warren; school superintendent, S. W.
Fifield. Money appropriated : Schools, $1,800,
E. E.

common; $050, high, highways, $1,500; support of poor, $900; current expenses, $1,100;

were

very
sidewalks, $400; school books, $275; repair
who left here on the nice, and
every body had a good time.
of school buildings, $2(H); other
purposes,
Saturday afternoon, after being Mrs.
M Chase is at. home for a few weeks.
trans]w.'tfd across the bay three times fiMrs
M A. Haley has returned from $850.
j
nally arrived in Huston Tuesday morning.
Yinalhaven. Moderator, L. YV. Smith;
| Hartford, where she spent the winter.:
Friends who were on the wharf Monday am! James
Bolan loft for Boston or. Monday’s1 clerk, O. P. Lyons; selectmen, assessors
I
<d
t heard
and overseers of poor, T M. Coombs, O. P.
the boat being ordered
!„.at-Mrs. c. E Littlefield, with her lit- I
Lyons, L M. Treat ; tie: surer, L. R. Smith :
hack from Rockland to Winterport were
t e soil Ned, left ou
Tuesday for Boston, s bool committee, E H. Lylord ; superintendimn h su!pv;>ed to see those to whom
they i where she will
ent
T. M Cot.ml s. A p pro pro: ted for schools,
join her hits band and spend ;
had said good bye to Saturday.
$5,700: roads ami bridges, $1 500; support of
! a few weeks,
poor. $2.800; Memorial day, $50; other purTim ei;s-iiouvir> contribution at the Cough j
$00 75; total $18,025.'
tsMiTHTON.
(South Freedom;. They are I poses.
church Siicihiv morning will ho in behalf of j
$\v A.vviLLK.
The
a free high school at the new school 1
having
following officers
the American Missionary Association, whose j
were elected March
18tli for the coming
work is among the Chinese, Indian and j house, E. A Patr.ee, teacher, and there are
N.
year;
Moderator,
Smart; Clerk, A.
Mouio.iin Whites. Rev, Mr. Meriam, repre- ! eighteen scholars. Aii seem very much m- 1. Nickerson; H. P. YVhite, E. I>. Greeley,
J F. Littlefield, selectmen ; supt. of school’s,
and
there
is
terested,
the
I
of
will
a
every
a
lecture
prospect,
senting
Association,
give
A. T. N’iekersi.n ; jj M t base, Janies Webillustrated by he stereopticon in the Con- j profltble term.... Mrs. Lillian Downs is
ster, A. L. >\ alker, scl eoi committee; H M.
her
Mr.
and
visiting
< base,
Mrs.
parents,
Charles
Treasurer; A. L Walker, collector;
gregational church to-morrow, Friday, even- I
,r... .Mrs. Thayer ims arrived
home from A. S. Nickerson, town agent; A. T. Webb,
ing entitled Amertcau Highlanders.” The
Several passengers

steamer

j

The following pupils were not absent more
than one day from the assistant’s room of
the High school Erheiim! Havener, Herbert
Havener, Iona Nichols, Edward Gilkey.

:

Grinuell, George Curtis, Edna Rich,
Elbert Monroe, Clift, a Ellis and Wilbur
Carver
The pupils not absent one day from
intermediate sec.ud were Irene Sullivan,
Robert

first rate.

is

Lafolley entertained a euchre party of sixPalermo. Town
was held Monlast Saturday evening. The members day, March 13th andmeeting
the following officers
elected
of the “Mr. Bob” Dramatic
Samuel
Moderator,
Marden; Clerk,
Company and
other friends, were invited to the home of i Mitchell Delaney; Selectmen, W. A. Nelson
A. B. Glidden, Edson L. Worthing; treasand
Mrs.
Fred
Clifford the same even- urer, L. A. Bowler;
Capt.
superintendent of
ing, for a game of whist, which proved most school, S. E. Bowler; Collector and ConC.
A.
stable,
Phillips; Hoad Commisenjoyable ..The V. I. S. mask ball, under
sioners, E O. Chadwick, Briggs Turner, J.
the auspices of the School Street residents
R- Broadstreet
The. town voted to raise
on Monday evening, Marco
13th, was very $500 to build a school house at Branch
successful.
The
with maskers, in

re-

repeated during

town

cers

annua!

town

Brooks. Mrs. Barbara M. Forbes, whose
poor health has been recently mentioned,
died last week. The funeral services were
held at her late home last Saturday afterSmall officiating.
noon, Rev. H.
Mrs.
Forbes was a women of many good qualities.
Slie is survived by her husband, Almens S.
Forbes, who for many years has been a
prominent citizen of this town. She leaves
three children—0. FI. Forbes of this town,
Mrs. Cora Clough of Waterhury, Conn., and
Rev. F. S. F'orbes of California... .C. H.

elected and amounts raised for the enModerator, C. F. Smith; town

c.eik, \V. M. Parse; selectmen, assessors of
taxes and overseers of poor, N. Roulston, L.
W. Wentworth, J. A. Colson; town agent,
J. K. Wentworth; town treasurer, C. O.
Sawyer. auditor, C. E. Adams; fire wards,
A. L. Mosman, G. E. Marks, G. A. Bowensuperintendant of schools, Flora E. Roulston; school committee, Annie Nichols, G. A.
Buw^n, A. E. Trundy ; collector of taxes, J.
H. Kneeland.
Voted that the selectmen be
highway surveyors. Voted to raise for support of poor and other town expenses, $2,000; for schools, $1,360; free high school,
$300; text books, §200; winter breaking,
$600: roads and bridges, $1,500; repairs on
discount,

on

memorial

meeting passed off very quietly on
The citizens ticket was elected in

full.

suing year:

schoolhouses, $150;

a

Monday.

meeting, which took
place Monday, passed off very quietly. The
forty-three articles were all disposed of and
the meeting adjourned at 10.45 a. in. It was
probably the shortest annual meeting ever
held in Searsport. Following are the offiThe

floor

was
well
rilled
variety of pretty and
grotesque costumes....Capt. Elden Slmte
aud sou Hairy leave town the
present week
to join his vessel in Boston... .The Current
Events Club will meet, at Mrs. Charles
Park’s this, Thursday, afternoon_The

eighty were fed, many of them older members of the community who were not able to
was

Y\ intertort.
The following officers were
elected at the town meeting Monday, March
13th: Selectmen, S. H. Morgan, J. H. Carlet'*n, Daniel Dyer, Jr.; Clerk, D. M. Spencer ;
Treas., C. C. Moody ; School Supt., Sydney
Thompson; school committee, Rev. D. H.
Piper, Dr. J. H. Baker; Constable, Howard
Grant, F. \YT. Carleton; Town Agent, (’. M.
Cunaut. They voted to appropriate $400 for
Free High School; $100 for Free Library ; $50
for Memorial Day.

teen

village who attended
the supper ami entertainment given by the
2d Congregational society at the Harbor last
Wednesday evening were most royally entertained by our Harbor friends, who have a
most happy faculty as hosts. The tables
were bountifully supplied with every thing
to temp* the appetite, and the entertainment
was good from start to hnish. To utilize the
large amount of food left on hand a dinner
was given next day at noon, at which about

present the night before, and at their

Margaret Ames

in

...

the

quest the entertainment
the afternoon.

Mrs.

sufficiently improved

health to Be
moved from the hotel to her own home. Mrs.
Cynthia Goodhue remains with her as nurse.
Capt. and Mrs. C. S. Kendall gave a
pleasant tea-party to a dozen of their friends
last Thursday-Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Webber, Leuene Nichols. Sarah
Grinned, Jennie Clusson, Charlie Havener,
Benson McClure, Raymond Norton and
Harold Smith. From toe Primary school.
James Carr, Eugene Shute, Elsie Gilkey,
Har >kl Biather. Henrietta Gilkey, and
Ernest Grinne.il.

selectmen

j

Stockton Springs.

Harriet

be

Brooksville. Moderator, M. I). Chatto;
and assessors, John P. Tapley,
L. Condon, George YYT Blodgett;
Augustus
" here he has
employment.... Mark Jackson clerk, George H. Tapley; treasurer,
Lewis
is going to school at the
village. George F. Gray; collector, William H. Stover;
school
O.
P.
committee,
Lymhurner, T. T.
Bragdou goes to Suiithton.
Miss Vesta 1
I. I
Getchell and Will Young intend to go to j Harvey, SamuelCousins; superintendent of
schools,
Tapley. Appropriations:
Castiue this spring... .Most every tine has a
j Schools, what the law allows; roads, $701):
sore, arm, and the vaccination fad is
poor, $800; other purposes. $1,250.
takiug j
v,:

opportunity.

Nearly rifty from

Constable.

vugusta, where she has Been spending the
nter....F rank T hurston came home from
Piitsliel i and lias gone to Milford, N. H.,

lecture will h- free, but those willing to contribute toward the expenses will have the

Reynolds, one of our representative young
farmers, died Monday morning after a short
illness from a stomach trouble. He was one
of the selectmen of the town, his term expiring the day he died-Mrs. Cora Clough
of Connecticut returned home Tuesday_
Mrs. Mary F. Leathers oi Troy was called
here last week to attend the funeral of her
sister, Mrs. Forbes. She was accompanied
by her daughter, Mrs. Inez M. Harding_
One of the very finest entertainments of the
season was given here last
Wednesday evening by the lodge of Good Templars. By request it will be repeated to-night (Thursday)
at the G. A. R. hall....B. F. Stantial is closing out his stock of goods, preparatory to
moving his business to Guilford... .J. H.
Gordon’s pant shop has started up, and we
all are glad, hoping that it will bring a little

services, $ 50;

taxes, $600.

To Cure

Constipation in One Week
Purify the Blood in One Week
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
To

Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea,
25c. trial size free. If it fails to cure,
your money will be refunded.
A.
A
Howes &Co.

into the town_F. L. Colley of Belfast is here this week printing the March
issue of the Yankee Blade.
He has for
No Heart too Bad to be Cured.— pressman, D. B. Bowen_Brooks Good
Testimony could he piled high in cominenda- j
will send a full delegation to
tion of the wonderful cures wrought by Dr. ! Templar lodge
Agnew’s Cure for the Heart. No case stands the Grand lodge at Lewiston next month and
against this great remedy where it did not they will be a unit for Geo. E. Brackett for
relieve the most acute heart sufferings inside I Grand
Fred Walker is running
Secretary
of thirty minutes. It attacks the disease in
j the milk route for Geo. B. Roberts and has
an instant after being taken.
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—36. moved on to the place.
uioney

!

—

Mills.

Verona. Moderator, F. M. Heath; selectmen and assessors, William H.
Patterson,
George H. Allen, George Bassett; clerk,
George Lowell; treasurer, R. A. Whitmore;
collector, H. D. Heath; member of school
committee, George Lowell; superintendent
of schools, Alice E. Webster; road commissioner, Warren Abbott; constable, Charles
F. Heath. Appropriations—Schools, $260;
highway, $150; poor, $175; removing snow,
$50; repairs of school property, $75; towards
getting a road machine, $100; town expenses
$200; repair on bridge, $50.
Penobscot
Selectmen and assessors, J.
M. Hutchins, Mark C. Devereux, A. P.
Leacli; clerk. A. E. Varnum; treasurer, F.
A. Miller; collector, Robert B. Gray; member of school committee, W. J. Creamer;

superintendent

of

schools,

Maud M.

Leach;

agent, J. M. Hutchins; constables, N.
L Grindle, R B. Gray and Leroy Wardwell.
Appropriations—Schools, $1,100; roads and

town

bridges, R000;

poor,

$900; contingent, $600;

interest on notes and orders, $400; to build
scboolhouse, $300: school bouse repairs,$200;
sidewalks, $100; text-books, $50.

Bucksport. Moderator, Barker Spofford ;
town clerk, William A. Rernick ; selectmen,
S. E. Hall, George D Crane; Thomas Bowden; treasurer, A. F. Page; agent, O. P.
Cunningham; auditor, Charles H. Rice;
member of school committee, Fred C. Ball;
fire wardens, William Beazley, H. Rufus
Googins, A. B. Ames; road commissioner,
Walter Snowman; collector, William A.
Rernick.
Appropriations—Schools, $3,200;
and
poor, $1,600; notes
interest, $912;
on
town bonds, $4,000;
coupons
prineipa .4
town bonds, $3,500; fire department, $350;

Deluge engine companies, $200,
roads, bridges and sidewalks, $2,500; snow,
$1,200; discounts, abatements and contingent expenses, $1,700; G. A. R. post, $50;
salaries of town officers, $1,200: lighting of
streets, $350: text-books, $300; repairing
schoolhouscs, $250; high school at E. M. C.
seminary, $750. Total, $22,062.
Torrent and

News ot the Granges.
Seaside Grange, had 135 members present
last Saturday evening. Two degrees were
conferred

on

five candidates,

and

an

im-

promptu literary program was presented,
the members who had been appointed to
take part being absent. Two interesting
numbers were a song by Miss Ethel Savery
and a recitation by Miss Nellie Hall, the
smallest and probably the youngest members. It was voted to have an old folk’s
dance Friday evening, March 17th.

had about been given
up is the Levi Hart, I
Eapt. Pendleton, which arrived at New
Haven Thursday after
been out nearhaving
ly a month on a passage from Newport
m-ws.
As w as the case with several of the
other vessels which
made unusually long
passages the Hart was blown miles off the
coast, ohe received no
important injury_,
schooners Hattie M. Howes, 1
M. E. El bridge and
George H. Mills, all of
which met with disaster in
the Vineyard
during the recent gales, were towed here
yesterday morning by the ocean tug Ice
1 he Howes is
King
totally dismasted, and
will he converted into a
harbor lighter, having been purchased for that
purpose by E. S.
Booth....Schoouer Yale, Gapt Coombs, arrived here yesterday from
Baltimore, from
which port she sailed on Feb
8
She got
caught in the ice below Baltimore and lost
both her anchors and chains. She
was obliged to put into Norfolk to
procure newr ones
before resuming her nassaee.
GHAKTKKS
Bark
Minimis A Goddaril,
Boston to Rosario,
lumber, $10 25 Sell
Wm B Palmer, Cienfuegos to New York or
Philadelphia, sugar, 12 and Hi cents Seb
Wallace Ward
(corrected) Newport
News to Tampico, coal, $2 60
Sch Fd H
Blake, Sabine Pass to Tampion, lumber, p.
t.
Seh Lucia Porter, Irinidad to
Galveston
or New Urleans,
asphalt, $2 25 $cb F ('
Pendleton, Savannah to New Yoik, lumber.
$5 25, 40 m. ft. per day
Sell IVlia F, .Jacksonville to New York, lumber. $5 60general

Clip this Out; You etc not Know the
Moment when it will be Bound
Invaluable.
Seven miles

Skowhegan

out on

and

the Canaan

Pittsfield,

over

road, between
fifty jears ago, a

young couple settled on a farm a little istanee
beyond the pleasant residence of Gov. Powers.
At that time

our

Governor

was

not in existence,

communication by rail was thought an impossibility, over half of Maine was a wilderness, and
if anyone had
predicted that the fine Tree State
would be represented in Congress by some of the
greatest intellects which our Republic has produced, that prediction would have been looked
upon as madness. To talk about the early history
of Maine with Mrs. K. Tilton, the survivor of the
couple referred to, is a pleasure, and anyone interested in reminiscences of the pioneers cannot

spend a mote pleasant hour. Among the inter
esting things discussed with our representative a
short time ago, was her experience with and
opinion of a medical preparation which has become a household necessity in the cities and towns
of our Republic. It will become so here. The
spreading of such information as that supplied
by Mrs. Tilton will bring this result about. Read

!
i
I

we

noticed last

samples,

week, if
brief,

to be

catch

you have not seen them.
are shoes made
up

very

trade, and while the prices on them are very inconsidj.
desirability is not so much in that the prices are
CHEAP, but more in that you get the nicest quality
at wonderfully low prices.
For instance, we have a window
their

Ladies' Beets and Oxfords at 87c
THAT AVERAGE TO BE

and'back,

3s

WORTH TWICE Tll.\

worth $2.50 to $4.00 a pair.
Women should see to it tii
look them over. A few left for girls and
boys but they ha

are

hoys

Sherman!

LADIES' BOOTS

di'

was severe

and I suffered greatly. When 1 sat or
lay down 1 could not get up again. I often used
home
simple
remedies but they never effected a
perfect cure. I was in pretty bad shape for some
time, suffering day and night, when! was induced
to try Doan’s
Kidney f ills. They gave me relief
alter taking a few noses.
When I finished the
treatment my trouole disappeared. 1 found them
an effective
remedy, and 1 believe an> person annoyed with backache, if tlu-y use them according
to directions, will fi:.d them so.”
Just such emphatic endorsement can be found right here in
Belfast. Drop into Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store
and ask them what their customers report to them.
Doan’s Ointment is lor sale by all dealers, price
60 cents, mailed by 1 oster-Milbmn Co., Buffalo,
X. Y., sole agents for tlic United Siates.

Of which

’tis true—for

cargo out current rates. Sell
Gladys New
York to Key West, stone,
p t,
Brunswick to
ties, 15 1 2 cuts
100 111
feet, per day.
Soli A I!
Brunswick to Baltimore, lumber,
Sch
p r.
Almeda Willey, Brunwick t.
New Y,,rk
kiln-dried cypress, $5 25,
quick dispat
Soli Mattie G Luce, Mobile to
Portland, lumber, $650. Sell I) 1) Haskell, Savannah to
n<!" York, lumber, p t. fertilizer out from
Ehzabethport Soli Austin K Knight., Tam

Philadelphia,

what she says:
For a number <>t years 1 had
some kind of
kidney trouble, causing severe attacks of backache, not constantly, but recurring
from time to time. When 1 did have an attack it

Regarding those Sample

S1.48

WORTH $3.00 and $4.00.

yfF We

2^=-will

picojt.ojNew York, fustic, j> t
Fkrights. The Freight Circular

are

AND $:,

BEAUTIFUL

(.(

h

advertising splendid bargains and it

pay you to

keep

them in mind.

of Hr, wn
the week p.n,i-

& Lu. New

York, reports for
March llt.h: There is ho appreciable
in the offerings of
tonnage in anv id
the various (iepartim nts, am! the market. m
retains
a
firm
consequence
tune.
Large
vessels for long voyage trades
continue in
demand, hut owners an yet reserved in
I their offeri-gs, being encouraged by the
genera! outlook. The Colonial lines liave
I| secured several additional
vessels, paying
I upon the basis of 17s <»d u 18s to
Sydney,’and
they are prepared to consider further’offers
at similar figures.
Case oil shippers have
taken two vessels during tlie
week, one at
advanced rate of 10 cents to Calcutta April
Remember the name DOAN’S and take no sub
loading, and tlie other 28-s24 cents from !
stitute.
Philadelphia to Japan, October December.
There is no demand for barrel petroleum
Office Masonic Temple, next Peoples National Bank, Main *.
tonnage; rates, however, are regarded as
M I»I' N K W>.
firm upon the present basis of 2s « 8s as to
BELFAST,
MAIN II
size of vessel and port.
Lumber tonnage to
the River Plate is inquired for, but as
AKKIVED.
shippers hesitate to advance their ideas, difficulMarch .8. Sch J bester \V Laurence, BoothHHADiMi
11:i: instkam i: ro. of
4 <;IS1CTLTl l: A I
INsi
ty is experienced in securing suitable vesbay Harbor; Maria Webster, Rich, Rockland. sels
Reading, Pa. Incorporated in 1867. Com- lx. tertown, N Y.
Rids are made of $18 ".14 from the menced
business in 1867. W. A. Tipping,
March 10. Schs Laughing W aters.Sprague,
>e»imenced business in ]
<^l f f" Buenos Ayres and
os.
Til
H.
Scatland.
and
dent;
Rosario,
Secretary.
Swan's Island ; Garland, Allen, Stonington.
Capital jiaid deni ; Secretary, \V. li
vd''l $10 from the Provinces.
From Boston up in cash. $250,000 00.
in cash, 600,000.
March 15.
Sch Fannie & Edith, Patter$10 25 was paid to Rosario, ami $0 hence to
ASSETS DECEMBER HI, 1898.
ASSETS DF.i
son, Boston.
mi
Buenos Ayres. Brazil
and other South Real Estate owned by the
company,
Real estate owned l v tin
SAILED.
American freights offer
moderately, and
unincumbered.$ 22,700 00
unincumbered
March 9. Sch Volant, Pendleton, Rock- though shippers are. prepared to meet full Loans on bond and mortgage first'
Loans on bond and in<
market, rases, vessels are, uot
liens).
land.
333,478 66
liens
readily obtain- Stocks
ami
bonds
owned
comthe
by
Stocks and bonds own,
March ll
Sch Chester W Lawrence, able. A good demand is experienced for
market value.
50
pany.
290,820
coal
and
market vain.
lumber
company,
Boothbav Harbor.
tonnage to the West Indies, Loans secured
by collaterals...
38,950 00
Loans secured by coliat.
March 13. Sch Emma S. Briggs, Osborne, but business is kept within narrow limits in (.'ash in the company's
« asli in the
office
principal
eompau.
r
Rockland.
consequence of tlie small number of suitable
and in bank
93.123 26
ftce and in bank
March 14. Sch Volant, Pendleton, Rock- vessels at present available. Coal rates to Interest due and accrued
5,594 35
I ntcrests due and a< c
Porto Rico are higher, $2.50 and p e having Premiums in clue course of collection
land.
39.153 36
Premiums in due com-,
tion.
March 15. Sch Maria Webster, Turner, been secured from Philadelphia.
Vessels
of all the admitted assets
Aggregate
All
for
the
other assets
lumber
trade
Isle au Haut.
are
(easting
quite
ot the company at their actual value
$*23,820 13
actively inquired for, but tonnage is scarce,
of ail the
AMERICAN PORTS.
Aggregate
DECEMBER
1898.
and an advance in rates is generally asked.
LIABILITIES,
3$j;
sets of the company
New York, March (I. Sld, schs F C Pcn- Owners are quoting $5 87 1 2" $5 50. Bruns- Net amount of unpaid losses and
tual value__
claims.
wick to New York, though no actual busidletou, Burgess. Baltimore; Wm E Downes, ness for
LIABILITIES M
this voyage has been done above Amount required t<> safely re-insure
Amboy for Portsmouth; 8, sld, sch Wm H $5 25. ( oal
all outstanding risks
2
Net amount of uiipab
is
in
moderate request, All other
tonnage
demands against the comSumner, Brunswick ; 9, ar, ship Emily Reed,
claims.
ami rata s are steady.
Tlie tonnage supply
pany, viz; commissions, etc.
Amount required to -ab
Singapore ; sch Penobscot, .Jacksonville ; 10, is
light.
ali outstanding risks..
cld, schs Ella M Willey, Port of Spain; Kit
Total amount of liabilities, except
All otino' demands a.:
Carson, San Juan ; W Wallace Ward, Newstock and net surplus..
277.394 in
capital
pany, viz: commissi.
port News; (and returned to lower bay
BORN.
250.hto 00
Capital actually paid up in cash
11th); 12, ar, bark Mannie Swan, Higgins,
296,lv* u.3 Total amount ol liabiii;
Surplus beyond* capital.
San .Juan, P. It; schs Jennie G. Pillsbury,
capital stock and net
Iti:\ ki.agk. In North Haven. February 28, to
< apital
Aggregate amount of liabilities in
Rockland; Rahhoni, New Bedford; 13, ar, .Mr.
actually paid up
and Mrs. James Beverage, a daughter*
net surplus
13 Surplus beyond capita
sell Charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, Charleston,
eluding
$823,820
Clifton. In Washington, I >. (
.March (i, to Mr.
S C; Mary L Crosby, Trim.
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me
Fermimlina; and Mrs. Richard Clifton, a son, Richard Monroe.
Aggregate amount o|
Book. In Neihart. Mont., March 14, to Mr. and
cld, bark Matanzas, Havana; sld, schs W
eluding net surplus
\6 \i;.\ I IRE INSt RAM I'. CO. nf New
Wallace Ward, Newport News; Anna Pen- Mrs. W illiam I.. Cook, a daughter.
\l
ii
York.
in
l*.‘.o
:u
James Putteeifit Sm
Ph'kik
In Vinalhaven, March 2, to .Mr and
Incorporated
July,
dleton, Brunswick.
menced business in Aug.. l*5u. Harold Herrick,
Mrs.
V infield Rickie, a daughter
Boston, March 7.
Ar, schs Winslow
President; Secretary, (ieorge W. I»ewev. Capital
Hi UKiCK In Camden, March 2 to Mr and Mrs.
1-1 V I UPOOI
Til I
y
Morse, Newton, Belfast; A 11 ay ford, Ryan, Byron Herrick, a daughter.
l
I nsi i: \ \<
paid up in cash, >5oi),( oo.
( unmeimed business in
do; 8, cid, sell R Bowers, Fcrnan.lina ; 10,
•Jackson. In Belfast, .March S, to Mr and Mrs.
31.
DECEMBER
1*98.
ASSETS,
ar, schs Jose Olaverri, A rev,
Kabul, Rcsi.icnt Manag.Baltimore; Frai I. B Jackson, a son
Knowlton. in Stonington. March 5.
Yale, Coombs, do; 11. ar, schs Melissa A
ty Mauagcr.
Mr. Real estate owned l»y the company,
unincumbered ..' .$l,00ii,(j0... i>i.<
assets i.i
Willey, Coombs, Brunswick; Estelle, Hucli- and Mrs. John K Ki owlton. a daughter.
mi
|.
Fk ikins. In Buekspnrt, Fehrnai> 21, to Mr. Loans on bond and mortgage Jirst
inson, Pascagoula; 12, ar, sch R F Pettigrew, and
Real estate owned by
liens,
drs. Fred B. Perkins, a son.
268,600 00
Newport News; 13, ar, sell Lucy E Friend,
unincumbereo
Stocks and bonds owned by the ooiuRi mman
In Bu.-k>|ioit. February 27, to Mr.
Loans on bond and m
Newport News.
and .Mrs. Rodman Rodman. a >>>n.
pany, market \.tlue.. l.b .525 00
liens i.
Loans secured by collaterals
S> n II. Ill Seal sport. Mat eli It), to Mr. and Mrs
,\i!.
Philadelphia, March 11. Cld, sell S M
Stocks and bonds
Cash in the company 's principal office
Bird, Boston; ar, schs John B Prescott, Charies F. smith, a son—'.) pounds.
company, market \a
and
m
bank.*..
119.853 47
Providence; Frank A Palmer, Boston; cld,
Loan*, secured ! c.sU;.Interest and rents due and accrued.
lo.o 7 41
sch Nathaniel T. Palmer, Portland;
< ‘asli in I be .‘.Mi •:111
>1A 1£ JJI KI).
13, cld,
y
Premiums in due course ot collection.
223,911 4
scii Electa Bailey, Pl> mouth.
lice and in bank
Hill- receivable
954 12
Intercsi .Inc aim
Baltimore. March 8. Ar, sch Hattie II
.J knkins-TiBiti:i’is
lii .Monroe, Maivli S, l>\
>
Premiums in due c.*u:
Barbour, Erskine, Savannah; 9, ar, sch
HusmEsq Hamilton F. Jenkins ami ihlie Aggregate of .til tin* admitted as>»*ts
lion.
of tlie company at t heir actual value $2,788,741 04
Young Brothers, Washington, DC.; 11, ar, Til belts, both
Mnimn'.
sell Tufa, Wilson, Boston ; cld, hark PriscilI'KNDLI r«*_v-K.\NHLKi r. Ill Islesboro. March ll,
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Aggregate of all tinI'
John
Farrow.
(Ha
Rio
A.
by
Pendleton
ami
la,
E.-q..
Janeiro; sld. bark Glad Tidings, Galsets
Net amount ot unpaid losses and
the
'inpa.
Lottie IF liamllett. both ..1 Nlesboro.
veston; 13, ar, sch Eliza J. Pendleton, New
tual .alue
claims. .i >2.12
H tnst. w- mmM1 '.ns,
ill Friendship, March 2.
York.
Amount required to safety re insure
W liter W insh.w ami Bessie Simm<>ns, both of
LIABILITIES HI
all outstanding risks....'..
Delaware Breakwater, March 10. Sld,
1,242.62s 88 Net amount ol
Friends up.
All other demands against the
unpa.
iusch F C Pendlet< n, New York for Savannah!
vVksci11
\\ i.m .'it. In I'euobscot. February 27.
maims..
141.502 2 5 Amount
pany, viz commissous, etc
Charleston, S C, March 7. Cld, sch Harry Wescort and Miss Helen \\ eseotr. both -I
required ;
Penobscot.
ai!
Charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, New York.
outstanding risk*
1 >ta amount of liabiliries.ext *
j t capWinrm<»ki;-Flhtchi;k. In EiUw..,. h. d’lanta
A!
uln-r demands
Brunswick, Ga, March 8. Cld, sch Laura ti->11
ital stock and net
surplus .1.516.‘.‘t.4
No. 8. March b, Leslie Win; more ..i Hampden
pany, viz commissions.
M Lunt, Cummings, Boston; 9, sld, bark
in
no
Capital
cash.
5iHi,<iini
actually
paid
up
and Miss Daisy M. Fletcher ■•! No. s.
Alice Reed, New York; 10, cld, bark E 1.
Surplus beyond capital.
771.776 7
Total amount ol liabiii'
May I erry, New York
capital ock and net *
Aggregate amount of liabilities in1 > 1K1».
Mobile, March 8 Cld, sch Helen G MoseSurplus
...$-.788.741 04
cluding net surplusley, Holt, Norfolk.
James Pattee & Son, Agents. Belfast, Me.
Dutch Island Harbor, March 9. Ar, sch
Aggregate amount
A-Miklws. In llockport, March 4. Selma L.,
eluding net surplus
Puritan, Sargent, New York for Mt. Desert widow of Asa Andrews, a native of 1’nion, aged
MERCANTILE EIRE A MARINI!
3
74
months
and 4 days.
!
years.
Bos
sailed
James Pat tee & s«.n
(and
)
ton.
Blanchard.
In Chelsea.
Mass.. March 11,
Incorporated Keb. 11. |S23. < ,,m
Fernandina, March 8. Ar, sch Flora Rog- Margaret
C. Blanchard, widow of the late (’apt. menced business in May, 1 ,s23
*,«•<• 1;. 1,
/ ‘HUMAN
\MI.UIt
ers, Boston; 12, sld, sch Laura,
JLamsou, Albert Blanchard, both formerly <d Searsporr, President. Secretary. James Simpson, (apitai
"
<d New York
;
New York.
pant up in cash, $400,odd.
Maine, in the ninetieth yeat ot her age.
< ommeneed business M,i•
( i'siima.n.
In Hock land. March 8, Sophronia
Jacksonville, March 10. Cld, brig Jennie
Kreine
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1898.
President, S«
Halbert, New York; 13, ar, sch Mary A ( Sutlei widow ot Mathias Cushman. ;i native of Real estate owned
Capital paid up in cash,
by the company,
Brunswick, aged 88 years, 4 months ami 28 days.
Hall, Boston.
assets luau-.M
unincumbered..
(T nmnoiiam Jo Belfast, March
.$ None.
l.ucinda'lL
New Haven, March 11. Ar.sch Levi Hart,
Loans on bond and mortgage first
Real estate owned by ti•
Cunningham, aged SI years and 7 months.
Norfolk.
lii-ns).. ..
on
Dixtiin. In Belfast, March 1", Horatio Dun
127,1(1'.
umneumbered...
Port Tampa, March 11.
Stocks and bonds owned by the comSld, sch Isaiah ton. aged 80 years,5 months and 12 days.
Loans on bond and mm tg
pany, market value-'.
Hart, Carteret.
Fa i.m Kit. In Verona, February 25. Sirs. Kmily
400.724 00
liens)....
Loans
secured
1
by collaterals.
45jin,
Stocks and bonds <.u
Apalachicola, March 12. Cld, sch Willie B. Farmer, aged 85 years ,3 months and 5 days.
Cash in the company s
(ion.
In Tromoni, February 23. Elmer Gott,
principal ofL Newton, New Bedford.
company, market \.m
fice and in bank ..
< ash in the
37 years.
58,331 82
nnpa. y
Pascagoula, March 13. Sld, sch Herald, aged
I nterest due and accrued
2sc>2 25
Jordan. In Camden, March b, the wife ->f Edbee ami m bank ’..
Lowell, Matanzas.
Premiums in due course of collection
ward 1\ Jordan, aged ♦».> >ears.
21,6 in 28
Interest dim and am rim
N
H, March 13. Ar, sch Wm
Portsmouth,
Leadhettkk
In Belfast, .March 15, Jennie B.
Premiuu s m due
m
E Downes, Marshall, Perth Amboy.
Aggregate of all the admitted asLeadbetter, aged 37 years
tion..
sefs of the company at their actual
Port Clyde, Me, March 10. Sld, sch Sarah
Lidwio
In Camden, March 4, George B. Ludval,u‘
D J Rawson, New York (has cargo of deals
$ 60 1,028 35 Aggregate of a!i tile a
wig, aged 48 years.
Penney.
In Knox, January 14, Wil is H.
sets of
be company -,
of wrecked sch Marcus Edwards).
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
tual value.
Penney, aged 25 years, b months and 25 days.
Net amount of
unpaid losses and
Pint.brick.
In Thorndike, March 13. Irene
fUKUluA rOKlS.
®laitus.$
7,019 90 I
LIABILITIES HE.
•!
Phiihnck, aged HO years and 2 moot hs.
Amount required to safely re-insure
Barbados, March 4. Ar, sell Mary E
Robbins. In Belfast, March 10, Otis Robbins, !
Net amount, of unpaid'
all outstanding risks
140/ s 24
Palmer, Haskell, Buenos Ayres (and sailed aged 53 years.
All other demands
claims.
against the comfor Hampton Roads).
S1MB.ONS. In Wahloboro, March 7, Margaret
Amount required to sab
pany, viz; commissions, etc_
4,480 05 j
all outstanding risks
Panama, Feb. 23.
Ar, steamer City of (Labe), widow of William A. Simmons, aged 70
All ot her demands a_.
years.
Total amount of liabilities,
Sydney, Pillsbury, San Francisco.
except
Staples. In Cambridgeport. Mass, March l,
viz: coinmissio
pany,
capital stock and next surplus....
Palermo, March 7. Ar.sch Edward Stew- William L. Staples,
85
158,104
former.y of Rockland, a native
’apitai actually paid up in cash_
4on,000 00
ait., Kent, Bucksport.
of Biuehili, agen 20 years.
Total amount of liabiii
surplus
beyond
capital
103.463
60
Feb.
15.
In
Demerara,
port sch Georgia
Wheeler
In Rockland, March 7, Martha
capItal Stock and n*
Gilkey from Jacksonville.
(Stover), widow ot Joseph S Wheeler, a native of Aggregate amount of liabilities, inCapital actually paid nj
San Juan, P. R., March 11. Ar, bark C St. George, aged 84 years, in months and b days.
Surplus
beyond upti,.
net
cluding
surplus. $001,028 35
Wood. In Boston. March 3, George F. Wood, a
P Dixon, Baltimore.
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.
Aggiegate am.unit of
Sydney, N. S. W., March 10. Ar, ship native of Camden, aged 50 \ears.
eluding net surplus
Reaper, San Francisco.
stati: fikk insi i:ax i; co.
.lames Pattee & Son. y„
St Helena, March 7. Passed bark lolani,
of Portsmouth, N. H
in I.ss5.
Incorporated
for New York.
mg
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Hong Kong
Havana, March 7 Old, bark Olive Thurlow, Delaware Breakwater.
MARINE

MTSCF.I.LANY.

Spoken, Jan 15th, lat 53 S, Ion 51 W, ship
R D Rice, from San Francisco for London.
The bark Penobscot, 1.067 tons, which
recently arrived here from Manila with a
cargo of hemp, may be sold to the Luckenbaefas, of New York, for a coal barge, as they
have offered $10,000 for her, but is is understood that that price doesn’t buy her.
(Marine Journal.
March 13. The Italian
Busksport, Me
barkentine Emilia, Capt. Trapani, arrived in
port today,salt laden, 107 days out from Augusta, Sicily. Capt Trapani reports sighting
Mt. Desert rock on Jan. 24, but took a severe
norther and was blown to sea. On Feb. 10
he again sighted the rock, hut was once more
blown out, and made Rockland Sunday,
after being off the coast 48 days, an experience seldom paralleled.
Vineyard Haven, March 8 Sells Joae Olaverri.from Baltimore for Boston,which arrived
to day, carried away flying jibstay, and lost
jib and forestaysail during easterly gale
yesterday morning. Was towed here from
Tarpaulin Cove by tug Herald and proceeded to Boston in tow of tug Pallas.
Sch Daylight, from Norfolk for Boston, which arrived to day, broke spanker boom and tore foresail off Montauk in easterly gale March 6th.
The overdue four-masted
Heard From
schooner David P Davis, Capt Davis, which
sailed from Boothbay, Me, Feb. 6th, for
Washington, D C, with a cargo of ice, and
which it was feared had met with disaster in
one of the many gales which have swept the
coast since she left port, was spoken March
6th in lat 37° 25' N, Ion 71° 31' W, by the
British steamer Baltazan, which arrived at
New York March 8th from Colombo and
Cochin. The Davis was apparently all
right. She was probably blown off the coast
and has found difficulty in returning on account of the adverse winds and weather.
Another overdue
Boston, March 11.
schooner
reach port in safety after she

Gkaniti:

Commenced business in 1885. Frank .Jones, Pres
blent; Secretary, A. F. Howard. Capital paid up
in cash, §200,000.

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Heal estate owned by the company,
unincumbered ...'..* .§
Loans on bond and mortgage Hirst

liens).

..

Stocks and bonds owned by tlie
company, market value—.
Cash in the company's principal oftice and in bank.
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collec..

Genuine

tion.

Due from other

of the company
value.

at

of

Surplus beyond capital.
amount of liabilities
net surplus.

Aggregate

cluding

See Fac-SImile Wrapper Below.

to take

as

250,736 60
200,000 00
80,71 1 35

in-

§531,447 95

fllVER
PI LLS.

j|

t

Having purchased the original records of the
of J. C. Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those
who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will be at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the postofflce
the second Tuesday of each month.
Widows
claims will receive prompt attention.

FOR CONSTIPATION.
FOR SALLOW SKIN.

estate

FOR THE COMPLEXION

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

I

45tf

."lain

4

Belfast

l*ri<

\

Product Market.

r
it,

Apples. |.
dried, fc> IP,
1
Beans, pea,
medium.
vel'weves, 1
Butter, (b Hi.
Beef, f Hi.
Barley. fe> bu.
Cheese, fc> IP,
1 hicken.
tti.
1 'a If Skins,
Duck, fc> lb,
doz.
Eggs,
Fowl, fc> lb,
••

••

>i:

ao

i

llui'

C-

»i
«/11 u La n 11
i> Mi:
50a 1
Hi n i- .‘at-.
I
a

Km

4r« *

<t

I

11

!'a "

P a 12 I'urk.■ v.
r.i
bn7
14m 1'- V .Ml. \

Rain! W‘l
Ki«l kV.I
Rev
Retail /‘rice.

Cleese,

M

tb,

j

FOR HEADACHE.

1

.ni

coimm ki> \vi «-;k

sugar.

CARTERS FOR DIZZINESS.
FOR BILIOUSNESS.
Wittle FOR
TORPID LIVER.

to

Above sal;r

Oml

49.5 11 t«>
307 f>i

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.
Fred Atwood, Agent, Winterport.

easy

Canvass.

(1 dress
51,807 N4
ois.f.f

§531,447 95

...

as

A few Kiit-rn»**
r<»

their actual

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash_

Very small and

20,223 10
379.079 30

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims. .§
29,494 00
Amount required to safely rt in.-ure
all outstanding risks.
208,904 95
All other demands against the com15.277 95
pany, viz: commissions, etc.

Little Liver Pills.
Signature

jays

oo

Aggregate ol all the admitted assets

Carter’s
Must Bear

companies..

30,200

L. C. MORSE.

Beef, corned.
IP, Tqs Lina t
Butter salt, 14 lb hair. 1' »ai M*
h> )iii"n'
Corn, fc> hu,
['rack'd Corn, fc) hu, 4m >11, k«!
Corn Meal, Ji> hu.
4m Pollork. i
"
14 fork, t’
Cheese,
lb,
Cotton Seed, fc> cwt, 1 25 fla-tm «
5nM l\Vo
Codfish, dry, 4* lb
U 'll1 1, t
Cranberries, |> qt,
Clover Seed,
li aPJ
L.
4 50(a4 75 <alt. I
Four, $)' bbl,
HI. (i Seed, bu. 1 75{q2 00 swn’I 1
Ra9 V\ lu*al
Lard, $> lb,

C

Bean the

Signature
of

1

